
 

 
19/RC/77 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Independent Hearing Commissioner  18 September 2019 
 10.00 am 
 
 

Staff Report for Hearing 
 

The recommendation in the staff report represents the opinion of the writer and it is not binding on 
the Independent Hearing Commissioner. The report is evidence and has no greater weight than any 

other evidence that the Commissioner will hear and consider. 

 

Hearing of Application – APP-20191150 
Fiordland Trails Trust 

Compiled by Sonya Nicol, Consultant Consents Officer 

 
Hearing: The hearing is scheduled to commence at 10.00 am on Wednesday, 

18 September 2019 in the Real Journeys Fiordland Community Events 
Centre, 20-22 Luxmore Drive, Te Anau. 

 
Application: The Fiordland Trails Trust has applied for: 

 retrospective resource consent for wetland modification to 
enable construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and 
use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 
Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail.  

 
Notification: The application was publicly notified on 6 May 2019 and 

74 submissions to the application were received, 72 in support and 
two neutral. 

 
Recommendation:                 I recommend that the application is refused for the reasons that are 

detailed in this report.  
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Executive Summary  
 
The application is for retrospective resource consent for wetland modification to enable construction 
of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 
Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail.  An Abatement Notice (EAS-20182800) was issued on 
27 September 2018 regarding the unauthorised culvert (including its depth) and trail installation. 

The area where the trail and the associated culverts are located is classed as a wetland.   The wetland 
area is associated with a spring-fed stream that drains into Lake Manapouri.  The area of wetland 
impacted from the trail is approximately 120 m2. The wetland is not listed as a Regionally Significant 
Wetland with the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan (pSWLP). 
 
Volunteered conditions to remedy and mitigate the effects of the trail on the wetland include infilling 
of the excavated ditch and three monitoring site visits involving walk-over inspections and promoting 
the  clearance of exotic pest plant species to remediate effects of the trail on the wider wetland. 
 
The application triggers Wetlands Rule 74(c) of the pSWLP for the use of land within a natural 
wetland, as the application is for the modification of a wetland, including the installation of two 
culverts.  This plan sets out very clear and directive objectives and policies that adverse effects of 
activities on wetlands should be avoided. 

In my view, there are two key issues that the Independent Hearing Commissioner needs to consider 
when making the decision on the proposal in terms of adverse effects on the wetland, namely 
hydrological effects and the direct loss of wetland vegetation.   
 
There were 74 submissions to the application were received, 72 in support and two neutral.  The 
submissions highlight the social, cultural and economic benefits that the Trail brings to Fiordland. 
 
Overall, I recommend that the application be declined. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Status and purpose of this report 

 
This report has been prepared under Section 42A of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) to 
assist in the hearing of the application for resource consent made by Fiordland Trails Trust.  
Section 42A allows local authorities to require the preparation of such a report on an application for 
resource consent and allows the consent authority to consider the report at any hearing.  
 
The purpose of the report is to assist the Independent Hearing Commissioner in making a decision on 
the application.     
 

1.2 About the author  

 
My name is Sonya Nicol. I am a Consultant Consents Officer employed by the Southland Regional 
Council.  I have 16 years’ experience in planning and resource management roles in local government 
and as a private consultant.  Over this time, I have prepared and processed resource consent 
applications, and have worked with a range of district and regional plans. 
 
I hold the qualifications of a Bachelor of Resource Studies and a Postgraduate Diploma in Resource 
Studies.  I am an Associate Member of the New Zealand Planning Institute. 
 
I have been involved with the application since it was lodged and received by Council. I have also 
visited the site.  
 
For completeness, I have read the Environment Court Code of Conduct and agree to abide by it.  
 

1.3 Information relied on in preparation of this report 

 
In preparation of this report I have had regard to the following documents: 
 

 Resource consent application;  

 Further information provided under Section 92(1) of the RMA dated 1 April 2019; 

 Technical review of the application completed under Section 92(2) of the RMA dated 
26 February 2019; 

 Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA); 

 National Policy Statement on Freshwater 2014 (NPSFM); 

 Southland Regional Policy Statement 2017 (RPS); 

 Regional Water Plan for Southland 2010 (RWP); 

 Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan (decisions version) 2018 (pSWLP); and  

 Te Tangi a Tauria (Iwi Management Plan) 2008. 
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2. The application  
 

2.1 The proposed activities 

 
Applicant:  Fiordland Trails Trust    
 
Application:     Retrospective resource consent for wetland modification to enable 

construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of 
two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to 
Manapouri Trail.  

  
Site address or location:  Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 
 
Legal description:  Public Land, owned by the Crown 
 
Map Reference:  1180612E, N4942051 and 1180593 E, 4942084 
 
The Proposal 
 
The Fiordland Trails Trust (the applicant) is seeking retrospective resource consent for wetland 
modification to enable construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts 
and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Multi Use Trail (the Trail).   
 
The application describes the existing environment in detail.  The Trail has been constructed across 
the wetland for a distance of approximately 35 metres.  The wetland area is associated with a spring 
fed stream that drains into Lake Manapouri.  The trail crosses two streams that both have had 
culverts installed and are positioned at the southern and northern ends of the wetland.  These 
culverts have been formed to have a width of 3.0 metres, with a 2.2 metre wide gravelled surface.   
 
The immediate area of wetland impacted from the trail is approximately 120 m2. 
 

Volunteered conditions to remedy and mitigate the effects of the trail on the wetland include infilling 
of the excavated ditch and three monitoring site visits involving walk-over inspections and promoting 
the clearance of exotic pest plant species to remediate effects of the trail on the wider wetland. 
 
The applicant seeks a 35-year consent term.   
 

2.2 Description of the affected environment 

 
The application describes the existing environment in detail.  The area where the trail, and the 
associated culverts are located is classed as a wetland.  I note that some submissions have 
questioned if the area is classed a wetland, so I address this now so that the description of the 
affected environment is clear.    
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The pSWLP defines wetlands as:  
 

“include permanently or intermittently wet areas, shallow water, and land water 
margins that support a natural ecosystem of plants and animals that are adapted to wet 
conditions.”  

 
The technical review completed by Wildland Consultants Limited also references the description as 
contained within the Beale Consultants report which described the site as: 
 

“The wetland occurs at the base of small scarp on the eastern shore of Lake Manapouri. 
It is likely to be a spring-fed wetland as there is no obvious stream channel upstream of 
the wetland. The wetland occurs in mosaic of fernland, mānuka (Leptospermum 
scoparium) scrub, and Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius). An informal walking track 
zigzags from the nearby Manapouri – Te Anau Highway to the lakeshore, just south of 
the wetland. 

 
The ecological assessment (Beale Consultants 2018) accompanying the application 
classifies the wetland as a marsh wetland, with the dominant wetland plant being purei 
(Carex secta), with shrubs of mingimingi (Coprosma propinqua) and weeping mapou 
(Myrsine divaricata) on its margins. Wet ground between the two streams is occupied by 
stands of mānuka, shrubs of mingimingi, and the sedge rautahi (Carex coriacea) and 
swamp kiokio (Parablechnum minus), and this vegetation also comprises wetland 
vegetation. The report states that no plant species with a threat classification were 
observed in the wetland in the vicinity of the track. The report also indicates that one or 
more lizard species with a threat classification of At Risk-Declining may be present. 

 
We note that one plant species found at the site, mānuka, has a current threat 
classification of At Risk-Declining, on the basis of the potential threat posed by myrtle 
rust (Austropuccinia psidii). Little weight has been attached to this due to the abundance 
of mānuka in Southland Region, because myrtle rust has not yet been detected in the 
lower South Island, and because mānuka is not a species that is commonly infected by 
myrtle rust in the North Island and northern South Island. 

 
Based on the description agreed by two ecologists as detailed above, I consider that the area subject 
to this application meets the definition of a wetland, as contained within the pSWLP. 
 
The wetland is not listed as a Regionally Significant Wetland within the pSWLP. The application site is 
positioned above Lake Manapouri, which is a Ngai Tahu Statutory Acknowledgement Area. The 
wetland is fed by a spring fed stream that drains into Lake Manapouri.  The wetland area is defined 
as being within Natural State for Water Quality.   
 

2.3 Actual and potential effects  

 
Effects to be considered (Section 104(1)(a)) 
 
Consideration has been given to the following effects: 
 

 hydrological effects on the wetland; 

 direct loss of wetland vegetation;  
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 design and location of the culverts including fish passage; 

 social and economic and public access. 
 
These issues are discussed below.  
 

 Hydrological effects on the wetland  
 

Based on the technical comments initially provided by Wildlands Consultants Ltd (dated 
26 February 2019), the actual hydrological effects that occurred from wetland modification 
(prior to any remediation proposed)  to enable the construction, the placement and use of 
culverts and the use of Leg 6 are more than minor.   

 
“The trail cuts across the flow of water in the upper part of the wetland, and diverts 
previously inflowing water into an adjacent stream. This is likely to cause local drying of 
the wetland adjacent to the water table and reduce water flow to the larger 
downstream part of the wetland. These effects are likely to cause local changes in 
wetland vegetation over time, allowing facultative wetland species such as mānuka to 
increase in abundance at the expense of obligate wetland species such as purei.” 

 

 Direct loss of wetland vegetation  
 

Based on the technical assessment provided, the actual effects on indigenous vegetation (prior 
to any remediation) from wetland modification to enable construction, the placement and use 
of culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Trail are more than minor.   

 
Residual adverse effects on the wetland are more than minor, for the following reasons. 
Various matters need to be considered to determine the scale of residual effects:  

 
 The wetland has been classified as a representative marsh wetland, a wetland class 

that has is one of the most reduced classes of wetland in most parts of New Zealand.  
 The wetland is located within a land environment that retains less than 20% of its 

original indigenous cover nationally.  
 Recent research in Southland has shown that the rate of wetland loss has not 

slowed, with 10.5% of Southland’s remaining wetlands (excluding those in Fiordland 
on Rakiura) being cleared between 1990 and 2012 (Robertson et al., in press).  

 Clearance of indigenous wetland vegetation, while representing a relatively small 
wetland area, increases the cumulative loss of wetland extent, and the effects of this 
have not been avoided, remedied, or mitigated.  

 
Overall, even though the extent of wetland loss is relatively small, the residual adverse 
effects are more than minor. 
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Figure 1: Photo taken from the Ecological Assessment submitted with the application, showing an elevated 
view of the northern culvert crossing looking in a southward direction showing vegetation within the 
wetland.   

 

 Design and location of the culverts including fish passage 
 

The culverts are being considered as a land use activity as part of the modification of a wetland 
activity.  As per the assessment provided in the section above, it is considered that the effects 
on the wetland from the activity which also includes the installation of two culverts will be 
more than minor.   

 

 Social and economic and public access effects 
 

The applicant highlights that the activity is having positive social and economic benefits, and 
enhanced public access to public land as well as enhances recreational opportunities.  I 
consider that these are positive effects from the trail for the Fiordland community. 

 
Effects Conclusion  
 
When looking through the lens of the policies and objectives of the regional plans, the adverse 
effects arising from the proposed activity are expected to be more than minor. It is especially 
considered that the hydrological and the indigenous vegetation effects arising from the modification 
of the wetland to enable the construction of the trail, the placement and use of culverts, is more 
than minor. 
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3. Procedural Matters 
 

3.1  Regional Planning framework 

 
Resource consent is required under the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan 2018.  
 
The Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan 2018 (pSWLP) 
 

 Non-complying activity under Rule 74(c) for the use of land within a natural wetland which in 
this instance is for wetland modification to enable construction of 35 metres of the trail, the 
placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to 
Manapouri Multi Use Trail. 

 
An application for resource consent has been lodged with Environment Southland in accordance with 
these requirements (attached).  The applicant amended the application on 1 April 2019 to include 
consent for the placement and use of two 800 mm culverts which are installed within the actual 
wetland area.  These two culverts allow water to flow under the constructed trail.   
 
Overall, the application is considered to be a non-complying activity. 
 
When considering a non-complying activity, the Council may only, in accordance with Section 104D, 
grant a resource consent for the activity if it is satisfied that the adverse effects of the activity are 
minor or the application is for an activity that will not be contrary to the objectives and policies of 
the relevant plan or proposed plan.  If the application passes the “gateway” tests in Section 104D, 
under Section 104B the Council may grant or refuse consent for a non-complying activity, and if it 
grants the application, may impose conditions under Section 108 of the RMA. 
 

3.2 Further information request  

 
Further information was requested from the applicant on the 7 March 2019. The requested 
information included a request to provide: 
 

 an assessment of potential remediation, mitigation or compensation actions that could 
potentially address the potential adverse effects on the existing wetland; 

 confirmation that all the culverts within the wetland area have been constructed in 
accordance with the requirements of the Regional Water Plan (Rule 28) and the pSWLP (Rule 
59);  

 provide a map confirming the location of all of the culverts in this wetland area in respect of 
any existing streams.  It is noted the application refers to the northern and southern culverts.  
This information is sought to determine if the trail is creating a type of “damming of the 
waterway”.  Should this be the case an additional consent(s) as an amendment to the existing 
application may be required. 

 
The above information was provided by the applicant (attached).  
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3.3 Notification and Submissions  

 
The application was publicly notified on 6 May 2019. This was for the following reasons: 
 

 the adverse effects, particularly the hydrological and the indigenous vegetation effects arising 
from the modification of the wetland to enable the construction of the trail, the placement 
and use of culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Trail when seen through the lens of the policies 
and objectives of the RWP and the pSWLP will be more than minor. 

 
74 submissions to the application were received, 72 in support and two neutral.  
 
A number of submissions discussed the Abatement Notice (EAS-20182800) process which was issued 
on 27 September 2018 regarding the unauthorised culvert (including its depth) and trail installation.  
The submissions below focus on the resource consent application, rather than the Abatement Notice 
process.  However, copies all of the submissions are included in the appendices (page number shown 
in table below), and are summarised as follows: 
 
Submitter Oppose/ 

Support  
Issues/Comments 

Decisions/Changes sought 
  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

Sir A F Mark  Support   The SDC consent outlines that there is no 
feasible alternative available. 

 Among wetland flora listed only two species of 
Carex, C secta and C. virgata considered as 
strict wetland species, while manuka is a woody 
species it is not a specific wetland species.  
Exotic species, notably scotch broom were 
common on this wetland. 

 Status of wetland refers to its status as lowest 
status of all conservation lands. 

 Digging up culverts or adding another culvert 
would likely result in greater impact than 
current situation. 

 No alternative route, and building a boardwalk 
is likely to have a greater impact than any minor 
remediation proposed. 

 Agree with Wildlands Consultants that 
remediation, mitigation or compensation 
actions should address adverse effects.  

 

 Accept offer of Lake 2 Lake Trails Trust to 
remediate the situation and provide consent. 

 The alterative is to require the FTT’s to raise the 
35m section of the trail that crosses the 

boardwalk sufficiently high as not to impact on 
the wetlands functioning ecology, but it is likely 
to have a greater impact with its construction, 

than the minor remediation proposed.  

Yes 40 

A S Dore Support  Hardly a significant impact, as the trail location 
was designed to avoid the wetland complex, 
consented by SDC and approved by DOC. 

 Trail is an amazing public asset. 

No 44 
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Submitter Oppose/ 
Support  

Issues/Comments 
Decisions/Changes sought 

  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

 Issue consent without conditions and avoid 
further costs. 

A MacKay Support   Retrospective consent is the best way to 
resolve the issue.  

No 46 

A Burgess Support  Sets out background to the Leg 6 process which 
included getting Simon Beale to mark out the 
trail and flora and fauna that needed protected.  
To bypass the wetland FTT gained consent 
through SDC and four of the affected 
landowners. 

 After the trail was completed, but not open to 
the public, FTT were advised from ES that it 
breached the pSWLP. 

 Questions if there is a conflict of interest by 
seeking an independent ecologist, rather than 
relying on Simon Beale’s report.  

 FTT is a voluntary group who want the all-
purpose trail for the enjoyment and wellbeing 
of locals.  

 Concern with process. 

 Wants retrospective approved rather than a 
hearing taking place.  

No 48 

PD and NA 
Baker  

Support  Effects are less than minor. 

 Draw attention to definition of wetland in 
pSWLP. 

 A significant part of the 35m actually supports 
dryland plants like broom and manuka and 
wetland only describes a small part of the 35 m 

 Take into account the benefit to the 
surrounding environment of the work 
undertaken by FTT in removing wilding conifers 
and other exotic weeds. 

 Removal of the track and replacement with a 
wooden deck would cause damage in excess of 
what has occurred to date. 

 Questions if the trails effects are upheld (more 
than minor) what effect would this have on 
future and past activities. 

 Grant consent and limit conditions to 
compensatory works that the FTT have agreed 

to.  

No 50 

BM Hagen Support   FTT track has enhanced area. 

 Wetland has been enhanced. 

 Grant consent with no cost to FTT 

No 52 

B McCandless Support   The wetland was virtually inaccessible to the 
public before construction of the trail. 

 It is polluted by exotic plant species. 

 Difference between less than minor and more 
than minor will not be clear to many 
submitters.   

 It is clear that both ecologists have agreed that 

No 54 
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Submitter Oppose/ 
Support  

Issues/Comments 
Decisions/Changes sought 

  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

the environmental impact is moderate. 

 FTT have offered to mitigate effects. 

 Significant amenity value of the Lake 2 Lake 
Trail should also be taken into consideration. 

 Trail has large recreation and economic benefits 
to region. 

 Public good is best served by approving 
application. 

 Approve application with mitigation.   

OD and MP 
Buckingham 

Support   FTT make a huge contribution to community by 
building trails in places that people wouldn’t 
otherwise have access to. 

 Effects are less than minor and should be 
judged on a broader platform. 

 Application should be judged on contribution it 
is making to the wellbeing of the community. 

 Consents is costly and diverts time and money 
away from trail developments. 

 Greater recognition should be given to 
submitters who use the trail rather than those 
who live outside the community. 

 Approve application without any mitigation 
measures. 

No 57 

C Stowe Support   Broadly agree with Beale Consultants initial 
assessment of the vegetation cover, ecological 
values, hydrology and classification of the area 
as a spring-fed marsh wetland.  

 Area would meet most of the criteria for 
significance under the SRPS. 

 Acknowledge that marsh wetlands are among 
the most reduced wetland types at local and 
regional scales. 

 Mitigating  factors include: 

 Trail is for demonstratable public and societal 
good. 

 Easily accessible way for people to explore and 
appreciate the diverse natural habitats in the 
area. 

 defining the true wetland area, and therefore 
the proportion of wetland affected, difficult and 
subjective. 

 culverts and formation of the water table have 
had a minor effect on the hydrology of the 
wetland (upstream or downstream) and are 
unlikely to impact on the structure and 
composition of the remaining vegetation in the 
future.   

 relatively small proportion of the total wetland 
vegetation has been impacted by the trail 
construction, and the minor modification to the 
hydrology of the area, are unlikely to impact 
the wider wetland’s functionality and viability 

No 59 
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Submitter Oppose/ 
Support  

Issues/Comments 
Decisions/Changes sought 

  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

 the wetland has relatively low significance.  
There are very large, intact and complex 
wetland systems present on both public and 
private land nearby, including regionally 
significant wetlands.  

 The Waiau Trust and QEII have protected and 
created many wetlands over large parts of the 
Te Anau basin. 

 Grant consent and carry out mitigation work 
suggested by Wildlands Ltd.  

Councillor E 
Kremer 

Support   Questions what defines minor. 

 Can be assumed that both ecologists have some 
commonality on the impact to the environment 
as moderate.  

 Public consultation should only occur when 
there are potential environmental impacts that 
have major or significant detrimental effects on 
the environment which this application does 
not qualify as. 

 Need to recognise the significance vale the Lake 
2 Lake trail adds to the Fiordland area. 

 Grant consent and carry out mitigation work. 

Yes 63 

Councillor R 
Cockburn 

Support   Construction care taken is evident and the 
effect has been less than minor. 

 Community wellbeing, and the FTT have 
achieved remarkable positive results and raised 
funds to get a popular track established.  

 Consent puts a cost burden on the local 
community. 

 Look at logical and practical outcomes. 

Yes 65 

E Jones Support   Retain as is, with some with some misgivings.  
given that Southland has lost so many wetlands,  

 Would have preferred a bridge or a boardwalk, 
but do not support removing the existing 

structures as this could cause more damage. 

No 67 

E Scott Support   Less than minor impact. 

 Trail has been located to minimise any impact 
on wetland. 

 Drainage is not impaired as two culverts enable 
the small streams to pass under the trail. 

 FTT have done a fantastic job and is a shame to 
see resources spent on consents rather than 
building trails. 

 Approve the section of trail to remain in place.  

Not 
stated 

71 

Fiordland 
Tramping & 
Outdoor 
Recreation Club 

Support   FTT is making a great effort to minimise any 
environmental effects of the trail. 

 Trail has been positioned to avoid most of the 
wetland. 

 Removing the trail would cause more damage 
than the existing trail does. 

 Grant consent to permit the current section of 

Not 
stated 

73 
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Submitter Oppose/ 
Support  

Issues/Comments 
Decisions/Changes sought 

  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

trail to remain. 

 Support that the FTT enacts the minor changes 
recommended. 

S & E Futter Support   Unnecessary for retrospective application to be 
publicly notified. 

 FTT have been sympathetic to the environment. 

 Wetland area is not deemed regionally 
significant under the pSWLP. 

 Design and location of culverts do not cause a 
damming effects as all flows are passed under 
the trail while still allowing fish access. 

 Effects on landscape, amenity and public access 
are enhanced as area was previously little used 
or accessible.  

 pSWLP seeks to address activities known to 
have a significant effects on water quality, and 
do not believe that the section of trail in 
question does this when only 1.6% of the 
wetland is in question.  

 Grant consent.  

No 76 

G L Laughton  Support   pSWLP is not yet operative.  

 Ensure a robust decision process. 

 Issue the consent with minor conditions for 
minor earthworks around the south culvert, 

minimal pest weed plant control and reduce fee 
to a minimum or nil.  

No 78 

G Hoskin Support   Positive health effects from Trail leading to less 
medical treatment required. 

 Economic benefits from trail. 

 This is an environmentally sustainable 
recreation project. 

 Approve application.  

No 80 

Guardians of 
Lakes 
Manapouri, Te 
Anau & 
Monowai 

Neutral   Not all wetland comprise the same values. 

 The s95 report and decision on notification was 
advanced on the basis that effects may be more 
than minor that included a GIS assessment 
which ma of unduly influenced the weighting.  

 Consider the proposal will satisfy both limbs of 
s104D as effects will be no more than minor 
and not contrary to the objectives and policies 
of the plans.  Don’t consider the proposal will 
create a perceived undesirable precedent.  

 Removing the trail or including a boardwalk 
would cause more damage to the wetland than 
the existing trail does. 

 Removing the trail may cause sediment into the 
receiving environment ad ultimately Lake 
Manapouri.  

 Trail should remain in place with mitigating, 
remedial and compensatory work carried out, 

including fish passage is not compromised.  

No 82 
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Submitter Oppose/ 
Support  

Issues/Comments 
Decisions/Changes sought 

  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

 Council apply greater weighting to ground-
truthed ecological surveys 

 Council recognises work has already been 
carried out, applicant is a community trust, 

effects are less than minor and both limbs of the 
s104D gateway are met. 

H Beech Support   Trail bring social, cultural and economic 
benefits. 

 Minimal negative impacts are well mitigated 
and are far outweighed by the positive benefits. 

 Grant consent and waive fees.   

No 86 

I Howe Support   Tiny part of a wetland that has become infested 
with weeds. 

 Simon Beale’s “less than minor impact” should 
carry more weight as he assessed the impact of 
the trail on site. 

 Unbelievable that ES proceeded with a  notified 
consent.   

 Approve consent. 

No 88 

J Burgess Support  Large effort by FTT to develop the track. 

 Questions the difference from two ecologists 
regarding effects. 

 Grant consent.  

No 91 

K Turner Support   Less than minor impact on the wetland. 

 Well engineering and built. 

 Ample room for flood water to flow to the 
wetland. 

 Water flow is not impeded and so the wetland 
is not affected. 

 Considers fish can travel through short culverts. 

 Trail is of benefit to local area.  

Not 
stated 

93 

KF Bradley Support   FTT built the trail through the best possible 
alignment and using the best option for allow 
the natural water flow from the two small wet 
runners to pass under the track. 

 Following Cave Creek, a national direction was 
made to reduce the numbers of structures, and 
cross track drainage was dealt with by building 
open cross drain cut outs or placing culverts 
under the track, and this has become best 
practise throughout NZ. 

 FTT used the best practice of using oversized 
sized pipe, to allow for flooding, plenty of cross 
flow surface area so the water flowing through 
the pipe is consistent with the creek flow, 
above and below the site. 

Not 
stated 

94 

LA Rohan Support   The 35 m length of trail occupies 100 m
2
 of a 

wetland complex that exceeds 85 ha in area. 

 Of that 35 m perhaps 8 m is on a wet subgrade. 

 Two culverts are appropriately placed to two 
naturally occurring runners within a stream 

No 85 
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Submitter Oppose/ 
Support  

Issues/Comments 
Decisions/Changes sought 

  

To be 
heard? 

Submission 
Page No 

system. 

 The two Ecologists agreed appropriate 
compensatory work to offset Kelvins perception 
of effect and FTT agreed this work. 

 The 'rea!' wetland is to the west of the trail and 
contains quality wetland species. To the east is 

 highly modified and well invaded by noxious 
weeds. 

 Consent should be granted without conditions 
as it is a very minor issue. 

LC Harraway Support  Impact on the environment is less than minor.  

 Grant consent. 

No 97 

J R Harraway  Support   Less than minor effect on the existing wetland. 

 Grant consent to allow this wonderful asset to 
the benefit of locals and tourists.  

No 99 

M Peacock of 
Destination 
Fiordland  

Support   Track is a key factor in continuing stimulation to 
local economy and wellbeing.  

 Improved trails in Fiordland will contribute to 
area being viewed as a cycling destination 
which is of benefit to the region.  

 Trail has established new businesses.  

 Tourism is the biggest industry in Fiordland and 
requires ongoing development.   

 FTT have demonstrated a commitment to 
developing the trail by ecologically and 
environmentally sound practices. 

 Remedial work would be more environmentally 
friendly rather than removing the section of tail 
which would be more destructive. 

 Approve with the condition that mitigating and 
remedial work is undertaken.  

No 101 

Manapouri 
Community 
Development 
Area Sub-
Committee 

Support   Reference to SDC consent where effects on the 
environment would be less than minor. 

 Simon Beale vs Wildlands effect assessment in 
process. 

 Grant consent.  FTT members and supporters 
have spent a lot of time and money, and the 

trail has generated a lot more revenue to the 
district.   

No 103 

M Stallman  Support   Modification has already taken place. 

 Effects of modification are less than minor. 

 Mitigation of effects is planned or part of 
existing management. 

 Restoration and installation of an alternative 
has the potential to increase adverse effects. 

 Grant consent with conditions to: 
- Infill the excavated ditch prior to spring 2019 

- Three monitoring site visits 
- Undertaken additional infilling if there has been 

settling 
- Continue noxious weed management 

Not 
stated 

105 
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programme and extend to the area referenced 
by FTT. 

- Negotiate in good faith with the adjacent 
landowner to remove the willow trees 

upstream. 

K & J McChlery Support   Needless to have consent notified as effects are 
minor.  Prior to building the trail noxious weeds 
were prevalent. 

 Before the trail the wetland was barely seen, 
and now it is there for everyone to see. 

 Value of mental and physical health from the 
track. 

 Work together to work on levels of a healthy 
wetland and levels of a healthy being.  

 Change effects assessment to less than minor.  

No 107 

Mr B Taylor  Support   If the trail wasn’t there, places like this wetland 
would never be accessible to the public. 

 Trail is a great asset to the community. 

 Approve the application.  

No 110 

B Hamilton  Support   Impact of the trail less than minor. 

 Trail crossed the wetland in the most practical 
place. 

 Support the FTT as a beneficial project for the 
community.  

No 112 

C Carran  Support   Trail has been planned and built in the most 
economic and practical way. 

 When consideration of the terrain, high rainfall 
and the difficulty in finding a balance between 
recreation and the environment, the track has 
proven to be an asset to the area and has 
opened access to an area that was unknown. 

 Effects are very minor. 

No 114 

CE Hughes Support   Minor crossing of wetland. 

 Climatic or geological events will have a greater 
impact on wetland than the trail. 

 Retrospective consent is wrong. 

 Grant consent. 

No 117 

CH Barnes Support   Alignment of the trail is the best that could be 
achieved. 

 Upstream are mature broom, manuka and a big 
fern which will not grow in wetland. 

 Area below the trail is much softer and in 
keeping with wetland habitat and has not be 
modified. 

 To modify or alter the trail in the area would 
detract from a tidy crossing of the creek. 

 It has not been established at any species have 
been or could be displaced by the crossing. 

 The area is not listed as a regionally significant 
wetland. 

 Grant consent without any mitigating 

No 119 
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conditions and avoid further costs.  

D Smith Support   Area of concern is minute in size compared to 
the wetland. 

 Upstream side of wetland has been modified 
and fenced. 

 Previously was not accessible by humans. 

 Make consent non-notifiable and if possible no 
consent at all.  

No 121 

D Bell  Support   No impacts on existing users of the area and 
less than minor impacts on the long-term future 
of an existing wetland. 

 Application has no impacts on historical 
recreation usage and outstanding natural 
landscapes. 

 Will be a long-term community asset providing 
health and recreation opportunities in addition 
to supporting local businesses. 

 Grant consent with no modifications or 
restrictions.  

No 123 

D G Riley  Support   Asset of the trail outweighs the less than minor 
effects on the location. 

 Grant application.  

No 125 

G Patterson  Support   Trail: 
- does not impede water flow given the culverts  
- has only a tiny footprint given the size of the 

entire wetland  
- it is at the narrowest point reducing the impact 

to the system  
- ecological report recognises the significance of 

the wetland and minimal impact of the trail  
- trust obtained all other necessary consents  

 Trail provides positive appreciation of the 
wetland for users and effects are less than 
minor. 

 Support FTT 

Not 
stated 

127 

J MacMillian-
Armstrong  

Support   Work of FTT has resulted in a valuable resource. 

 Environmental impact on wetland is expected 
to be less than minor.  This is more than offset 
by the significant benefits the trust provides. 

 As a GP a strong advocate for exercise and 
activity for which the trail provides for cyclists, 
volunteers, pre-school and school groups, 
runners and dog walkers.  

 FTT’s limited resources are best spent on 
maintaining or expanding trails. 

 Impact on environment less than minimal once 
remedial work is undertaken. 

 Educational benefits and exposure the trail 
provides will likely enhance understanding of 
wetlands and help slow or reverse their loss.  

 Accept remedial work as offered and grant 
consent.  

No 129 
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J Cuttriss  Support   Restorative work will cause more negative 
effects than the current situation.  

 FTT have undertaken work with minimal 
disruption to the environment. 

 Stop the process and support the Trust. 

No 131 

JF Turner  Support   Trail has a less than minor effect on the 
wetland. 

 An area of less than 100 m
2
 has been affected, 

and without access to this area, most people 
would not know the area exists. 

 The strict application of the wetland definition 
has been an unreasonable influence.  

 Desktop study is unreasonable.  

 Consent should be judged on the contribution it 
is making to the community.  

 Has to be a balance between development and 
the environment.  

 Success of FTT’s development sis recorded by 
the usage of the trails and the benefit to the 
community.  

 Grant retrospective consent without conditions.  

No 133 

J Greaney  Support   Trail has a less than minor effect on wetland.  
This is supported by Simon Beale.  

 Fringing of wetland is a minor issue, the trail is 
located at the best possible location, 

 FTT is a charitable trust providing the trail for 
the local community and visitors.  

 Economic benefits demonstrate the significant 
asset that FTT have provided.   

 FTT control noxious weeds. 

 Grant the consent without any conditions.  

No 135 

ML Crawford  Support   Minimal impact to the surrounding area, 
approximately 100m

2
 of a 37-ha wetland (less 

than minor. 

 Achieve a mutually acceptable conclusion, and 
Council approval the application.  

No 138 

M Sutton  Support   Area in question is not a wetland.  Using the 
structural classes methods (Atkinson 1985), 
area is more accurately classified as 
“shrubland” or “scrub” or a mixture thereof.  

 Would describe area as a historic river or 
stream channel.  There is some wetland below 
the trail which has a Carex secta margin.  

 The two culverts have been well positioned 
within the stream bed and should not pose a 
problem to most species.  

 Culverts were installed in a wetland in the 
around the mountains cycle trail, where ES 
judged the installation of culverts did not 
amount to drainage of the wetland. 

 Impacts are less than minor. 

Not 
stated 

140 
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MI Hagen  Support   Trail is a major benefit to ratepayers. 

 Effects are less than minor. 

 Save the public a lot of hard-earned money. 

 Grant consent in favour of FTT. 

Yes 142 

NJ Hodges  Support   impossible to see what adverse effect this small 
section of the trail is having on the ecology on 
the surrounding area. 

 vegetation on the top side of the trail is a 
mixture of manuka and other natives which are 
not usually found in wetlands. 

 not a wetland but more a spring feed creek and 
should not be considered of any great 
ecological value. 

 the whole area is rapidly becoming modified by 
noxious weeds, e.g. broom, barbary, blackberry 
etc, maybe Environment Southland would be 
better off putting resources into reducing the 
impact of these. 

 Grant consent and leave the trail as is.  

No 145 

RE Turner  Support   FTT have done a great job in building trails. 

 If there are minor effects they will be able tot 
be resolved.  

Not 
stated 

147 

RN Wilson  Support   Endorses Mr McCandless’s submission. 

 Prior to the opening of the trail the area was 
virtually inaccessible to the wider public.   

 The intrinsic environmental value of the 
particular area concerned was questionable. 

 Approve consent as modified by their proposal 
to remediate the effects of the cycle trail. 

No 148 

S Marwick  Support   Less than minor effect on the wetland. 

 Trail has been constructed to minimise any 
ecological impacts on this wetland by skirting its 
eastern side.  

 Only a small portion could be regarding as 

having any impact on the hydrogeology of the 

wetland.  

 Existing vegetation to the upstream side is not 
made up of typical wetland species e.g. mature 
Carpodetus serratus (Marbleleaf), Myrsine 
divaricata (Weeping matipo) and 
Leptospermum scoparium (Manuka). True 
wetland species such as Carex secta are 
common on the downstream side and have not 
been affected by the construction of the trail. 

 The culverts do not alter the hydrology, nor will 
they impede any possible fish movements.  

 The area in question is not a pristine wetland 
but is already highly modified. Noxious weeds 
are prevalent in this area and the Fiordland 
Trails Trust (with funding from the Department 
of Conservation Community Fund) have, over 

No 150 
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the past 12 months, spent in excess of $24,000 
in weed control in the vicinity of this section of 
the trail. 

 Simon Beale’s assessment of less than minor 
should be accepted.  

 trail provides an excellent opportunity for the 
public to appreciate our local indigenous 
vegetation including our wetland ecosystems 

 Grant consent and assess the impact as less 
than minor.  

SJ Hoskin  Support   Positive social, cultural, health and economic 
benefits from the trail.   

 Draws positive attention to Te Anau as a 
tourism destination.  

 Any negative impacts have been well mitigated 
and are far outweighed by positive benefits.  

 Grant consent without conditions.  Seek a 
waiver of fees. 

No 152 

IR Barnes Support   Wetland was unknown prior to the trail 
construction. 

 Not listed as a regionally significant wetland 
within pSWLP. 

 Wetland is spring fed and has been enhanced 
by the work. 

 To disturb the track would cause more damage 
to the wetland. 

 No confirmed sighting of lizard species. 

 Wetland vegetation is of poor quality. 

 Do not believe the pSWLP has been significantly 
breached. 

 Would like to see mitigating work to be simple 
and achievable for a wonderful recreational 

facility.  

No 154 

M & J 
Newsome 

Support   Wetland is a very small section of the whole 
trail. 

 It is nice to stand at the culverts and watch the 
freshwater and see clearly what lies beneath. 

 Does not impede the area. 

 Request Council grant the application.  

No 156 

N J Wilson  Support   The impact of the trail passing through this 
small section of wetland is less than minor. 

 Over time the impact on the larger wetland is 
negligible. 

 Offer of weed control remediation is good, and 
the FTT have the skills to carry out this work. 

 The trail has opened up areas to family groups 
and people with disabilities that could not 
previously venture into these areas. 

 It is a great community resource. 

 Grant conditions without further conditions. 
  

No 158 
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P Cuttriss  Support   The track has been carefully planned to have 
minimal impact. 

 Given that Iwi, DOC and Fish & Game provided 
support ES should sign off. 

 Fiordland community are proud of the FTT team 
with huge benefits for the health and wellbeing 
of thousands of people annually. 

 Allow the proposed activities. 

No 160 

R Howe Support  Trail allows the natural watercourses to each 
side of the wetland.  Fish passage is not 
restricted. 

 Track skirts the wetland edge that also contains 
many weeds. 

 Covers 100 m
2
 of a 37 ha wetland complex 

which is a small percentage.  

 FTT have created a valuable resource and asset 
to the Fiordland community.   

 Approve the application.  

No 162 

R & J McBride  Support   The trail has been positioned to avoid the 
wetland (swamp). 

 There are two culverts to allow water to flow 
under the trail. 

 Adverse effects are less than minor.  

 Removal of the trail (as per the Abatement 
notice) would cause more damage. 

 Support all of the hard work by the FTT to 
develop the trail, which is a valuable asset to 
the community, visitors and holiday makers. 

 The trail enables access to areas that weren’t 
accessible before.  

Not 
stated 

165 

RA Youldon  Support  The consent issued by SDC should have been all 
that is required. 

 Effect on wetland is less than minimal and was 
virtually inaccessible and unknown before the 
cycle trail was out in. 

 FTT should be encouraged and congratulated 
for opening the trail. 

 Opening it up will allow ease of access and 
control of pest plants for many years.   

 Conflicting findings of the experts should have 
been sorted out before notification.  

 Grant consent without any undue restriction.  

No 168 

RH Stephenson Support   To be a premier tourist destination and an 
environmentally acceptable country, there 
must be a  balance between land use and 
conservation practices. 

 The trail is providing a premier experience and 
is used by locals and visitors. 

 The two ecologists discussed differences and 
agreed on actions to mitigate the effects, and 
this action should have enabled the Trust to 

Yes 170 
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proceed. 

 The Council should support this application 
unreservedly.  

R Hoskin  Support   Use trail along with literally thousands of 
people (nearly 1000 a month).  The trail is 
outstanding. 

 Trust is a diligent group who have donated 
thousands of hours of time to enrich 
environment.  

 Trail was placed to avoid large tracts of wetland 
and to have the least impact on the 
environment.  

 Water/fish/weeds can pass through culverts. 

 Before the trail was made this area was 
inaccessible so trail can’t negatively affect the 
amenity value. 

 The wetland is hardly significant. Further west 
there may be Marsh Wetland and to the east of 
this type of Wetland. The East side of the trail 
has a few Carex Secta on the banks of the creek 
of which the trail crosses. 

 There are plenty of invasive weeds, and funds 
would be better spent on managing that.  

 Consideration should be given to the end 
outcome of proceedings, as it is obvious the 
community are using and enjoying this trail. 

 Take into account the big picture and of how 
little an environmental impact it has made to 

date.  The trail is an awesome community asset.  

 Grant consent without conditions, and Council 
waive fees given the social, cultural and 

economic benefits of the trail. 

No 172 

R Smith  Support   FTT have been assisted by a qualified ecologist 
who found effects to be minor or less than 
minor. 

 If remedial work was required it would cause 
more damage. 

 Wasn’t aware that area was a wetland, and it 
isn’t listed as a regionally significant wetland.  

 Needs of all users must be considered. 

 Access to our country is of upmost importance. 

 FTT have provided for the community and 
tourism. 

No 176 

SJ Smith  Support  Consent was granted by SDC and they directed 
the track away as gar as possible to minimise 
damage to fish and indigenous plant life in the 
area. 

 Removal of the track to include a boardwalk so 
that effects are “less than minor” could cause 
more damage and cost. 

 Questions if high rainfall would flood a 
boardwalk. 

No 178 
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 FTT relies on donations and grants. 

 Wetland is not listed as Regionally Significant 
and there fore weeds causing more problems 
up the track. 

 Allow the FTT to keep the current track and 
provide them with finances to exterminate all 

exotic trees and shrubs in that section of the 
wetland.  

 The health and wellbeing of the thousands of 
people who use the track is surely more 

important than the loss of minimal indigenous 
plants around that small section of track which 

will regenerate anyway. 

 Don’t make FTT go through an expensive and 
time-consuming resource consent process.  

R & M Slee Support  Effects are less than minor. 

 The trail should be left the way it is. 

No 181 

S Crook  Support   Use the trail for pleasure, fitness and to gain 
access to stretches of the Waiau River which 
were not previous easy to access on foot.  

 Have visited the culvert site in wet and dry 
conditions and observed very little or 
insignificant change in the height and volume of 
water draining via the culvert.  

 Site is overgrown and choked with weeds, and 
if this wetland area is of more than minor 
significance then why has it been neglected by 
ES. 

 Concerned by abatement notice being issued, 
that the consent was required to be publicly 
notified, that community funds are wasted by 
consent process and that the Community 
project has not been reported in Council 
minutes.  

 Ask that ES work with FTT to update ES website 
community section to include details of the Trail 

 Encourage ES to be proactive and work with FTT 
to create educational information boards 

through giving staff time and that ES fund 
signage resources to highlight areas of 

educational interest along the length of the 
trail. 

 Support the two culverts remaining in place 

 Retrospective consent is granted to the FTT. 

Yes 183 

Southland 
Conservation 
Board 

Neutral  Board wishes to ensure that the objectives and 
policies in relation to wetlands are upheld.   

 Given the vulnerability of the remaining 
wetlands it is important to clarify the nature 
and magnitude of effects on them. 

 Wishes council to make a decision, based on the 
evidence that is consistent with the objectives 

and policies of the pSWLP and the SRPS. 

No 186 
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 If Council declines the Consent, the Board would 
support the construction of approved 

boardwalks over the wetland as effects of these 
would be minor. 

 Would support conditions that ensure pest 
plants were removed from the area on an 

ongoing basis. 

Southland 
Forest & Bird 

Support  Work of FTT has a valuable community benefit. 

 Wetland loss should not be allowed to 
continue. 

 Wetlands should be given highest protection 
from loss. 

 As consent is retrospective all parties have not 
done an adequate job in assessing effects and 
protecting the wetland values along the trail. 

 Effects are more than minor because of the rate 
Marsh type wetland (Carex and other 
indigenous vegetation).  Support the 
assessment by Wildlands Consultants. 

 Extent of wetland is small, there are adverse 
effect on the wetland, including likely 
hydrological functioning of the wetland, which 
should have been avoided. 

 Preference is a boardwalk, however, believe 
damage to remove the gravel and rectify this 
would create greater adverse effects and is not 
warranted. 

 Because scale is small, the damage in this case 
can be mitigated as per that proposed. 

 Support the FTT subject to mitigation. 

Not 
stated 

188 

Southland 
Mountain Bike 
Club 

Support   Trail promotes low carbon tourism and 
recreational amenity. 

 Opportunity for exposure to wetland habitat 
that will educate public about the importance 
of halting the decline of wetlands. 

 Increase road safety. 

 Grant consent. 

 FTT to remediate the causeway structure with 
that of a boardwalk of sufficient length to allow 

flow through of the natural water table to 
ensure that wetland habitat is not reduced. 

 Erection of education signage on the role of 
wetlands. 

 FTT to manage or remediate any invasive 
species in the wetland.  

No 190 

S McNaughton  Support  Can see no real harm, and not in favour making 
FTT reapply for consent.  

 Must be a middle ground on ecologist’s reports. 

 Thousands of people have used the trail 
without complaint. 
 

Not 
stated 

192 
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S Marwick  Support   Trail has a less than minor effect. 

 Has been constructed to minimise any 
ecological impacts. 

 Only a portion of the 35 m could be regarded as 
having any impact on the hydrology of the 
wetland. 

 Vegetation adjacent to the upstream side of the 
trail is not made up of typical wetland species 
e.g. mature Carpodetus serratus (Marbleleaf), 
Myrsine divaricata (Weeping matipo) and 
Leptospermum scoparium (Manuka). True 
wetland species such as Carex secta are 
common on the downstream side and have not 
been affected by the construction of the trail. 

 Culvert shave been positioned to carry water 
via their natural water courses. 

 Unlikely that the trail will cause any change in 
the composition of the wetland over time. 

 Area is not pristine wetland, but is already 
highly modified, and noxious weeds are 
present.  

 Route was approved by SDC. 

 Simon Beale’s opinion of “less than minor 
impact” should be accepted.  

 Trail provides an excellent opportunity for the 
public to appreciate local indigenous vegetation 
including our wetland ecosystems. 

 Request that the Council find in favour of the 
FTT and assess the impact as less than minor.   

No 195 

S Hoskin  Support   Trail brings so brings social, cultural, health and 
economic benefits to individuals, families, the 
community and New Zealand. 

 Draws positive attention to Te Anau. 

 Minimal negative consequences of the trail, and 
have been mitigated, and are far outweighed by 
the positive benefits.  

 Grant consent without conditions. 

 Seek a Waiver of fees given the social, cultural 
and economic benefits of the trail and the 

Charitable Trust status of the applicant.   

No 197 

Te Anau 
Community 
Board  

Support    In granting the original Resource Consent the 
Southland District Council stated that the 
adverse effect on the environment would be 
less than minor. It noted that public notification 
had already been undertaken by the Southland 
Conservation Management Strategy (2016) and 
recommended that vegetation clearance be 
done in conjunction with an ecologist, to ensure 
minimal impact on the area. Simon Beale, the 
ecologist engaged by the Fiordland Trails Trust 
also assessed the impact would be less than 
minor. 

No 206 
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  Department of Conservation, Fish and Game, 
and Te Ao Marama Inc were happy to provide 
approval for the retrospective resource consent 
to be granted. 

 Beale Consultants assessed impacts as less than 
minor, and the wetland is not within a rare 
ecosystem. 

 Credence on the interpretation that the impact 
be more than minor is questioned.  

 Trail provides social and economic benefits to 
Fiordland. 

 Volunteer trustees have worked tirelessly 
fundraising and notifying this consent is an 
unnecessary cost. 

 Council grant consent, and FTT should not be 
made to incur significant costs in obtaining 

consent. 

Te Anau School 
Board of 
Trustees  

Support   School supports the New Zealand Curriculum 
for Education Outside the classroom.  

 If mitigation measures are undertaken, the 
ecologists conclude that; the potential effects 
on the wetland should be no more than minor. 

 Under s104D of the Act if pest control is 
imposed as a condition in the consent, the 
potential effects of this activity on the wetland 
environment should be no more than minor, 
and Council can grant consent.  

 The wetland modification meets part 5 of the 
RMA. 

 The trail enables the Te Anau community to 
provide for their social well-being and their 
health. 

 Purpose of the RMA can continue to be met 
with the addition of a structure over the 

wetland. 

 The wetland habitat can be sustained and 
safeguarded through mitigating effects of the 

proposed structure through pest control.  

 The wetland modification meets the purpose of 
the Act and can lawfully be awarded by the 

Council under s104D and should be approved.  

Not 
stated 

209 

H P Hoskin Support  Grant consent for the construction of the trail 
in place. 
 Grant consent and waive fees in view of 

the many benefits and charitable trust  

No 213 

W & C 
McDonald 

Support  The route was chosen to skirt the western end 
of a wetland to avoid or lessen any 
detrimental effect. 

 Track location was consented by SDC, 
approved by DOC, Iwi and Fish & Game.   

 Two ecologists concurred that effects were 

No 216 
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minor or less than minor. 

 Questions why application was notified. 

 Allow FTT to keep the track and 
positively support this project 
through to completion. 

 

3.4 Statutory Considerations  

 
Section 104 of the Act sets out the matters to be considered when assessing an application for a 
resource consent.  Section 104(1) of the Resource Management Act, 1991, states: 
 

(1)  When considering an application for a resource consent and any submission 
received, the consent authority must, subject to Part 2, have regard to:  

(a) any actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity; 
and 

(b) any relevant provisions of: 
(i) a national environmental standard: 
(ii) other regulations: 
(iii) a national policy statement: 
(v) a regional or proposed regional policy statement: 
(vi) a plan or proposed plan; and 

(c) any other matter the consent authority considers relevant and reasonably 
necessary to determine the application. 

 
All considerations are subject to Part 2 of the RMA, which sets out the purpose and principles that 
guide this legislation. This means that the matters in Part 2 prevail over other provisions of the RMA 
or provisions in planning instruments in the event of a conflict. Section 5 states the purpose of the 
RMA and Sections 6, 7 and 8 are principles intended to provide additional guidance as to the way in 
which the purpose is to be achieved.  
 
In paragraphs 70 to 75 of R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough District Council [2018] NZCA 316, 
the Court of Appeal discussed the application of Part 2 of the RMA, with regard to the earlier 
Supreme Court decision, Environmental Defence Society Inc v The New Zealand King Salmon Co Ltd 
[2014] NZSC 38. The Court of Appeal noted that under Section 104, the “statutory language plainly 
contemplates direct consideration of Part 2 matters”. The Court also noted that plans made by local 
authorities may not necessarily reflect the provisions of Part 2 of the Act. The following is from 
paragraphs 74 and 75 of the R J Davidson Family Trust decision:  
 

“If it is clear that a plan has been prepared having regard to pt 2 and with a coherent set 
of policies designed to achieve clear environmental outcomes, the result of a genuine 
process that has regard to those policies in accordance with s 104(1) should be to 
implement those policies in evaluating a resource consent application. Reference to pt 2 
in such a case would likely not add anything. It could not justify an outcome contrary to 
the thrust of the policies. Equally, if it appears the plan has not been prepared in a 
manner that appropriately reflects the provisions of pt 2, that will be a case where the 
consent authority will be required to give emphasis to pt 2.  
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If a plan that has been competently prepared under the Act it may be that in many cases 
the consent authority will feel assured in taking the view that there is no need to refer to 
pt 2 because doing so would not add anything to the evaluative exercise. Absent such 
assurance, or if in doubt, it will be appropriate and necessary to do so. That is the 
implication of the words “subject to Part 2” in s 104(1), the statement of the Act’s 
purpose in s 5, and the mandatory, albeit general, language of ss 6, 7 and 8.”  

 
I consider that the Regional Policy Statement and the regional plans have been developed in 
accordance with the purpose of the Resource Management Act. However, the Regional Water Plan 
predates the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management and the Regional Policy 
Statement for Southland 2017, so there may be inconsistencies that warrant reference to Part 2 of 
the RMA for clarification. 
 
Therefore, those matters which are relevant for this application are as follows: 
 

 description of the receiving environment; 

 assessment of the actual and potential effect of the activity on the environment; 

 relevant provisions of the Regional Water Plan and the Proposed Southland Water and Land 
Plan (2018); 

 relevant provisions of the Southland Regional Policy Statement; 

 relevant provisions of the National Policy Statements and National Environmental Standards; 

 Part 2 of the RMA. 
 
Sections 108 and 220 provide for consent to be granted subject to conditions and sets out the kind of 
conditions that may be imposed.  
 

3.5 Relevant provisions of the relevant regional plan objectives, policies and rules 
(Section 104(1)(b)(v)) 

 
Council is currently operating under the Regional Water Plan (RWP) and the proposed Southland 
Water and Land Plan (pSLWP).    
 
The proposed Southland Water and Land Plan was notified by the Consent Authority on 3 June 2016 
and decisions on the proposed Plan were notified in June 2018. The proposed Southland Water and 
Land Plan is subject to appeal; however, as it has legal effect under Section 104(1)(b) regard must, 
subject to Part 2 of the Act, be had to the provisions of any proposed plan.  The relevant provisions of 
both plans are detailed below and are considered in turn. 
 
The objectives and policies of the Regional Water Plan and the proposed Southland Water and Land 
Plan that are relevant to this application have been grouped according to topic. 
 
Key Policies 
 
I consider that the objectives and policies below are of the most significance and inherently 
acknowledge the wetland provisions in relation to the proposed activities.   
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Regional Water Plan (RWP) 
 
Objective 12       To maintain and enhance public access to river beds (including beds of 

streams and modified watercourses) and lake beds except in circumstances 
where public health and safety are at risk. 

 
Policy 1A             Take into account Iwi Management Plans  
 
Policy 38 Avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of activities on wetlands 

through an integrated management approach with the Southland territorial 
authorities. 

 
Comment  
Objective 12 of the RWP requires public access to river beds be maintained and enhanced and sets 
out in the explanation that public access to Crown land is a traditional right and is important for 
social, cultural and recreational reasons.  The trail sits above Lake Manapouri, so while this trail is not 
strictly to a river or a lake bed as per Objective 12, I have included it, as I consider the overall intent 
of the Lake 2 Lake Trail is consistent with this objective as it provides public access to these areas.  
However, the creation of this access must also be viewed in conjunction with the modification of a 
wetland. 
 
Policy 1A of the RWP requires Te Tangi to be taken in account and this occurs below.  
 
Policy 38 of the RWP requires that any adverse effects of activities on wetlands should be avoided 
wherever possible through an integrated management approach.  As outlined above, I consider that 
the adverse effects from the application will likely be more than minor. 
 
Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan (pSWLP) 
 
Objective 141  The range and diversity of indigenous ecosystem types and habitats within 

rivers, estuaries, wetlands and lakes, including their margins, and their life-
supporting capacity are maintained or enhanced. 

 
Objective 172  The natural character values of wetlands, rivers and lakes and their 

margins, including channel and bed form, rapids, seasonably variable flows 
and natural habitats, are protected from inappropriate use and 
development. 

 
Policy 323     Protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 

indigenous fauna associated with natural wetlands, lakes and rivers and 
their margins. 

 

                                                           
1
 Appeal to Environment Court by: 

   (i) Alliance Group Limited ENV-2018-CHC-000039                                                               
  (ii) Southland Fish and Game Council ENV-2018-CHC-000037                                                                 
(iii) Royal Forest and Bird Protections Society of New Zealand Incorporated ENV-2018-CHC-000050   
2
 Appeal to Environment Court by Royal Forest and Bird Protections Society of New Zealand Incorporated ENV-2018-CHC-

000050 
3
 Appeal to Environment Court by Royal Forest and Bird Protections Society of New Zealand Incorporated ENV-2018-CHC-

000050 
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Policy 33           Prevent the reduction in area, function and quality of natural wetlands, 
including through drainage, discharges and vegetation removal. 

 
Comment 
I have considered this proposal against the objectives and policies above, and in my opinion the 
proposal is not consistent with the outcomes sought by those objectives and policies as detailed 
below.  
 
Objective 14 of the pSWLP requires that the range and diversity of indigenous ecosystem types and 
habitats within wetlands and their life-supporting capacity are maintained or enhanced.   The 
proposed activity is for the modification of a natural wetland, rather than the enhancement, and 
therefore I consider that the proposal will not maintain the natural wetland as required by 
Objective 14.  I acknowledge that the applicants, through the discussions by the two Ecologists have 
proposed remediation of the wetland, to enhance the area following the construction of the trail by 
undertaking infilling of the ditch, undertaking monitoring site visits and clearing pest plants.  In my 
opinion, Objective 14 identifies that the outcome that the plan is aiming to achieve is that wetlands 
are maintained as the starting point, or that where they are already maintained, landowners may for 
example wish to enhance the existing wetland habitat.  As the wetland is modified by this proposal, I 
do not consider that the proposal is consistent with Objective 14, although I acknowledge that the 
applicant has volunteered remediation/enhancement works as outlined above to remedy adverse 
effects. 

Objective 17 of the pSWLP requires the natural character values of wetlands to be protected from 
inappropriate use and development.  In terms of remediation, I acknowledge Wildlands Consultants 
Limited advised on 8 April 2019 that: “The applicant has agreed to undertake these works and 
monitoring and provided photographic evidence that showed fish passage should not be restricted 
through the culverts. If the infilling work is carried out successfully, this should remedy the adverse 
hydrological effects on the wetland to the point that they are less than minor.”  The natural character 
will be modified, overall I consider that the proposal is not in accordance with the direction of 
Objective 17,  although it is acknowledged that the applicants have proposed pest plant management 
which would enhance the natural character, however 

Policy 32 of the pSWLP requires protection of significant indigenous vegetation and significant 
habitat of indigenous fauna associated with natural wetlands.  I note that the Ecological Assessment 
prepared by Beale Consultants (2018) as part of the application states:  
 

“The wetland vegetation and habitats for indigenous fauna has been assessed to be of 
ecological significance in terms of Section 6 (c) of the RMA.  The significance assessment 
reflects the representativeness of the wetland vegetation within the Upukerora 
Ecological District, the pattern of the vegetation types associated with the wetland and 
its ecological context.” 

 
Under the pSWLP, the wetland is not listed as a Regionally Significant Wetland. I consider that if the 
trail construction within the wetland is viewed in isolation, then the effects from the construction 
would not be consistent with Policy 32 of the pSWLP given that the ecologist’s viewpoint is that the 
wetland vegetation and habitats for indigenous fauna has been assessed to be of ecological 
significance in terms of Section 6 (c) of the RMA. 
 
Policy 33 of the pSWLP requires the prevention of the reduction in area, function and quality of 
natural wetlands, including through drainage, discharges and vegetation removal.  As has been 
described above, this application is for the modification of a wetland to enable construction of 
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35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts.  In my opinion, the application does 
result in the reduction in wetland area, due to the installation of a formed trail which by its nature 
has resulted in changes to the natural landform and vegetation.   Research shows that wetlands were 
previously more prevalent, with the Southland region having only 10% of its historic wetlands 
(excluding Fiordland and Rakiura/Stewart Island National Parks) remaining.4  By undertaking the 
remedial works proposed by the applicant, the remaining vegetation and habitat would be 
protected.  However, in my opinion this does not overcome a reduction in area and function from 
the modification of the wetland through the installation of culverts and track to be consistent with 
Policy 33.  Policy 33 is not subject to appeal, and therefore I place greater weight on this policy.   
 
Within the pSWLP, the wetland is not listed as a Regionally Significant Wetland.  Although full weight 
is not yet given to the proposed plan, it does have significant weight and contains stronger wetland 
provisions than the operative plan.  As per the assessment outlined above, if the significance of the 
trail construction within the wetland is viewed in isolation within the context of the relevant regional 
plan policies and objectives, in my opinion the proposal is not consistent with Policy 38 of the RWP, 
Objective 14, Policy 32 and Policy 33 of the pSWLP.  Consent is sought under Rule 74(c) of the pSWLP 
only. 
 

3.6 Relevant provisions of the Southland Regional Policy Statement 2017 (Section 104(1)(b)(v)) 

 
The Southland Regional Policy Statement 2017 became operative on 9 October 2017.  
 
The following objectives and policies in the Regional Policy Statement 2017 are of particular 
relevance to this application: 
 
Tangata Whenua 
 
Policy TW.3  Take iwi management plans into account. 
 
Comment 
The iwi management plan for Southland - Te Tangi a Tauira is considered below.  
 
Water Quality 
 
Objective WQUAL.1    Water quality in the region:  

(a)  safeguards the life-supporting capacity of water and related 
ecosystems;  

(b)  safeguards the health of people and communities;  
(c)  is maintained, or improved in accordance with freshwater objectives 

formulated under the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management 2014;  

(d)  is managed to meet the reasonably foreseeable social, economic and 
cultural needs of future generations. 

 
  

                                                           
4
 Referenced in the Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan, s42A report and taken from Clarkson, B., Briggs, C., 

Fitzgerald, N., Rance, B., Ogilvie, H. (2011), Current and historic wetlands of Southland Region: Stage 2. 
Landcare Research Contract Report LC312, Hamilton. p. 16. 
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Policy WQUAL.1  Overall management of water quality 
(a) Identify values of surface water, groundwater, and water in coastal 

lakes, lagoons, tidal estuaries, salt marshes and coastal wetlands, 
and formulate freshwater objectives in accordance with the National 
Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014; and 

(b)  Manage discharges and land use activities to maintain or improve 
water quality to ensure freshwater objectives in freshwater 
management units are met. 

 
Policy WQUAL.3  Identify and protect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding 

freshwater bodies. 
 
Policy WQUAL.7  Recognise the social, economic and cultural benefits that may be derived 

from the use, development or protection of water resources. 
 
Biodiversity  
 
Objective BIO.2  Maintain indigenous biodiversity in Southland and protect areas of 

significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous 
fauna for present and future generations. 

 
Policy BIO.2  Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 

indigenous fauna in the Southland region will be protected and, where 
appropriate, enhanced. 

  
 In giving effect to this policy, particular regard will be had to the following 

potential adverse effects: 
(i)  fragmentation of, or reduction in the extent of, significant indigenous 

vegetation or significant habitats of indigenous fauna; 
(ii)  fragmentation or disruption of connections and linkages between 

significant ecosystems or significant habitats of indigenous fauna; 
(iii)  loss of, or damage to, buffering of significant ecosystems or 

significant habitats of indigenous fauna; 
(iv)  loss or reduction of rare or threatened indigenous species populations 

or habitats. 
 
Policy BIO.4  Manage a full range of indigenous habitats and ecosystems to achieve a 

healthy functioning state, and to ensure viable and diverse populations of 
native species are maintained, while making appropriate provisions for 
lawful maintenance and operation of existing activities.  In giving effect to 
this policy, regard will be had to the following potential adverse effects: 
(i)  fragmentation of, or reduction in the extent of, indigenous vegetation 

or habitats of indigenous fauna; 
(ii) fragmentation or disruption of connections and linkages between 

ecosystems or habitats of indigenous fauna; 
(iii)  loss of, or damage to, buffering of ecosystems or habitats of 

indigenous fauna; 
(iv)    loss or reduction of rare or threatened indigenous species’ 

populations or habitats. 
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Comment 
Consideration has been given to the water quality section for the land use activities proposed by this 
application.  Objective WQUAL.1 sets out the overall framework for water quality within the 
Southland region, and of particular relevance to this application are the requirements that water 
quality in the region safeguards the life-supporting capacity of water and related ecosystems and is 
maintained, or improved in accordance with freshwater objectives formulated under the NPS-FM.  
Policy WQUAL.2 sets out how maintaining water quality will be approached, and Policy WQUAL.3 
directs that the significant values of wetlands need to be identified and protected.   
 
I acknowledge that the trail is located near to Lake Manapouri which is classed as Natural State 
Waters which must be maintained.   
 
Policy WQUAL.7 recognises the social, economic and cultural benefits from the use, development or 
protection of water resources.  I agree that the trail brings social, economic and cultural benefits to 
the Te Anau community and is a wonderful asset for the community and visitors to the region, so the 
intent of the trail largely meets Policy WQUAL.7.  
 
Objective BIO.2 directs that indigenous biodiversity is maintained and that areas of significant 
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats are protected.  As set out in the explanation to this 
objective, Sections 30(1)(ga) and 31(1)(b)(iii) of the RMA task regional councils and territorial 
authorities respectively with maintaining indigenous biodiversity.  Furthermore, Section 6(c) of the 
RMA requires the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna to be recognised and provided for.  I have included Council functions as some 
submitters thought consent for wetland modification was part of the original SDC consent for the 
trail, rather than requiring consent from Environment Southland. 
 
Policy BIO.2 requires that that areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of 
indigenous fauna in the Southland region will be protected.  Within the Ecological Assessment 
prepared by Beale Consultants (2018) it outlines that the  wetland vegetation and habitats for 
indigenous fauna has been assessed to be of ecological significance in terms of Section 6 (c) of the 
RMA.   

To give effect to Policy BIO.2, particular regard must be had to potential adverse effects including 
fragmentation, reduction in the extent of, connections and linkages, loss of or damage to indigenous 
habitats and ecosystems.  In my opinion, the modification of the wetland in this area does not 
protect the wetland in accordance with the outcome sought by the policy, as the trail has resulted in 
the reduction of, and fragmentation of this wetland area, which has been assessed as having 
ecological significance, and therefore is not consistent with Policy BIO.2. 
 
Policy BIO.4 requires the maintenance of indigenous biodiversity in addition to protecting identified 
areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna while having 
regard to potential adverse effects.  There are adverse effects from this proposal.    
 

3.7   Relevant provisions of national policy statements (Section 104(1)(b)(iii)) 

 
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPSFM) 2014 
 
The NPSFM supports improved freshwater management in New Zealand. It does this by directing 
regional councils to establish objectives and set limits for fresh water in their regional plans.  The 
NPSFM was amended in August 2017. 
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The following objectives and policies in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 
(NPSFM) 2014 are of particular relevance to this application: 
 
Water Quality 
 
Objective A1 To safeguard the life-supporting capacity, ecosystem processes and 

indigenous species including their associated ecosystems, of fresh water; 
and the health of people and communities, in sustainably managing the use 
and development of land, and of discharges of contaminants. 

 
Objective A2 The overall quality of fresh water within a region is maintained or improved 

while protecting the significant values of outstanding freshwater bodies; 
protecting the significant values of wetlands; and improving the quality of 
fresh water in water bodies that have been degraded by human activities to 
the point of being over-allocated. 

 
Comment 
Objectives A1 and A2 direct councils to protect the significant values of wetlands and outstanding 
freshwater bodies.  Given that this proposal results in the loss of habitat and the fragmentation of an 
existing wetland, I do not consider it is in accordance with Objectives A1 and A2. 
 
Integrated management 
 
Objective C1  To improve integrated management of fresh water and the use and 

development of land in whole catchments, including the interactions 
between fresh water, land, associated ecosystems and the coastal 
environment.  

 
Policy C1  By every regional council managing fresh water and land use and 

development in catchments in an integrated and sustainable way, so as to 
avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects, including cumulative effects. 

 
Comment 
These provisions require that the links between land use and water quality are managed. 
 
Tāngata whenua roles and interests 
 
Objective D1  To provide for the involvement of iwi and hapū, and to ensure that tāngata 

whenua values and interests are identified and reflected in the management 
of fresh water including associated ecosystems, and decision-making 
regarding freshwater planning, including on how all other objectives of this 
national policy statement are given effect to. 

 
Policy D1  Local authorities shall take reasonable steps to involve iwi and hapū in the 

management of fresh water and freshwater ecosystems in the region; work 
with iwi and hapū to identify tāngata whenua values and interests in fresh 
water and freshwater ecosystems in the region; and reflect tāngata whenua 
values and interests in the management of, and decision-making regarding, 
fresh water and freshwater ecosystems in the region. 
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Comment 
With regard to these provisions, I note that applicant had obtained the written approval of 
Te Ao Marama Inc when the application was first lodged, but the application was amended on 
1 April 2019 to include the culverts as part of the consent and no updated written approvals were 
sought by the applicant prior to notification.   Te Ao Marama Inc did not submit on the notified 
application.   Consideration of Te Tangi a Tauira and the involvement of Ngāi Tahu are consistent 
with and give effect to Objective D1 and Policy D1.   
 

3.8   Relevant provisions of National Environmental Standards and other regulations 
(Section 104(1)(b)(i) and (ii)) 

 
No applicable National Environmental Standards for this activity. This application is not for a water 
abstraction or discharge, and there are no registered drinking water sites downstream of the 
proposed activities, therefore this section is not applicable. 
 

3.9 Any other matters considered relevant and reasonably necessary to determine the 
application (Section 104(1)(c)) 

 
Te Tangi a Tauira  
 
I consider that the provisions of Te Tangi a Tauira, the Iwi Management Plan for Southland are 
relevant and reasonably necessary to the determination of this application, particularly given 
Policy 1A of the Regional Water Plan and Policy 2 of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan.  
 
The policy most relevant to this application is: 
 
Section 3.5.18 (Repo - Wetlands) 
 
Policy 1  Avoid the direct or indirect drainage or modification of any existing wetland 

area. 
 
Comment 
Policy 3.5.18.1 directs to avoid drainage or modification of any existing wetland area, and this 
application is for the modification a wetland area.  Therefore, in my opinion the proposal is not 
consistent with this policy. 
 

3.10 Section 105 matters relevant to discharge or coastal permits 

 
This application is not for a water abstraction or discharge; therefore, this section is not applicable. 
 

3.11 Section 107 restriction on grant of certain discharge permits 

 
This application is not for a water abstraction or discharge; therefore, this section is not applicable. 
  

3.12  Part 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991 

 
All considerations are subject to Part 2 of the RMA, which sets out the purpose and principles that 
guide this legislation. This means that the matters in Part 2 prevail over other provisions of the RMA 
or provisions in planning instruments in the event of a conflict. Section 5 states the purpose of the 
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RMA and sections 6, 7 and 8 are principles intended to provide additional guidance as to the way in 
which the purpose is to be achieved.  
 
The purpose of the Resource Management Act, as specified in Section 5 of the Act, is to promote the 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources. It states that:  
 

“In this Act, “sustainable management” means managing the use, development, and 
protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people 
and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for 
their health and safety while:  
(a)  sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to 

meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations;  
(b)  safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and  
(c)  avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the 

environment.” 
 
The application of Section 5 involves an overall broad judgement of whether a proposal will promote 
the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. The enabling and managing functions 
found in s5(2) should be considered of equal importance and taken as a whole. Sections s6,7 and 8 
provide further context and guidance to the constraints found in s5(2) (a) (b) and (c). The 
commencing words to these sections differ, thereby establishing the relative weight to be given to 
each section.  
 
In relation to the matters outlined in Section 5 it is considered that this application is generally 
consistent with the purpose and the principles of the Act, as set out in Section 5. This is the 
promotion of the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. However, I consider 
that reference to Section 5 is of limited assessment when assessing the application against Policy 32 
of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan.  That policy has been prepared in accordance with 
the RMA, gives effect to the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management and is clear and 
directive.  I consider that reference to Part 2 cannot justify an outcome contrary to the clear 
intention of that key policy.  The trail does enable people and communities to provide for their social, 
economic, and cultural well-being and for their health and safety, but this must be viewed in context 
of the wetland modification. 
 
Part 6 matters have been covered within the various Council planning instruments, however there 
are two matters of national importance that need to be recognised and provided for in the context of 
this application these are section 6(e) and (c). Section 6(e). This is the relationship of Maori and their 
culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga. However, 
the area is not part of the Statutory Acknowledgment Area under the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement 
Act 1996 and there are no known areas of cultural importance within the site. Consideration has also 
been given, as per Section 104(1) to the relevant Iwi Management Plan for Southland.  Furthermore, 
the wetland vegetation and habitats for indigenous fauna has been assessed to be of ecological 
significance in terms of Section 6 (c) of the RMA.   
 
Section 7(c), the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values, Section 7(d) intrinsic values of 
ecosystems and Section 7(f), the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment 
are both relevant to the wetland modification.  
 
With regard to Section 8 of the Act, the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi have been taken into 
account. This is through the consideration of Te Tangi (Iwi Management Plan) and the relevant 
policies in other planning documents.   
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To provide completeness for this report, it is my view that the application is generally consistent with 
the RMA.  There are some concerns with regards to Part 2 in relation to Section 6(c). I also consider 
the application to be contrary to Section 7(c), 7(d) and 7 (f) as the assessment of effects concludes 
that the proposed activities, especially when cumulative is likely to result in adverse effects on the 
wetland.  
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4. Recommendations 
 

4.1 Whether to grant  

 
The activities applied for have been considered together, and as such the highest consent test 
applies.  The application is therefore considered as a non-complying activity.  
 
Under Section 104D the Council may grant consent if it is satisfied that either the adverse effects will 
be minor, or the application will not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the relevant 
proposed and operative plans. If the application passes either one of these “gateways”, the 
application falls to be considered under Section 104(1)(a) of the RMA and can be granted or refused. 
If the Council grants the application, it may impose conditions under Section 108 of the RMA. 
 
The above report outlines the effects of the proposed activity, both adverse as well as the positive 
effects as raised by the large number of submissions highlighting the positive social, cultural, 
economic and health benefits of the trail. When considering this application through the lens of the 
policies of the regional plans, specifically the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan, it is 
considered that adverse effects resulting from the activity will be more than minor, as the plan sets 
out very clear and directive objectives and policies that adverse effects of activities on wetlands 
should be avoided. 
 
When assessing the application as a whole it is noted that the applicants have volunteered 
mitigations to remedy adverse effects.  The application is retrospective, meaning modification of the 
wetland has already occurred; the preference for the wetland area would have been for a raised 
boardwalk to avoid  adverse effects on the wetland.  
 
Having regard to all of the effects of the proposal, I conclude that the adverse effects from the 
proposed activity will be more than minor and I do not consider that the proposal sufficiently avoids 
or mitigates its adverse effects. 
 
Because the effects of the activities have been assessed as having a more than minor effect on the 
environment, the application must meet the second of the gateway tests. In order to meet the 
second test, the application must not be contrary to the policies and objectives of the relevant 
operative and proposed plans. 
 
My opinion is that the proposal is not consistent with the outcomes sought by the objectives and 
policies of the pSWLP.  In particular, Policy 33 of the pSWLP requires that activities prevent the 
reduction in area, function and quality of natural wetlands, including through drainage, discharges 
and vegetation removal.  Granting consent would not be consistent with this policy. 
 
Objectives 14 and 17 seek outcomes where habitats within wetlands are maintained or enhanced 
and the natural character values of wetlands, including natural habitats, are protected from 
inappropriate use and development. In my opinion granting consent would not contribute towards 
achieving those objectives and rather would detract from them.  
 
As such, I conclude that the proposed activities are contrary to the objectives and policies of the 
pSWLP.  
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Therefore, the application does not meet the gateway tests for non-complying activities as set out in 
Section 104D (1)(a) of the RMA. 
 
If, however, the application was considered to pass one of the gateway tests, it would fall to be 
considered under Section 104 of the RMA.  Given my conclusion on the actual and potential effects 
of the proposal and the clear direction in the pSWLP, I consider that the application should not 
obtain consent under section 104. 
 
However, if the Hearing Commissioner is satisfied that either the adverse effects will be minor, or the 
application will not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the relevant proposed and operative 
plans they can refuse or grant the application and impose conditions. I have included draft conditions 
in the appendices in the event that the Hearing Commissioner chooses to grant the application. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Sonya Nicol  Michael Durand    
Consultant Consents Officer    Consents Manager 
    
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN COUNCIL REPORTS ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED 

AS COUNCIL POLICY UNLESS ADOPTED BY COUNCIL 
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I fully support the Resoure,e Consent application in respect to the 'less than mino/ modification to
the fringe of a wetland.

I have followed the progression of this matter over the past year and I find it incredulous that
amicable resolution of this matter by the parties has not been achieved. lt need not have been
elevated to requiring a fully notifiable resource consent. The intransigence of ES is unbeleviable.
1) The ES complaints officer after site inspection with FTT commented, 'what is the fuss about'.
2i FTT offered to make any corrections deemed necessary. (Formqlly and informally).
3) FTT lowered 1 x 400mm culvert by 50mm and in good faith to fully satisfy the embeddment
requirements. The ES concerns around culverts were fully resolved and amicably 9o_.__
+) the Complaints Officer advised FTT that an abatemenl notice was to be served. ITT soyght
a-meeting witn ES Consents staff to discuss and resolve. Meeting denied, the Complaints Officer
was instructed to issue the notice. This was totally unne@ssary in my opinion as resolution was
possible.
5) FTT commissioned Senior Ecologist Simon Beale to prepare an Ecological Assessment -
conclussion - the effects of the Trail on the wetland are 'less than minor'.

S) The Ecologists communicate and conclude that any effects can be
undertake minor watertable filling and manage noxious weeds over a

Incredibly, ES resolved to notifo the consent

mitigated. FTT agrees to
2000m@ area.

and i unreasonable costs on FTT, a well

To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 901 16

Dy.20175
Invercargill

r, Albert Stewart Dore

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent

54 Catherine Street, Windsor, lnvercargill

(I'Jane(t)

(Address)of:

at,. 022 402 4707 biddy@snap.net.nz
(Pbone ffr*l (E *oi\

Wish OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission ot (rirle on) the application of:SUPPORT

Name:

And/or Otganisation:

Application Number:

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP - 20191 150 Location: L2L Trail Leg 6, Manapouri

teasons for submission are: tate the natarc .rubmission and clear rcanns. Continue on attached

agenda? Beauracracy gone
on the outcomes to date are

SO

the
uncompromrsr
Complainant

ng IS thelr
and h IS influen@
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lssue the Resource Consent without conditions.

Come to a sensible conclussion pre any hearing, resolve the matter and avoid further cost and
resource inputs by ES and FTT.

I wish the Council to make the decision detailt, the nalare tvrdition.r

I, one) a ftade compedtot. of the applicant (fot the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resoutce

Management Act 1991).

.lf trade rvmpetitor cbosen, pkase nnpkn the next $atement, otlterwite leaae blank

l, arnf atn not (r:hoon one) dbecdy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(r) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of tade competition.

I,

I,

one) w]:a,h to be heard in support of my submission.

one) wrsh to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have sen ed a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed ,Wr* Date 18 MaY,2019

If you have any queties about this fotm ot its pulpose please contact the Consents Division of Enr-ironment Southland

(03) 211 5115 ot 0800 76 88 45.

am not

do not

,@

,/
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag90l1,6
DX20175
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent

I: ilrrt rulncusr' No.4l)

of:

atl

*4
D7 2+q Lyyf-

(Phone F*)
Wish / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circh one) the application of:

Name:

And/or Organisation:

QN

ApplicationNumber: W Location:

brlr.*^ J*;,iy //o aa*l LJo a* 4trn
(

V\L "f tL Lr'ttuz L"t4 Ta,l
rJLrnzoao !tt?6t2-€ ) N44zorr o"A
ttoflri a,.4 r'l+q+Zbs+

reasoas fot submission are: the nafun ssbmirsion and char naruns. Contiwe on attacbed

u,r4)- 4 /L /,-.* z /L;lr /Li
,zrt ; //r- bf i'o<'t1 lo Nta/"'€tv

q/

V,IL A

Tlri ,h*r/ar
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I wish the Council to make the decision tbe natun conditions

l, g/am not (cboore one) a tade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

.If 
lTadc coapetitor chosen, plcase conpbte tbe ,text statemerrt, otberuise baae bhnk

I, am/am not (cboose one) dtteciy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

6) does not relate to tade competition or the effects of trade competition.

l, b/ do not (chltse one) wisln to be heard in support of my submission.

lrdld/do rl.ot (cl)oote ofle) wish to be involved in any pre-headng meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed :A 4*,k* Date ; /?
0

If you have any quedes about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of EnvLonment Southland

(03) 211 51 15 or 0800 76 88 45.
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116

DX20175
inver."rgdl

@
I

SUBMISSION FORM jl,h, tfltlq 
i
)

Submission on a Notified Application fot a Resource -esns-q$tji::--::::'-'--:J

I: Alister Bu SS (Nane(s))

(Addrex)of:

at:

3 Waiau Street, Manapouri

03 249 6665
(Phone Fo*) (E-nail)

Wish to SUPPORT / e+POS.jB/ submit a NEIrFR"{L submission on (circle one) the application of:

Name:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number:

The Fiordland Trails Trust

APP-20191 150 Location: Leg 6 of the Lake Zli!(q II?il bqtliv=e.qLc['ailaq9??0
and-230Zt aboutNzrM2ooo 1 1 806'1 2E, N4942051
and 1180593E and N4942084.

M reasons for submission ate. tate the nafure submision and c/ear reasom. Continae on attached

(Frr). am writing to the Lackg round process 6 Supply bay to

subdivision. Wth regards
meetings which were

from DOC,
be kept 30

lwl, Fish and Game,
metres from the subd

SDC plus iand
ivision bounda

owners of Moto rau heights
two publicry We also he td

a
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I would like to know the Environment Southland'ecologist report was accepted over the

FTT ecologist report.

I would also like retrospective consent approved rather than a hearing taking place.

I wrsh the Council to make the decision detaib, the natare conditiont

l,<nf am not (choorc one) z tnde competitot. of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

"If trade cornpetitor chovn, plearc conplele the next $atemenl, otherwiu leaue blank

lr*irrr/ atn not (choote one) ilrecdy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the appJication that:

(") adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

I, G/do not (choose one) w:r,h to be heard in support of my submission.

l,A / do rrot (ch00v one) wtsh to be invo{ved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date 30/06/2019

If you have any queries about this form or its pulpose please cotrtact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

./
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To: The Chief Executive
Envfuonment Southland
Private Bag 90116
D){20175
Invercarpfll

I: Peter and Nicky Baker

SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on a Notified Application fot a

ffi
- & J.,n Z0t9 Ii ...,.. ;JResoffiFCbffiI

f\ \-1':r
--a ,

tt

of: 41,49Blackmount-Redcliff Road, R D 2, Otautau,9682 (Addrwt)

^t: 03-2255094 rannochmoor@xtra. co.nz
(E rxail)(Phone Fr*)

one) the aPPlication of:

Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail

Wish

Name:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number:

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP-20191150

teasons for submission ate: the natarc

Location: Between chainage 2200 & 2300 ftom Manapouri to

sabmission and clear reasons. Continrc on attached

We are property owners in Manapouri and regularly use the FTf's trail from Manapouri township to the Supply

Bay Rd.

We are in support of the FTT's application

We contend that the effect on the environment over the 35m of trail is less than minor.

We draw Environment Southland's (ES) attention to the definition of 'Wetland" in the Glossary of the "Proposed

Southland Water and Land Plan"

"Wetland includes permanently or intermittently wet areas, shallow water, and land water margins that support a

natural ecosystem of plants and animals that are adapted to wet conditions."

We would ask that ES break the 35m of track down into sections that more accurately identify the actual

vegetation and water present. lf this was done it would become obvious that a significant part of the 35m is

actually supporting dry land plants like Broom and Manuka and that the definition of "Wetland" only really

describes a small part of the 35m under application for retrospective consent. We ask that this approach be taken

as it highlights the less than minor effects this section of track has on the environment.

We would also ask that ES take into account the benefit to the surrounding environment of work undertaken by

FTT volunteers in removing wilding conifers and other exotic weeds. The Douglas Fir in particular, have the ability

to turn this area of the trail into an exotic monoculture. The construction of the track has made the control of

these weeds possible and the benefits of this on-going control outweigh the less than minor effects on the very

small piece of wetland affected.

ln our opinion any decision to remove the 35m of track and replace it with wooden deck, would almost certainly

cause damage in excess of what has occurred to date. As such, we would support the track staying as it is and
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where it is.

Finally, if the ES assessment of the trails effects is upheld (More than minor), then thought should be given to the

effects this ruling would have on future and past activities by not only other groups and individuals but the Council

itself. ls the Council confident that all its structures and activities built, undertaken and planned, will meet this

very high bar of environmental protection?

Thank you for the opportunity to submit our views on this application.

That the conditions of the retrospective consent be limited to the compensatory works that the FTT have agreed

to.

Grant retrospective consent to FTT

I wish the Council to make the decision dctaih, the nature conditions

l, anr,f arn rrot (choose one) a tade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

ManagementAct 1991).

"If trade competitor cboun, pleare nnplete the next $atement, othenrise ltaue blank

l, alm/ am not (ch00s€ one) drectly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(r) adversely affects the environment; and

O) does not telate to trade competition ot the effects of trade competition.

I, dc/do roLot (choorc one) wish to be heard in support of my submission.

l, do/ do not (choorc one) wish to be involved in any pte-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Date so- s 'La 11

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211,5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

Signed 4
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
D)(20t75
InvercaE,ill

a/
SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent

I:
-V:-xtz-<\.-,, nrlo.tqc^(A |Lq.---- Nort(t)

(Addnr)or: '13 AJ*.'*:b*cl"R-oJ <5\ -G An-o.--r.
at: Ct3 =/+ea bq tS l*K/- ,l

"r,,t= +a Q.q rrv-^.,\ .

(Pbone (Fax) (E-nai\

Wish OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission oa (cinb oae) the application of:

Name:
)\-i o( Pa56rC<* C-,..^r=/+

And/or Oryanisation: f,.r,A\= CT \= L-z'l

Application Number: I-ocadon:

M reasons for submission are; fie naarc vbmirsion ard cbar rcasots. Andrue on atntled

€-;1- -i.o c-k I-*- <.r)-'.,a,re,LJ lL-. a(<-cn dA<re zr-lO o'r<-
Cc.,^\J ,\o -s,\-=--^\ A'R. -$ 1 .

f.=.-\ +\^.t ur.\\,J L*-^= t-cc^Y...l^'t--ttJ '

%+-\ ^1.*'\" -S c- z- Vo\.r.-L-r-s *r'n r--
1o *E- E7-r,'lc .d Lej-c^oe I /"\ -fL.=

ftr Fs.:e do.* e-pc-tJ\L,a3 lf,.^tb *13'-.Jr;J +., J.,'
cJer<

,1

,/ !,
tJ'
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*>r"' \C) a-+ -\.: /tr,Cr,'A ]]..e- =--r-.1 ,JIL
Iwishthe C.ouncilto rnuke S6 decbion ficnntn aadition

I, am/o not (dmsc ou) e trede coryetitof of the appli:rnt (for the 1nryos€s of Sectbn 30BB of Se Resource

Maoagem€otAct 1991).

tf tzdc wqainr&saplancaapl* frc t& $amcnt,ortadn lcoc blanL

I'ram'lammlt (dmn ou) dirccdy afu by an effect as a resuh of the pnoposed ectiviny in the epplication that

(e) advetsely atrecs the enviro,rrnenq and

(b) does not'elre to tnde conpetitilo or the effecs of trade competitbn.

I, do/do not (dan nc)wbhto be heand io support of my submissior-

I" do/do not (dmsc ne)wbhto be imobed in any pnenearing meeting ftet mey be held for thb appli:ation-

I have scrvcd e copy of my submisslx on the applirznt Yes No

Siglcd Darc =s\s\'o

If you have any quetfox about thb form or its pwpose phese cootact the Consents Division of Ernyirorrneot Soufihd
(03) 211 5115 or 08fl) 76 88 45-
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SUBMISSION FORM 

I:    Brian McCandless 

of:    31 Patience Bay Drive, Te Anau 9679 

at:   03 249 8887      brian.mccandless@xtra.co.nz 

Wish to support the application of: 

Name:   Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number:  APP-20191150 

Location:  Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Re: Environment Southland decision for public notification of resource 

consent application to modify wetland 

I write in response to the above notification. 

As I understand the situation, this public notification was triggered by an assessment by an 

ecologist engaged by Environment Southland that the impact on the environment of the 

proposed section of cycle trail was “more than minor”.  This was at variance with the 

assessment by the ecologist engaged by the Trails Trust that the impact was ”less than 

minor”.   At first, sight, this looks like a classic case of experts behaving like  “angels dancing 

on the head of a pin”. 

A disinterested observer might be forgiven for concluding that Environment Southland, a 

publicly funded body, should not be wasting public resources on trivial matters such as this.  

Public consultation should be the option of last resort when significant environmental issues 

are at stake and the evidence is finely balanced.  Neither condition applies in this case, for 

the following reasons: 

 The wetland in question was virtually inaccessible to the public before construction 

of the cycle trail.   
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 It was -  and still is  -  polluted by exotic plant species which Environment Southland 

had done little to control over many years, so its intrinsic environmental value is 

questionable.   

 The difference between “less than minor” and “more than minor” will be lost on 

most of the general public who have been invited to contribute to the debate.  

  Regardless of precise definitions, it must be clear to all that both ecologists have 

agreed that the environment impact of the proposal is moderate at worst. 

Given the above, it seems clear to me that the ultimate determinant in resolving this issue 

should be a consideration of what is in the best interests of the public served by 

Environment Southland.   

Clearly there is some environment impact associated with the Trails Trust proposal.  The 

Trails Trust has already offered to mediate this impact by filling a shallow water table and to 

remove exotic plant species from the area between the trail and the property to the east of 

the wetland.  This seems to me to be a fair and reasonable remediation proposal to offset 

the environmental impact. 

On the other hand, the very significant amenity value of the Lake 2 Lake Trail should also be 

taken into consideration.  This cycle trail the most popular in Southland by a fair margin.  Its 

recreational benefit to local residents is huge.  It has stimulated the creation of at least two 

new businesses in Te  Anau and increased the revenue of many others.  Furthermore, it has 

proved to be a significant tourist attraction for the region. 

On balance, it is clear that the public good is best served by approving this Trails Trust 

application.  I write to offer unconditional support for the Trails Trust application. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I wish Council to approve the Fiordland Trails Trust Application, as modified by their 

proposals to remediate the effects of the cycle trail. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I am not a trade competitor of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the 

Resource Management Act 1991) 
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I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission 

I do not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for the application 

I have served a copy of my submission to the applicant. 
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20th May 2019

SUBMISSION TO

ENVIRONMENT SOUTHLAND RESOURSE CONSENT APP 20191150

FIORDIAND TRAILS TRUST

My wife and I are both semi-retired and have lived in the Te Anau basin for the last 47 years. Over
that time we have both contributed to our local organisations and to the facilities that have been
steadily provided over the years to make this an enviable community to live or holiday in. The
Fiordland Trails Trust has, is, and will continue to make a huge contribution to this wonderful
community by building trails in places that we would otherwise not have had access to. For this
reason we have recently taken up cycling which we enjoy and it keeps us fit and healthy. Leg G of
the Lake to lake trail has been a welcome recent addition and we have, and will use it often.

The background to this application suggests that the consent issue is - lf the construction of the track
has a "less than minor" or a "more than less than minor, effect on an adjacent wet llnd?

While we submit strongly that the effect is definitely "less than mino/' we believe that the
application should be judged on a broader platform than that semantic - which is very much a
personal view of any submitter and could be debated for ever by ecologists.

lnstead this consent application should be judged on the well documented contribution that this
trust, along with its many sponsors, has, and is making to the wellbeing of our community.

ln our view the application should be approved without being subject to any mitigation measures,
thus allowing the Trust to spend its, voluntary time, funds and effort on the construction of new
trails as per their current plans. This consent issue is a costly frustration which is diverting time and
money away from more valuable trail developments.

We further submit that the benefit of having this leg of the track operational and providing access
for us to enjoy this wet land far outweigh any perceived damage.

We also submit that those judging this application should give greater recognition to submitters who
use the trail than from submitters who live outside our community, may never have been on site
and/or hold alternqtive extreme views on environmental issues.,1

)r', 1#l:/rr,/:'* -,,-,,*>,<^^4/ lt
owen & Mary Buckingham V

88 Golf Course Road

Te Anau

Ph032497180
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Submission on a Notified Application for Resource Consent 

Details of Application 

Name of applicant: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Reference no: APP-20191150 

The application is for the retrospective resource consent for wetland modification covering construction of 35 

metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to 

Manapouri Trail.  

Details of Submitter 

Name of Submitter: Chris Stowe 

Address of Submitter: 30 Havelock Street, Riverton 9822  

Phone number of Submitter:  021 1286486 

Date of submission: 4 June 2019 

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.  

I am not a trade competitor of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource Management Act 

1991). 

I do not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.  

Potential conflict of interest 

I am an independent ecologist employed as a contractor by Environment Southland and Southland District Council 

to conduct High Value Area (HVA) ecological surveys on private land across the Southland region.  

Submission 

My submission is in support of the application.  

I viewed the area by chance, after being asked to do so while undertaking an HVA survey on the property owned 

by an associate of the Fiordland Trails Trust. I visited the site on the 9 May, 2019. No detailed botanical survey 

was conducted, but I gained a good overview of the site and took a number of photographs. 

I broadly agree with Beale Consultants initial assessment of the vegetation cover, ecological values, hydrology and 

classification of the area as a spring-fed marsh wetland. I also agree that the area would meet most of the criteria 

for significance under the Proposed Southland Regional Policy Statement. I acknowledge that marsh wetlands are 

among the most reduced wetland types at local1 and regional2  scales and, as Wildlands pointed out in their 

technical review, wetland loss in Southland is continuing. However, there are a number of mitigating factors.   

 Purpose of wetland modification: The wetland modification was not done for the purpose of personal or 

economic gain. The cycle trail construction has resulted in considerable and demonstrable public and societal 

good. The trail is well used by walkers and cyclists, and is an easily accessible way to for people to explore and 

appreciate the diverse natural habitats along the Waiau River between Manapouri and Te Anau.  

 

 Delineation of wetland area and scale of effects: In their technical review, Wildlands disagreed with the 

delineation of the wetland area, suggesting that it was considerably smaller than that defined by Beale 

                                                           
1 Harding, M. A. 1999. Southland Protection Strategy. A report to the Nature Heritage Fund Committee.   
2 Clarkson et al. 2011. Current and historic wetlands of Southland Region: Stage 2. Report prepared by Landcare Research for the Department of 
Conservation. 
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Consultants. Wildlands then said that a greater proportion of the wetland had been affected and that 

therefore the scale of effects were more than ‘less than minor’.  While Beale Consultants probably over-

estimated the total wetland area by including non-wetland habitat nearer Lake Manapouri, Wildland’s 

definition of the wetland area was based solely on analysis of aerial imagery.  My observations of the area 

suggest to me that manuka and bracken, the dominant canopy species locally, occupy both wet and dry areas. 

This makes defining the true wetland area, and therefore the proportion of wetland affected, difficult and 

subjective.  

 

 Scale of effects on wetland hydrology: My opinion is that the culverts and formation of the water table have 

had a minor effect on the hydrology of the wetland (upstream or downstream), and are unlikely to impact on 

the structure and composition of the remaining vegetation in the future.   

 

 Scale of effects on vegetation: A relatively small proportion of the total wetland vegetation has been 

impacted by the trail construction. Loss of this vegetation, and the minor modification to the hydrology of the 

area, are unlikely to impact the wider wetland’s functionality and viability.   

 

 Ecological context: The extensive and dense growth of manuka and bracken elsewhere along the terrace and 

scarp base, is likely to hide other similar seepages and spring-fed wetlands and streams nearby.  In terms of 

wetlands within the Upukerora Ecological District (in which it occurs) and in the adjacent Te Anau Ecological 

District, the wetland has relatively low significance and importance. There are very large, intact and complex 

wetland systems present on both public and private land nearby, including regionally significant wetlands. 

Furthermore, the Waiau Trust and QEII have protected and created many wetlands over large parts of the Te 

Anau basin; notably on the nearby Pamu/Landcorp properties of Kepler, Freestone, Stuart and Riverslea 

farms.  

I wish the Council to make the following decision 

I would like the Council to grant retrospective consent to the applicant. As a precautionary measure, I suggest 

that the compensatory work suggested by Wildlands be carried out: 

 Fill in the shallow water table deemed to have lowered the water table behind the southern culvert. 

 Remove exotic plants (mainly broom) in the vicinity of the cycle trail.   
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Overview of area downstream (west) of cycle trail. The road cone marks the position of the outlet of the northern culvert 
through which the largest of the several streams flows. The direction and rate of natural flow appears unchanged. 

 

 

Overview of the area upstream (east) of cycle trail. The road cones mark the position of the northern culvert.   
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Small area of the obligate wetland plant purei (Carex secta) downstream of the southern culvert. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small water table formed to direct sub-surface and small surface flows into the southern culvert (visible by orange road 

cone). 
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        Environment Southland Resource consent APP 20191150 
 

I.                      Cr  Ebel Kremer 
 
Of                               7 Wetjacket Place Te Anau ,9600 
 
At                                027 510 7785.  em3kremer@xtra.co.nz 
 
Date:                          3rd Day of June 2019  

 
Wish to support the application of: 
 
Name                          Fiordland Trails Trust 
 
Application Number:  APP 20191150 
 
Location: Leg 6 of the  lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail between 2200 and 2300 
 

 
 
RE: Environment Southland decision for public notification of resource consent application to 
modify wetland. 
 
To my knowledge, Environment Southland engaged the services of an ecologist to asses the   
Environmental impact, if any, of the proposed section of the cycle trail. To my understanding,  
the ecologist after completing a “desk top” exercise from there office via “google maps”  came 
to a conclusion the environmental impact was “more than minor”.  The Trails Trust ecologist 
informers the Environmental Impact is “less than minor”.  Both ecologists use the same 
terminology of “minor”. 
 
What defines minor? the English dictionary informs “minor adjective: a relatively minor problem, 
insignificant,inconsequential ,of little account, trivial, petty”  
 
If either of the ecologists were extremely concerned with the Environmental impact of the trail, 
different terminology would have been utilised such as  “significant, excessive,  destructive,  
comprehensive damage to the wetlands”  It is important to note that no such description  was 
used to describe the impact on the Environment. It can be reasonable assumed that both 
ecologist have some commonality on the impact to the Environment as moderate.  
 
It is disappointing to witness Environment Southland as a publicly funded organisation to be 
focused on such trivial and petty matters such as this. Public consultation needs to occur when 
there are potential Environmental impacts that have major or significant detrimental effects on 
the Environment. I hardly think the proposed section of the trial which is on the very edge of the 
wetlands, comprising of approximately 100 square meters out of a wetland area of around 80 
hectors, qualifies as either being a major or a significant negative impact on the Environment.  
 
To resolve this issue, consideration needs to be given to what is important and in the best 
interest of the public served by Environment Southland. 
 
Naturally with any form of cycle trail or walking tracks there is some Environmental impact. The 
same can be said with the Trails Trust proposal. It is my understanding the Trails Trust has 
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offered to address some of these potential impacts on the Environment. For example, filling in a 
shallow water table plus removal of exotic plants.  
Furthermore, it is imperative Environment Southland recognises the significant value the Lake 2 
lake trail is adding to the Fiordland Area. There are two new business operating in Te Anau and 
has fostered revenue growth for other business as well. It is by far the most popular Cycle trail in 
Southland which is attracting increased tourist visitors to our region who are enjoying the cycle 
trial experience. 
 
Taking all maters into account, the Trails Trust application should be supported  for the best 
interest for New Zealand residents and Visitors wishing to experience the lake 2 lake cycle trail.  
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
I fully support the Trails Trust Application and request Environment Southland to grant the Trails 
Trust Resource Consent Application, as modified by their proposal to remediate the effects of 
the cycle trail. 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I am not a trade competitor of the applicant ( for the purposes of Section 308b of the Resource 
Management Act 1991) 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I wish to be heard in support of my submission. 
 
I do not wish to be involved in any pre hearing meeting that may be held for the applicant. 
 
I have served a copy of my submission to the applicant. 
 
 
Cr Ebel Kremer 
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I:  (Name(s)) 

of:  (Address) 

at:      

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name:  

And/or Organisation:  

Application Number:  Location:  

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

Gill Hoskin

142 Wyndham St, Ashhurst

021 482 101 gill@aec1989.co.nz

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP-20191150 Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail

The Lake 2 Lake Te anau to Manapouri Trail will bring more healthy and energetic people into the area 
who appreciate the outdoors.  It will help to keep the users of the trail fit and healthy, leading to less 
medical treatment required. 
Another positive effect of this trail will be the economic benefit to the local businesses. The communities 
along the Otago Rail Trail are an excellent example of what a cycle trail can do for them. 
This is an environmentally sustainable recreational project.  Having personally walked and ridden the trail 
I can say what a pleasure it was to use such a wonderful amenity and see the other users also getting the 
same enjoyment from it.
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  

13th May 2019

I wish the council to approve an application from the Fiordland Trails Trust for a retrospective 
resource consent for wetland modification covering construction of 35 metres of the Leg 6 of the 
Lake 2 Lake Trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to Supply Bay Rd, 
Manapouri.  The wetland modification will also provide for the placement and use of two culverts 
and use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail.
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Darryl Sycamore - Chairman (Name(s)) 

of: Guardians of Lakes Manapouri, Te Anau & Monowai (Address) 

at: 021-1255554 
   

aoteacarvers@gmail.com 

 
 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name: Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road Manapouri 

 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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The Guardians of Lakes Te Anau, Manapouri and Monowai (the Guardians) hold a neutral position to the Fiordland 
Trail’s Trust application for retrospective Resource Consent for the section of trail in question.  
 
Our reasons are as follows: 

 
• Wetlands are significant ecological environments and as this is a water course that drains into Lake Manapouri it 

is of interest to the Guardians. The proposal and work of the applicant also relates to the wider mandate of the 
Guardians in the Waiau catchment.   
 

• In this case it appears there are conflicting opinions as to the level of impact this section of trail has had on the 
wetland.   
 

• The Guardians suggest caution should be applied to any wetland assessment solely relying on a GIS analysis. For 
mosaic wetlands, the risk of an erroneous assessment is heightened.  Whilst wetlands are afforded greater 
protection under s6(c) it remains true that not all wetlands comprise the same values.  

 
• The assessment under s95-95G considers the application should be assessed as a notified application. This 

approach was advanced on the basis that effects may be more than minor as a result of the GIS assessment 
which may have unduly influenced the weighting under the objective and policy balancing exercise. 

 
• With respect to Section 104D and the potential to create a perceived undesirable precedent, we consider the 

proposal will satisfy both limbs of the test, where effects will be no more than minor, or that the proposal will 
not be contrary to the objectives and policies of both the operative plan and the proposed  plan. Therefore, the 
Council can exercise its discretion under section 104D to grant consent. We do not consider the proposal will 
create a perceived undesirable precedent. 

 
• The Guardians acknowledge the assessment of Simon Beale, FTT consultant, and are satisfied that the trail 

should remain in place with mitigating, remedial and compensatory work carried out as has already been offered 
by the FTT.  We are however concerned that consideration of the impact on native fish passage through the 
placement of the two culverts has been omitted from his assessment. The measures offered by the FT to This 
work will mitigate any potential or perceived effects the trail would have on the wetland should include those 
which will ensure fish passage is not compromised. 

 
• The Guardians are concerned that the removal or modification to the section of cycle trail in question may cause 

unnecessary damage to the wetland area. We also consider the creation of a boardwalk over the wetland may 
result in effects equal to or worse than what has already occurred.    

 
• The Guardians note that any remedial work to the structure of the trail or the removal of the trail may cause 

sediment movement into the receiving environment and ultimately Lake Manapouri. 
 

   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 
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1. That the Council apply a greater weighing to ground-truthed ecological surveys 
2. That Council recognizes  

(a) the work has already been carried out  
(b) The applicant is a community trust. 
(c) That the ground-truthed ecological survey found any effects to be less than minor 
(d) In terms of the objective and policy assessment and effects assessment both limbs of the s104D gateway 

are met. 
 

        
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 
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I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.     √  Yes 
 

No 

 
  

Signed 

 

Date 4 June 2019 

 
 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Heidi Beech (Name(s)) 

of: 7 Whittaker Place, Havelock North 4130 (Address) 

at: 027-213-5647    Heidi.beech@gmail.com 

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name: Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Between chainage 2200 & 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road, Manapouri 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
I support the consent application for the following two key reasons: 
 

1. Positive Benefits of the Trail 
The trail brings social, cultural and economic benefits to individuals, families, the community and country, 
including to the Council and Government. 

For example, having people exercising and enjoying the outdoors bring numerous physical and mental 
health benefits.  Together with young and old family and friends, we have enjoyed using the trail together. 
Further, the trail helps bring tourism to the local community, and helps aid tourism nationally. 
Many other specifics of the benefits are outlined in the application from the Fiordland Trails Trust 

 
2. Minimal Negative Consequences of the Trail 

While there are some negative impacts to the environment such as unsettling some habitats, any negative 
impacts have been well mitigated.  It is a reality that most initiatives have some adverse impacts, but in the 
instance of this part of the trail, the negative consequences are not significant, and are far outweighed by the 
positive benefits. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
Grant consent for the construction of the 35 metres of the cycle trail, the placement and use of 2 culverts and the use of 
leg of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail without conditions. 
 
I also seek wavier from the Council for any fees, including professional fees, give the social, cultural and economic 
benefits of the trail and the Charitable trust status of the applicant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.     √  Yes  No 

  

Signed Heidi Beech (submitted electronically) Date 16 May 2019 

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Isla Howe (Name(s)) 

of: 4 Worsley St (Address) 

at: 032499332    islaandjohn@gmail.com 

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name: Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road Manapouri 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

I support the Fordland Trails Trust (FTT) request for retrospective resource consent for wetland modification 
covering construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the 
Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail. 
 
The section of the trail under consideration, consented by SDC & approved by DOC, is a tiny part of a wetland that 
has been allowed to become heavily invested with noxious weeds. 
 
In the light of that and the well-deserved reputation of the FTT to leave no stone unturned in their endeavour to 
build an amazing and very popular trail, it is extremely difficult to understand that one complaint could result in 
Environment Southland(ES) coming to the decision it has.  
 
FTT are to be commended in having ecologist Simon Beale come on site to assess the impact of the trail on the 
wetland vegetation. His finding of a ‘less than minor impact’ on the wetland should carry more weight than the 
Environment Southland’s ecologist Kelvin Lloyd’s assessment of a ‘more than minor impact’, considering he made 
that assessment without visiting the site. 
 
With the Trust being willing to do the work required to bring it to a ‘less than minor impact’ as agreed by the two 
ecologists, I find it unbelieveable that the ES engaged planner, Sonya Nicol, read the Ecologists reports and still, 
also without visiting the site, recommended that ES proceed with a publically notified consent and all this because 
of one complaint.  
 
I don’t believe the ES rates we pay are being used wisely in this instance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 

I wish the Council to approve the Fiordland Trails Trust application for retrospective resource consent for wetland 
modification covering construction of 35m of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 
of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 
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(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes x No 

  

Signed Isla Howe Date 30 May 2019 

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
DX20175
Invercargill

t f rrfl

SUBMISSION FORM i it,Nl 2019

Submission on a Notified Application for a Resoutce consent

(I\ane(s)
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of:
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@bone F*) (E-ntail)

!7ish to SUPPORT / e?POflE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) ttre application of:

6or ..'J 1/ cL. I /.,rtlName:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number: I-ocation:
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I wish the Council to make the decision tbe rutyrc nnditions

Ir''xr/atn not (cbnofi oru) e tade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 30gB of the Resource
Management Act 1991).

-If trade nmpetitor cboser, phase conpbte tbe next statement, otberuise leaae blank

I, gm'/arnnot (eboose one) dttecdy affected by an effect as a resulr of the proposed activity in the application that:
(a) adversely affects the envkonment; and

&) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Ifro/do not (cboose onQwishto be heard in support of my submission.

I' d6/do not (choose otQ vish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed
, Date s lul 17

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Envfuonment Southland
(03) 2't15115 or 0800 76 88 45.
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3 ti r,ip,Y 2019

i\l n, it !., r\
L..\. i.r {i:'sili i'r-!,tEi

Environment Southland Resource Conse

Application 20191150

Submission.

From Karen Turner

10 Worsley St

Te Anau

I have lived and farmed in Western Southland for many years. We have also been

ratepayers in Te Anau for over 4O years. I love the area and want it properly taken care of

As a supporter of The Fiordland Trails Trust, and a lake to Lake Trail user I was very

surprised to hear that there has been a complaint about the wetland portion of the Supply

Bay Road to Frasers Beach part of the Lake to lake Trail.

I have been over the part of the trait in question severaltimes and have seen how it has

been built. I would go so far as saying there is virtually no impact, certainly less than minor

impact, on the wetland being discussed.

It seems to have been well engineered and built. The trail is, of course, built on the driest

ground in the area, not on the wettand, and has culverts that are much too large for normal

water flow from the small runners that flow to the wetland in question. There is ample

room for flood water to flow to the wetland. I cannot see that the water flow is impeded in

any way, and so the wetland is not affected. I am also confident that small water creatures

and fish can ravelthrough these short culverts.

The Trail is of great benefit to the local area, giving us an exercise and enJoyment Trail that

ure can bike, run and unlk on away from our very busy tourist roads. Very often visitors to

our area use the Trail as well.

{(fr,o,"-,-Karen Turner

10 Worsley St

Te Anau

o27 il 88863

etalview@farmside.co.nz
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private 8ag90116
D)(20175
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on aNotified Application for a Resoutce

-=riliilffiffimm

4 J"^ 2g1g

'\ ''.-r' ''t*

I: Lawrence Anthony Rohan

of:

ati

1 l Grant Otata RD9 lnve

oa )1? o-7o.? lawrencerohan@g mail. com
(Phone (F*) (E r*0

Wish OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application oft

Name:

And/or Otganisation:

Application Number:

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP - 20191 150 I-ocation: Lake 2 Lake Trail- Leg 6, Manapouri

teasons fot submission ate: tbe naturc sbmirsion and clcar nasons. Continw on attached

SUPPORT

This Resource Consent application should be granted without further ado as this is a very minor
issue in the scheme of things, all environmental matters considered.

d

How can ES give credence to the opinion of Ecologist Kelvin Lloyd over that of Simon Beale
Kelvin has not been to site and applied context to the matter of effect. The facts are;
1) The 35m Iength of trail occupies 100m2 of a wetland complex that exceeds 85Ha in area.
2) Ot that 35m perhaps 8m is on a wet subgrade.
3) 2 culverts are appropriately placed to 2 naturally occuring runners within a stream system.
4) The two Ecologists agreed appropriate compensatory work to offset Kelvins perception of
effect and FTT agreed this work.
5) The 'rea!' wetland is to the west of the trail and contains quality wetland species. To the east is
highly modified and well invaded by noxious weeds.

Surely this should have been the end of this matter and a non notifiable consent issued. Key
stakeholders in DOC, Fish and Game and lwi had previously provided written approval of the

There is little else I wish to say formally except that ES's willingness and recent history in
elevating minor matters such as this should be the subject of review. ES's handling of this issue
has been very unprofessional. \Mry'batte/ such positive community providers as FTT?
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I wish the Council to make the decision detailt the natare nnditiont

I, one) a ttade compedtor' of the applicant (for the putposes of Section 3088 of the Resoutce

Management Act 1991)

- If trade tvmpetitor chosen, phase nnplen the next $atement, otheruite leaae blank

l, arln/ arn rrot (cbotre one) dlr:ect1y affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the applicadon that:

(r) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of tade competition.

one) wrsh to be heard in support of my submission.

om) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

Yes No

Date 29 MaY,2019

If you have any queries about this form ot its puqpose please contact the Consents Division of Envitonment Southland

(03) 211 5115 ot 0800 76 88 45.

r,

I,

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.

Signed

The consent be issued without conditions.

I trust that commonsense prevails, a hearing is not necessary and costs to all parties should be
minimised.

am not

do not

@

X
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Madeleine Peacock (Name(s)) 

of: Destination Fiordland, PO Box 155, Te Anau  (Address) 

at: 032497959    madeleine@fiordland.org.nz 

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name: Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road Manapouri 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
Destination Fiordland (DF) supports the Fiordland Trails Trust (FTT) application for retrospective resource consent 
for the following reasons: 
 

• The development of the cycle and walking trails in the Te Anau Manapouri region over the past five years 
has had noticeable effects on the Fiordland community, and will be a key factor in continuing stimulation 
to our local economy along with the wellbeing of the community. 

 

• All regions in New Zealand are seeking ways to provide increased value to the domestic and international 
visitor and Fiordland is no exception.  Improved trails in Fiordland will contribute to Te Anau and 
Manapouri being viewed as a cycling destination, particularly in the domestic tourism market which is 
important to our region in the off season.  Like many regions in New Zealand lack of accommodation at 
peak periods is a limiting factor for visitor arrivals and stay, Fiordland is no exception.  Being able to 
spread the appeal of Fiordland across the year is of immense benefit and the trails are an attraction that 
will help achieve this. 

 

• The development of the cycle trail has contributed to the establishment of three new businesses in the 
area as well as other product development by existing operators.  Tourism is the single biggest industry in 
the Fiordland region, and it requires ongoing development.  The FTT have demonstrated a commitment to 
developing the trail by ecologically and environmentally sound practises to the best of their knowledge 
and resources.  If this resource consent application is declined it will put the cycle trail and thus the 
benefits to the community in jeopardy. 
 

• DF is aware of the reasons for the retrospective application for Resource Consent.  In our opinion the 
agreement by the FTT to provide mitigating and remedial work in the wetland area with the support of 
Wildlands Consultants, WSP Opus and subsequent agreement by Sonya Nicol (as per email 
correspondence between Sonya Nicol and Luke McSoriley dated 7 March to 11 April 2019 – listed as a 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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Related Document in on the Environment Southland website) would negate the need to remove the 
section of trail as per the abatement notice issued to the FTT by ES.  It seems the agreed mitigating and 
remedial work would be a more environmentally friendly approach rather than removing the section of 
trail which one would assume would be more destructive.  The benefit would be that the trail remains for 
community enjoyment and tourism development, and that the wetland is restored – it’s a win win 
situation. 
 

   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 

Approve the retrospective consent application by the FTT with the condition that mitigating and remedial work is 
undertaken. 
 

    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.     √  Yes  No 

  

Signed Madeleine J. Peacock Date 31 May 2019 

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116

DX20175
Invercatgill

SUBMISSION FORM " & JUN 2019

Submission on a Notified Application fot a

,. ManapouriCommunityDevelopmentAssociation (Nane(s))

(Addrex)of:

at:
(Phone Fo*) @'nai/)

Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on Qircle on) the application of:

Name: The Fiordland Trails Trust

And/ot Otganisation:

Application Numbet: APP-20191 150 Location: Leo 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Trail between chainaqe 220

and 1180593E and N4942084.

reasons for submission ate.' tdte the natrre sabrtission and clear rearont Continue on attached

.$e

a
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ln conclusion we, the Manapouri CDA, fully support FTT and would like to see a retrospective consent.granted to
FTT on the area concerned. FTT members and supports have spent a lot of time and donated money in the
construction of the Lake 2 Lake trail. This trail has bbught a lot more revenue to the district and is belng enjoyed by
many people, locals and visitors.

I wish the Council to make the decision the natan nnditiont

l, an*/arn not (choose one) a aa,de competitot. of the appiicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

-If trade corupetitor chorcn, pleau conplete the next $atemenl, otheruiie leaue blank

lraa/ arn rnot (choote one) d}tc:dy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activiry in the application that:

(^) advetsely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

l,{/ do n.ot (cholft one) wrsh to be heatd in support of my submission.

l,$/do taot (chone one)wtsh to be involved in any pre-headng meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my subrrission on the applicant. ./ Yes No

Signed hi t- ? hoUf^ CL1*s4 !q?.t. 03/06/2019

D

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I:  (Name(s)) 

of:  (Address) 

at:      

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name:  

And/or Organisation:  

Application Number:  Location:  

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

37 Rata Road, Hataitai, Wellington

027 836 0434 Stallmann641@gmail.com

Fiordland Trails Trust

Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail

APP-20191150
Between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri
to Supply Bay Road, Manapouri

n/a

My submission is in support of granting the resource consent for wetlands modification in Manapouri on the grounds that:
• the modification has already taken place
• the actual effects of the modification are less than minor
• mitigation of those effects is either planned or part of the existing management of noxious plants
• restoration and installation of an alternative has the potential to create an increase in adverse effects.

In Wildlands letter to Council dated 8 April 2019 they describe the effects (page 3, ARE THE EFFECTS LESS THAN MINOR) 
as “more than minor”. Their reasoning appears based on the loss of Southland wetlands over some decades and therefore 
the need to protect what is left “even though the extent of wetland loss [in this case] is relatively small”. 
While the loss of wetlands may be the result of piecemeal decisions over decades, and taking a wider view is sensible, 
it does not alter the fact that the change to this particular wetland is less than minor and the consent should be granted.

Even if you accept Wildlands opinion based on the cumulative loss of Southland wetlands, Wildlands later concludes that 
remediation of the hydrological effects and mitigation of the effects on wetland vegetation and natural character are 
“likely to reduce those effects to a less than minor level”. That remediation is planned and mitigation through the management 
of noxious plants is already in place suggests strongly that the effects of this modification are less than minor. 

Mark Stallmann
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  

Grant the resource consent application for wetland modifications for the Lake Te Anau to Manapouri trail.

Include the following conditions relating to the mitigation of potential effects (as described by the applicant):

1.  Infilling of the excavated ditch will be undertaken prior to spring 2019. 

2.  Three monitoring site visits involving walk-over assessments are to be undertaken by the applicant. Photographic evidence is to be obtained
 during each assessment and a brief assessment documenting each site visit completed and provided to Southland Regional Council.

• The first assessment will take place immediately after the remedial works have been implemented, to demonstrate the remediated ground level. 
• The second assessment will be undertaken in August 2019 to assess whether there has been any settling. The applicant is to undertake
 additional infilling if there has been settling. 
• The third assessment will take place in December to confirm if rautahi has colonised the infilled area. The third assessment will also provide
 a recommendation as to the need for any further monitoring.

3. Continue the current noxious weed management programme and extend to the area referenced by the Fiordland Trails Trust.

4. Negotiate in good faith with the adjacent landowner to remove the willow trees upstream of the trail. 
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'fo: 'Ihc Chicf Exccutivc
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
DX20175
Invcrcargill

SUBMISSION FORM
submieeion on a Notified Application for a Reeource consent

I:
c

LT:Ra t-t^
Non44)

of: l/1 le-t- E

^t; ( ).qt
@bone (Far) -nail)

wich to SUPPoRT / oPPosE / submit a NEUTRAL rubmiaaion oo (cirb one)thc application ofr

Namc:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number;

a Tr,,
Io^ usf

JD Iq ll-5n l,cation: {'n

}I reasons for submission are.. lbe nalsn tulrrnission and clear nasons. Conlinae on altaehd

S=- (-1t-.. C".r.;
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Public Notification of Resort Consent to Modifv Wetland

We would like to make a submission to object to the notified consent of the Lakes to Lake Trail from
TeAnau -Manapouri. We are keen bikers and pass this way often and believe that it is absolutely

needless to have this consent notified.

The Trails Trust have put in a lot of time and effort in not only building of this track but also

maintaining the weeds etc.

Prior to the building of the trail it was very obvious to those that live here, that noxious weeds like

broom, Douglas fir, and brambles etc. were extremely prevalent.

Did your complainants ever put a request into Environment Southland to protect the wetlands then?

We feel the answer was No, as we saw no evidence of this.

Before the bike trailthe wetland was barely seen by anyone; now it is there for everyone to see and

the TrailTrust are controlling the weeds and creating a beautiful environment.

It is disappointing that the community have worked so hard to build this trail and find that they may

have to fundraise to provide for further costs in fighting this submission, which we feel is "minol".

Can I ask, did the complainants go out and check this area under scrutiny prior to construction?

It is so easy for someone to object to their vision of what a healthy wetland will provide without
considering "the bigger picture".

A few metres of track would make the lives of the people who walk and ride this wonderland very

worthwhile. How do you gauge the value of mental and physical health that this would provide?

We believe there is room to work on the levels of a healthy wetland and also the levels of a healthy

being and we believe a compromise could be found to state that this is "less than minof by working

together.

Yours faithfully

Ken and Jill McChlery

4",
-!L*? 

rt'clh
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S"=-- \-*., "1t-lu - - t- .1^og" X"" "iCSuE .-,-*A -f,,

* les {'o^ .''l"on l

Jo,.,- ^Jf; G,*^+

I wish the Council to make the dccision tlx nalnt onditions

l, */ tm not (clno* onel a rradc compctitor' of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3081] of the Resource

)Ianagcmcnt Act 1991).

'I lrade compelilor elrusen, phase eontplete lbe nexl statemenl, rttlnntise haw bhnk

l, ^n/ am not (clnose one) direcrJy affccted by an effect as a result of the proposed actir.ity in the application that:

(a) 
' 

advcrsclr affccts the enr.ironmcnt; and

O) does not relate to uade competition or the effccts of trade compctition.

I, C;/do not (choose orc)wish to be hcard in support of my submission.

I, dc/do not (cboon onc) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that mav be held for this application.

I have served a copv of mv submission on the applicant. Yes No

Slg"ed Date ,1 0

If 1'ou have anv queries about this form or ia purpose please contact the Conscnts Division of [i.nr.ironmcnt Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.
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SUBMISSION FORM
- 4 JUN 2019

To: The Chief Executive
Enviroament Southland
Private Bag90116
DX20175
Invercargill

Submission oa a Notified Application for a Resource Conseat

t: Barry TaYlor (Nane(t))

(Addrvx)of: 960 State Hiqhwav 94 Te Anau

^tt 03 249 7053 jen.bbc@xtra.co.nz
(Pbone F*) (E-noi0

Wish OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission ot (circle one) the application oft

Name:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number:

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP-20191 150 r.ocation: Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail

M reasons for submission are.' lhe nalnn silbmission and clear rcasorc. Contiue on attached

SUPPORT

I am writing in support of the Fiordland Trails Trust t FTT l.
It seems a pointless exercise to make this a notified consent when both sides have said there
will be minor effect on the wetland.

The FTT have liaised allthe way through this project with everyone they needed to I Doc, Fish
and Game and District Councillwith allthe parties involved on board.

lf it wasn't for the Trail alot of places like this wetland would never be accessible to the public.
A Trail like this is such a great asset to the community and will be enjoyed by Tourist, Holiday
makers and Locals alike, it would be a great shame to think the legal cost of a notified consent
could jeopardize the finish of the Trail.

It is my understanding that Councillor Rodway is behind the push for a notified consent which is
really concerning to me because not long ago he obtained a
in a river to move rocks around for a project he was involved
To me that is double standards and Councillor Rodway is ab

non notified consent to put a
with
usrng h IS position an should resrg n

Hopefully common sense will prevail and the Fiordland Trail Trust can continue on with the
job they are doing
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I would like the Councilto approve the Fiordland Trails Trust application for non notified consent

I wish the Council to make the decision dctaih, the naturc ntdilions

I, one) a aade competitor* of the applicant (for the pruposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

-If trade competitor chose4 pleare conplae tbe rcxt $atemefi, otbenise leaae blank

l, tm-/ em not (choose one) dkectly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(r) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

I,

I,

orc) wish to be heard in support of my subrnission.

ore) wtsh to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. ,/ Yes No

Signed Date slal r1.t\
If you have any queries about this forn ot its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 4s.

@

@
@
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag901,16
DX20175
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application for a Re

m
- {J*n 2019

A ur

I P,r-ra.- lh*. llo^' (Iiane(s))

of:

ati

Wis

,'ran ddress

"c0.n
(Pltone tn*)

OSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application oft

Name:

And/or Organisation

Application Number:

€rordlo,,-.,d @Tra,ls -l r&

AfP- Zoe''tl)6o Location: -f< An*, .

M reasons for m submission are tate l/te natarc sabmission atd clear rcasons. Continre on attaclted

to SUPPORT

-)- be\teaL .-t1--a+ -tt^.
,.Iuz *d lc,.<) a{€

ttu,f\ol- .S 41^c qcp,b AYo,; \

o; k5S z{1aCn frltrtof

6.o)t+',d a r, .," \ TA-,(+ cl ' 
4l o1

*l^< vJdlo-d canct <rossrd
ff.-.)c,6 4. attdtd

,+ l11 ,'n € i/t'rcl*

prae\J < Tlctcz- *-{l-, (<,z.:,-.t ff€ia-1 cJd^ cArt

a-o\7 r*ir- (<'(^o^ k^t.) c< f<1u'ttra-a/

Cp**€r* A, .4t-,.- ,hr'd.\.
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A. pVax €wg7or* ,.fv..<- fr.rJta^d aro,rf tTrrrtsl

e beneR.o, pye-o* -G, fie c*nw*t^ytn

I wiSh the Council to make the decision detaik, the rature conditions

I
C

l, 6t/am not (choorc one) a trade competitor. of the applicant (for the pu{poses of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

.If trade competitor chorn, phar conphte tbe next otbenyise haue hlank

I, am/amnot (cboose orc) dkecdy an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(a) adversely affects and

(b) does not to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Ir& /do not (boose oae) wish to be l.reard in support t-rf rrry submission

I, {p/do not (cboose ore) tvish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed g,4a^- Date 7
7

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 2t1 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.
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2 8 MAy 2019

SUBMISSION TO

ENVIROMENT SOUTHIAND RESORSCE CONSENT APP 20191150

I Chris C-arran have lived in the Te Anau area for the past 50 years

Four years ago, I was approached by John Greaney if I could assist the Fiordland Trails Trust
(FTT) with the contract and construction to build stage one of the proposed new trail.

After some discussion I felt the majority of the work was outside of my expertise and would
they consider an engineer. My recommendation was Dave Boniface, who I had worked with on

the Milford road for over 26 years. I have found Dave to be very professiona! in all aspects of his

work. He is a good communicator with all staff from the machine operators to the
management. Dave Boniface drew up the contact for stage one of the FTT. When not available

Dave Boniface asked me to assist with the supervision of the trail.

I have worked on the four stages of the trail. Any problems I was consulted and immediately I

would advise the engineer.

Brian Hamilton from Te Anau Earthworks was managing the contract. He had also worked for
my own business Carran Contracting for years until the business was sold in 1999.

Brian has in excess of 50,00O hours experience in all sorts of construction work much of it being

in the National Park.

ln the past I have had 18 years on the Te Anau Community Board. During those years I was on

the Parks and Reserves Committee for 18 years and spent 12 years as Chairman. Also, I was on

the Guardians of the Lakes for 9 years. During those years the majority of our work involved

developments in environmenta! sensitive areas. I have also had some 26 years as a contractor
on construction projects on the Te Anau -Milford road.

I really must question the integrity of the person who made the complaint on the section of
stage four through the so- called wet land.

Has this person ever worked on a construction involving a wet land such as the area in question

on stage four?

Was there any discussion with the engineer or the chairman of the Ffi or in fact any person

involved in the project? These practical, experienced, and approachable people are the people

involved and responsible to build the trail through all sorts of areas and in particular the area in

question.
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Considering the position held by this complaint it is surprising that communications regarding

concerns were not initiated earlier. To have got this far and with the subsequent costs that
have incurred, it reflects poorly on the complainant's role to engage with the project and its

intended outcomes.

The three key points

Communication

Cooperation

Organization

and the complainant has been remiss.

The trail has been planned and built in the most economic and practicalway possible. When

consideration to the terrain, high rainfall in the area and the difficulty of trying to find a balance

between recreation and the environment it has proven to be a real asset to the area and has

opened access to an area to the public that was virtually unknown.

On inspection of the area that is in question I find it to be very, very minor effect on the

adjacent wetland, when it is considered that there is over 80 hectares of wet land, which had

previously no access to the public.

Having supported the trail with my time and experience I am annoyed to say the least, to find

my financial contributions wasted on such trivial matters.

Christopher Carran
61

561State Highway 94 Te Anau

Cell phone O27 487 4690

Email hcarran@xtra.co.nz

29th May 2015
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I wish the Cotrncil to rnake the decision datdib, tln natm maditions

I, one) r azde compedtot* of the applicant (fot the putposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

-If trade nftr/etitur cboterr, pbarc n@lctc tlte aext $atemmt, otbaw*e hau bhtk

l, alm/ atlr.t lrot (clno$ orQ dtreciy affected by ao effect as a resuk of the proposed activity in the application that:

(") advetsely affects the environment; and

O) does not date to trade competition or the effects of tade competition.

I,

I,

orc) wrsh to be heard in support of my submission.

one) wrsh to be iovolved in any pre-headng meeting that rnay be held for this application.

I have sewed a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date 2

If you have auy queries about thi* fott ot its pu4tose please contact tle Consents Division of Environment Southland

(O3) 211 51 15 ot 0800 76 88 45.

am not

do not

not
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
DX20775
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application fot a Resource Consent

(\ L\ '.-\ k: \ (--' i- \

I: Ch.l s {.p L - fJ L^Ja'^-[. L, (1,{ane(s)q
ofi

at

I 8lo- 1. L.--o R D , 1- . *ra N^.^^^ o/^ '7 i lAddns)

o<L+9 s8r-6 YW\a c-k.is k,- @ <J^. (".. rv-Z

(Pbone (F*)

Wish / eubmit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle onc) the application of:

F,.,- r(-..A -I-r=..,\s -I*s{ 
,Name:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number:

E'*,""tt.^"t -f nd., l" -I-^,^"-l
btg t tslo Location:

reasons fot submission are.' tate tbe naturc stbmistiol ard cbar rcasons. Continrc ot attacbed
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,/-t I!*^' + {ib-,+L*.-^rr{k
I wish the Council to make the decision details, tbe natun conditions

!, a;m/an not (eboose one) a vade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

"If tradc cbosn, phase conphte tbe mxt statement, otbemrise harc blank

I, one) duectJy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(") adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

,'/_-t\

l, d{ do rrot lqboose one) tish to be heard in support of my submission.

I, Qboon one)wish to be involved i, *y pre-hearing meeting thatmay be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date
/S-- os"f,-o

If you have any queries about this form or its puqpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Sou*rland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

am not
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
DX201,75
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on a Notified Application fot a

- t JUN 2019

Q\ane(t))

of:

ati Cor) 2+q LC oq
-- ''Z ehke ,l Fn*) @-nail)

Wish to SUPPORT / (|*POSE / submit a LF{lfiUtl-ubmission on (cinb one) theapplication of:

Name:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number: n.P,F ao I g t tSo Location: Jul q 
^ 

o", o orrr - S.-, pr I q Bq* R.. J.
I -J

M reasons for submission arer the naturc and clear reatons. Conlinue on attacbed

{

.Ut--

b-- ^t

) r7Lat

( A/a

rr4
\

)..'t\

.rlrC

,r^r^,$

t
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I wish the Council to the decision tbe natare cvnditions

l, zlt/tm n,ot (chllre one) a fiade competitor- of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

.If trade competitor chorcn, please cvmplete the next statement, otherwise leaae blank

l, arln/ anr to'ot (ch00!€ one) d)rectTy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(^) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to tade competition or the effects of trade competition.

lrd / do not (chntre one) wish to be heard in support of my submission.

I, ib/do lnot (cbllre one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date zo/r /,qIT-
If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

a

o\r ,)..^
q- *J

"rbcga-^

A\f
14 *tq

P .N.A.hL
a*-<l
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
DX201.75
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent

l. David Smith (:Jane(t))

(Adtuvs)of:

2t'.

40 Pukutahi Drive, Te Anau

0275 249 025 david@teanauearthworks.co. nz
(Phone (r-n*) @-nail)

Vish OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (cirrle one)the application of:

Fiordland Trails TrustName:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Trail

M reasons for submission are: tate the natun sbmirion and clear rcannt Continue on attached

I would like to support this community funded organisation which is here to benefit all members of
our region. I find it wrong for Environment Southland to be asking for notified consent because
of one man who has close connections to this resource consent. Maurice Rodway should be
stood down from his position as councillor and chairperson of the consents department. I have

To pin point the actual cycle track alingment would only be possible after scrub cutting and bush
bashing. Maybe Maurice Rodway should have been proactive at this stage of the cycle trail -
leading, helping and being a positive citizen, instead of burdening our community with another
possible $30,000 for a consent.
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I would like the council to make this consent non-notifiable, and if possible no consent at all

I wish the Council to make the decision detailt the natutt nnditiott

I, one) a tnde competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

-If trafu nmpetitor clnsen, plcase mnplen the next statement, otherwise leaae blank

l, am/ am not (choose one) duecrJy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(") adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to tade competition or the effects of ttade competition.

Ir& one) wish to be heard in support of my submission.

I,

-

do,fto l.otlcboore'rU one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. ,/ Yes No

Signed Date 1* r- l'(.
If you have aoy queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

@r

6tr!?rr
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'lir: '['hc (-hief [rxecutive
I invironment Southland
I)rivatc llas 9()116

I)X2()175
Ir.rve rcarpyll

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Censent

Bt,* (Nunte(s))

of:

at:

hRr 1 s-r KA 7o

oz7 d3 888 n7 ,1o o^ 6L/l o \f ra . c o, 1.2
(l\nrc For) (E nuil)

\Vish Wsubmission on(dnle onc) the applicationof:

Nanrc:

r\nd/or ()rgarrisation

Application Number:

L ,\, 7a z-{ Trtu*T

Jot Location:

N4 reasons for m sullmission arc /a/e llte tiltn .tnbrni.r.rim tnd c/car ruayn.r. Conlinw ott .ilt.tfud

SUPPO

/o col 6-rz,;agges -1-e y'o u /ts,+t .f e cfo<-

,7
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I wish the Council to make the decision lhe nalare condiliotts

I, oue) a trade competitor- of the applica.nt (for the purposes of Section 3()8I] of the Resource

IVlanagcment Act 1991)

IJ'tntde competitrtr chovn, please conplete the next ilalement, oilteruise lcaue blaak

ore) dtrectly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(a) affects the environment; and

O) does not relate to trade competiflon or the effects of trade competition.

,,ro@ Qhoox one)wish to be heard in support of my submissio,

I, not ow) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submissiorl on the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date zt /or/rq

If you have any queries about this fcrrm or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or t)80t) 76 88 45.

not
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To: The Chief Executive SUBMISSION FORM 
Environment Southland 

Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent Private Bag 90116 
DX20175  
Invercargill  

 
 
 
 
 
I: Gary Patterson       (Name(s)) 

of: Kingston       (Address) 

At :     027 2488961  garypatterson9748@gmail    .   
  (phone)          (E-mail)  

Wish to SUPPORT the submission on the application of: 

Name: Fiordland Trails Trust         

And/or Organisation:          

Application Number: APP-20191150   Location: Manapouri     
 
 
 
My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if 
necessary)    

I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought)  
 
 
 
 
I have visited the site and the 35 metres where the trail passes through the wetland.  I consider that the trail: 

 does not impede water flow given the culverts 
 has only a tiny footprint given the size of the entire wetland 
 that at it’s narrowest point reducing the impact to the system 
 investigation in the ecological report recognises the significance of the wetland and minimal impact of the trail 
 trust obtained all other necessary consents 

 
 
I consider that the track provides a positive appreciation of the wetland for walkers or riders and consider the effects of the 
track on the wetland to be less than minor. 
 
I support the Fiordland Trails Trust in their application. 
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I, am not a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource Management Act 

1991). 

 
*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 
 
I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 
 
(a) adversely affects the environment; and 
 
(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 
 
 
I, do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 
 
 
I, do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 
 
 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.  Yes   No 

Signed 

 

    Date 10/5/19  
 
 
 
If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45. 
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My submission is in support of the Fiordland Trails Trust App 20191 1 50

2200-23 00 \ianapouri-supply Bay Road'

Given that consultants har e graded the effects between 'less than minor' and 'minor', any supposed

restorative u,'ork u,ill cause riore negative ef}'ects than the current situation'

In any project there u'i1l be change to tt . natural environment, but the Trust and their contractors

have undertaken this u,ork to a very skilled a,d professional standard, with minimal distruption to

the environment and within a tight budget funded by the local and regional supporters

This current process is nothing but pedantic bureaucratic waste. Environment Southland should be

supporling community initiatiize an<l stop adding excessive waste of hard earned capital and stress"

iust to appease serial whingers'

our communit-v is proud of the work compreted by those responsible for constructing this asset, and

Iwouldaskfbryoursupportandminimalintert.erence.

John Cuttriss
Manapouri

SU*ftilI$$I0ttt fSnI{
Suh*r(ffii*n sc*at&rrified Spplieatior fu *Rm*ru* kem

reb

**%

W;.f. u{gff,Cl5p OffOSI{ / nuhrrrit * NIIlJ't'trtA-I, auhmimion <*t ',ith ax', the epplicedol of:

Name Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail

.Lnd/or C'rr;runuation: Fiordland Trails Trust

Appliertion Num'befl AFP:?QIg1150 L$c'ndor: Letwee! chernaqe.?2O0 ancj .2300 {rom Manapouri to

Sgepy BaY cad. VaraPouri

reLson.q fi:r mc suhmi,ssinn *re: fr'taE lte nalttc

,t1

'' floiln/ C l'tITK'S S s{*wnr'}
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2t, €GP @,,/14tr 7
the Council to nlal'e tl-ie trr decision 'tt detai/s, inc tltt nttlu re condllionr t

I, a*+/anr not (iLr.,osr orut) a trecle crmpetit.r- .f thc applicant (f<rr the pLlrp()ses .f Secti.n 30BB tlf thc Resource

I'Ianegement Act 1 99 1).

'Il'trztrle runectitor rho.sett, pled.st conpkte tltt: ncxt.rtatettrnt, ol/tettt,i.rt ltt,tt,e blanl'.

I, anf art not (tlLrto.;e ortr) ducctlr affecrecl b),an ef-ftct as a rcsult of tl-re prr>pt>seci actir-itl'in t1're ap;rLication that:

(") advcrseli'effe cts thc envirc,nn:rent; end

(lr) cloes not relrtre to trlcie ctrmpetition or tl-re effects of trede compe trtion.

l, 4o/do rlLot (cltoote one) wmh to bc heard in sr-rpport of n-r1' sLLbmissior-r.

I, do/de.+et (thoo:c ant)q.ish to be involr'cd in anr'lrre,hear-ing mecdng thar mav bc hcld for thi,q airlriicatior-r.

I har.e sen'ed a copy of m1' snbmission on the appLicant. Yes

Signed Date 2-9' 5- I q

[f r-,-ru harre au. <lucries abr-,ut tl-Lis torm or its pur:posc pleasc contact t]re Consents Dtvtsion of Environment Solttl-rlancl

(03) 211 -5115 or'0800 76 88 45.
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ENVIROMENT SOUTHLAND RESOURCE CONSENT APP 20191150

SUBMISSION FROM -
John Frederick Turner

20 Mokonui Street, Te Anau

Phone 03 249 4t7L--- cell O27 4 364 555

Email -Galehillsfarms@email.com

I fully support the endeavors of the Fiordland Trails Trust (FTD. The building of trails for the

benefit of the public has been an outstanding success and has allowed access to areas to enjoy

that were previously precluded.

The background to the application suggests that the consent issue is.

lf the construction of the track has a less than minor or more than minor effect on the
adjacent wet land.

On inspection of the area it is very clear to me that the trail has less than minor effect on the

wet land. This is my personal view and with more than 80 hectares of wet land, an area of less

than 100 square meters has been affected. Without access to this area by the trail, most people

would not know the area exists.

Ffi has not knowingly breached the wetland. lt is the strict application of the wetland

definition that has been an unreasonable influence in my opinion. To put it into context, the

fringing of the wetland is a very minor matter.

Ecologist Simon Beale has also expressed a professionalopinion who has visited the site on

several occasions and has made a we!!- reasoned assessment of the area. I have been informed

that, Environment Southland Consultant Planer and the Wildlife Ecologist have not visited the

site but have made a decision on what is called a desk top study. This is totally unreasonable

and is unacceptabte. Or maybe it suggests the matter is only of a minor nature and does not

urarrant the expense or the time in which case the matter is of a personal nature. lnstead the

consent application should be judged on the contribution it is making to our community.

Prior to my semi-retirement in Te Anau in 2016, I have been a farmer in the Northern Southland

area for the past 50 years and ratepayer in Te Anau for over 40 years. Having developed

hundreds of acres of virgin land into highly producing pasture, I for one, have found there has

to be a balance between development and the environment.
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ln developing the trails, the FTT has always taken this point of view. The success of its

developments has been recorded by the usage of the trails and the benefit it has brought to the

community.

ln judging this application, I would hope that those who have to make the decision give

recognition to the many people who have made a time and a financial contribution to this trail.

To date there has been no cost to the ratepayer and the trails can be enjoyed free by those that

have a little energy and wish to improve their health.

The FTT, does not need to waste time and money on costly consent issues that frustrates all

involved.

I wish the Council to make the following decision

Grant the retrospective resource consent without conditions.

I om not o trode competitor of the applicant

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission

t do not wish to be involved in ony pre- hearing meeting thot moy be held for this opplication

John Turner, ONZM, JP

2016
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag907l6
DX20775
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on a Notified Application fot a Resource Consent

I: J.'.,+^r Jor.. A(triailQ (1.{ane(s)

(Address)of:

atl

3+ K,..o, BqzJ P,a v V^ it4p4 19n, le A^a,+l

o21y331€oo f<q. (an'1e c, .<4. err{.

(Pbone F*) (E-nail)

wi"r, ,olGiERTl oF*qq/ submit a NEt r*,ALsubmission on (cinh one) the apptcation of:

Name:

And/ot Otganisation:

ApplicationNumber: M Iocation: LzL-trletu LaaL *lAtnAu

reasons for submission are: the natan ssbmisior and char rcasons. Continrc on altached

Ca.e M.rocr-ra \
r
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It is incredulous that Environment Southland (ES) would firstly serve an abatement notice on

Fiordland Trails Trust (FTI) and refuse to discuss the perceived wetland issue and now determines

that the application be publicly notified and again without discussion with FTT.

The ES Consultant planner and the Wildlife Ecologist have not even had the courtesy to visit the site.

How can you give credence to an assessment where the authors have not been to the site? How can

ES gain an appreciation of the fine job done by FTT in avoiding a huge wetland complex to the west

of the trail and minimising environmental impact?

The trail has a less than minor effect on the wetland. This is supported by Ecologist Simon Beale who

has visited the site on several occasions.

FTT concede that the trail does encroach the edge of the wetland area, however consent was

received for the location of the trail from SDC and approved by DOC. The fringing of the wetland is a

very minor issue, the trail is located at the best location possible within a road reserve and designed

to avoid hundreds of hectares of wetland. FTT were not aware they had breached the wetland.

While 30 metres of the trail has been identified as being within the fringe of the wetland an

approximate 10 metres maximum could be construed as being on soft soil to the south.

Fiordland Trails Trust had written approval from Dept Conservation, Fish and Game and lwi for the

trail as constructed in anticipation of the granting of a non-notifiable consent

The ES and FTT ecologists raised some minor concerns and differences in their assessments and from

their discussions it was agreed to complete the additional minor works to reduce any effects. FTT

has always been prepared to make any alterations deemed necessary and it appeared all parties

seemed happy with this outcome. From there the understanding was the consent process would be

non-notified.

ES then overroad this proposal and have been unreasonable in their determination of this

application in making the consent fully notified. The abatement notice should never have been

issued. ES refused to discuss with FTT any of the issues and it would seem they have another agenda.

FTT is a charitable trust providing the Lake2Lake trail for the local community and visitors. The

numbers of people using the trail and the economic benefits that have emerged since the trail was

opened demonstrate the significant asset that the FTT have provided. Furthermore, the FTT is

working closely with organisations in controlling noxious weeds, replanting natives along the trail
and creating many other social and environmental benefits. ES should be congratulating FTT on the

environmental work being undertaken and take into account the above contributions of FTT to the

localeconomy.

It is a sad day when an organisation with such power, ES, refuses to or show a willingness to discuss

and further resolve/mitigate the minor effects. Their answer was to issue an abatement notice. This

should never have been issued.

Decision

Grant the retrospective resource consent without any conditions.
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I wish the Council to make the decision d4tails, the nahre nnditions

,,\,t@ ftboose one) a rrade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resoutce

Management Act 1991).

-If tra& corpetilor chosen, phase complete tbe next statenefi, otheruise leaae bkrk

l, arnf arn not (choose one) drecrJy affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that:

(a) adversely affects the envitonment; and

&) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

one)wish to be heard in support of my submission'

L one) wishto be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy on the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date ,3 2ot

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 21r 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

I,

Gm*T \)a k/oo*Pe <rtu< C^*.<+r.*-tT r{t-tt+o ui' 4-Wnt

not
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SUBMISSION FORM 

I:    Mark Lindsay Crawford 

of:    118 Aparima Road, RD 1, Otautau 9689 

at:   027 2258755  email:  westridge118@xtra.co.nz  

Wish to support the application of: 

Name:   Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number:  APP-20191150 

Location:  Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Re: Environment Southland decision for public notification of resource 

consent application to modify wetland 

I am writing to support the Fiordland Trails Trust’s application for the above notifiable 

consent, I have visited the site and it appears to have had a very minimal impact to the 

surrounding area, approximately 100sq metres of a 37ha wetland (less than minor) 

I appreciate Environment Southland’s responsibility to follow the statutory process and that 

they and the Fiordland Trails Trust are working to the betterment of the Community. 

I believe there has been a miscommunication/misunderstanding of the option of the two 

parties walking the proposed trail alignments and that in future both parties will have a 

better understanding of what is required, in summing up I hope we can achieve a mutually 

acceptable conclusion to this application and appreciate this opportunity to submit on 

behalf of the Fiordland TrailsTrust application. 

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

Mark Crawford 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I wish Council to approve the Fiordland Trails Trust Application,  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I am not a trade competitor of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the 

Resource Management Act 1991) 

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission 

I do not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for the application 

I have served a copy of my submission to the applicant. 
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Environment Southland
Private Bag 90166
lnvercargill 981.0

Attn: Consents Department

Re: Fiordland Trails Trust - LTL Leg 5

The following submission is in support of the Fiordland Trail Trust (FTf).

The views expressed in this submission are the personal opinions of the writer and in no
way are associated with the organisations I am employed by.

My name is Mark Sutton and I have resided in Te Anau for the past 15 years.

I have been involved with Wildlife, Fisheries and associated land management for the past 42
years within the Southland province. I have held positions with Fish and Game Southland,
Waiau Fisheries & Wildlife Trust and QE ll National Trust over that period of time.

One of my key areas of work over that period has been related to wetlands of all descriptions,
from their development as waterfowl habitat through to the protection of natural wetland
systems of various types.

Through my current roles with Waiau Trust and QE llTrust I have been fortunate to have been
involved in protecting over 140 areas of natural biodiversity within the Waiau River
catchment. The majority of these areas have been wetlands.

Working for these organisations, in addition to my life-long associated with wetlands, I feel I

have developed a reasonable knowledge of the flora and fauna in the Southland region.

I first visited the section of track in question in early May 2019 at the request of regional
Councillor Ross Cockburn. I have since returned to the site on two further occasions to assess

the issues associated with the development of the tail and the notified consent process that
FTT now faces.

It is my considered view that the area in question is not a wetland. Using the structural classes

method (Atkinson 1985) I believe the area is more accurately classified as "shrubtand" or
"scrub", or a mixture thereof. The nature of the species present (principally manuka,
coprosma and bracken fern) suggests this.

I would describe the area as a historic river or stream channe!. There is some wetland well
below the constructed trai! on the southern side which has a Corex secta margin.

The issue relating to the culverts and their potential impact on fish passage may have some
relevance (bridges are always better for fish passage). However, these are located less than
150m from the source of the spring, so the greater length of the stream system is still in a
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natural state. Additionally, the two culverts have been well positioned within the stream bed

and should not pose a problem to most species.

I note with interest in the reports relating to this consent, a lot of emphasis has been placed

on the recently released report "Loss of Wetlands since 1990 in Southland NZ'. This is a tragic
situation that we all face, but to somehow relate the report to the extremely minor issue of
FTT's development isn't credible.

The reason I believe we have lost all the wetlands is that landowners simply don't go down
the consent process, and therefore 'fly under the radar" and do not trigger any consent

conditions.

I am also aware of the installation of culverts in a wetland associated with the formation of
the 'around the mountains cycle trail' up the Oreti River valley. ln that case Environment
Southland judged that the installation of the culverts did not amount to drainage of the
wetland, so I cannot understand how they reached an entirely different decision in this case,

where I personally consider the impacts to be less than minor, and certainly far less than the
impacts in the Oreticase.

I am left wondering how FTT have found themselves in this position ?

It is my view that the works relating to the notified consent that the FTT are involved with,
are in this instance "less than minor".

Yours sincerely

Mark Sutton
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southlend
Private Bag 90116
D)(20t75
Invetcargill

)

SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on aNotifiedApplication for a Resourf,€ Consent

I: UtA,rr v^ crt Tnv L\oo *'.- (I{one(s)
_)

of:

at: oZr 4-2 O? B?c/
(Pbone (Fax)

Wish OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (cinb orc) the application ot

Name:

And/or Organisation:

Applbation Number: I-ocation: l-alRL (,

reasons for submission are; fieruan stbnirion ail cbarnanns. Cofiia* oa auclcd

d*.U
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I wish the Council to make the decision tle natm nnditiotts

I, "@: (cloose oru) a trade competitof of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3O8B of the Resource

Management Act 1991)

-If tradc nmpetibr cbosn, pban o@bu tlc ttci sta;tanmt, otiaryisc baw bbak

\, ern/em.not Qloon one) dtrecily affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity m the application that

(") adverseJy etrects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition ot the effects of trade competition.

t@4" rct (cloose onQwishto be heard in support of my submission.

,, a.@ Qloose ou)wshto be involved in any pre-heating meeting that may be held for this application.

I have sewed a copy of my submission on the applicant Yes No

Signed Date

If you have any quedes about this form or its pulpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

S*.'*- "q trr*J\"A \*t Su$.F u.\
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The Chief Executive 

Environment Southland 

Private Bag 90116 

DX20175 

INVERCARGILL 

 

SUBMISSION ON A NOTIFIED APPLICATION FOR A RESOURCE CONSENT 

 

I:     Neil James Hodges 

Of:  33 Kiwi Burn Place, Te Anau 

At:  032497661, email:  jocelyn@maxnet.co.nz 

 

Wish to SUPPORT the application of:   Lake2Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

Organisation:         Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number:      APP-20191150 

Location:       Between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to  

        Supply Bay Road, Manapouri 

 

My reasons for my submission are: 

1. That Environment Southland have let it get to this stage and their inability to come 

to a resolution on such a trivial matter.   This shows a complete lack of accountability 

in their ability to manage minor issues. 

2. Having visited this site on a number occasions it is very hard, if not impossible to see 

what adverse effect this small section of the trail is having on the ecology on the 

surrounding area.   This small section of the trail has now been constructed for 12 

months and there does not appear to be any adverse effect on the ecology or 

environment on either side of the trail which would lead one to believe that there is 

and will continue to be no effect.  The vegetation on the top side of the trail is a 

mixture of manuka and other natives which are not usually found in wetlands.   

3. This does obviously not appear to even be a wetland but more a spring fed creek and 

should not even be considered of any great ecological value. 

4. I understand Environment Southland ecologist has not even visited the site and 

based all his opinion of ‘more than less than minor’ purely on desk top information, 

which I find an insult to the whole process and have to wonder how this can hold any 
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credibility.   Neither has Sonya Nicol, a planner engaged by Environment Southland, 

visited the site. 

5. As the whole area is rapidly becoming modified by noxious weeds, e.g. broom, 

barbary, blackberry etc, maybe Environment Southland would be better off putting 

resources into reducing the impact of these. 

6. As an Environment Southland rate payer, this whole process gives me very little 

confidence in the ability of their employees to make sound rational decisions on our 

behalf.   Their time and resources should be spent of more important issues.    

I wish the Council to make the decision to leave the trail as is 

I hope that this does not get to the stage where a hearing is required as this will be a gross 

waste of everyone’s time and resources. 

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission 

Neil Hodges  
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Eruironment Southland Resoule Consert

Subiec* Fiordand Trall Trurt Con$ilt App20lgll50

My Name Rob Turner

Addrecs: 10 Worsley 5t, Te Anau,96(X)

Email: etalview@farmside.co.nz

Phone: A3249414f^

I wish to support the Fiordland Trails Trust in their endeavour to complete teg 6 of the cycle
trail without any intervention.

The Fiordland Trails Trust has done a great job in building trails from Te Anau to Manapouri.
Howeverthey have resistance to part of Leg 5 which is the disputed section of the of section
of trail.

Since morirg to Te Anau in 2O15 my wife and I have been supporters and users of the trails
buih. lt is clear that the Fircrdland Trails Trust have built a high quality and very efficient
cycle trails from Te Anau to Manapouri. llowevertlrey harre had one hhcup in Leg 6 where
the integrity of their work has been challenged.

This is a huge surprise as they have used lndustry Best Practice on all of their tracks.

I am sure @mmon sense will prewil and that if there are any minor effects, they be able to
be promptly resolved.

fr€,7,r**o
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SUBMISSION FORM 
 

 
I: Roger Wilson 
 
of: 18 Cathedral Drive, Manapouri 
 
at: 0274 335 353   roger.wilson@findex.co.nz 
 
 
Wish to support the application of: 
 
Name: Fiordland Trails Trust 
 
Application Number: APP-20191150 
 
Location: Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail between chainage 2200 and  
 2300 
 

 
 
Re:  Environment Southland decision for public notification of resource consent 
application to modify wetland 
 
I write in response to the above notification. 
 
As part of my preparation to respond on the notification I was supplied a copy of Mr Brian 
McCandless’s submission in regard to this matter.  Having read Mr McCandless’s 
submission several times I find that I could not have recorded my own views on the matter 
as nearly as articulately and precisely as Mr McCandless has.  I wholeheartedly endorse 
what he says in respect to this matter. 
 
I have been a holiday home owner in Manapouri for over 20 years and have been an 
occasional user of the area through which the cycle trail travels, both for the purposes of 
hiking and hunting.  Prior to the opening of the trail Mr McCandless is quite correct in pointing 
out that the area was virtually inaccessible to the wider public.  Equally Mr McCandless is 
correct in stating that the intrinsic environmental value of the particular area concerned was 
questionable. 
 
I am of the belief that this whole notification process is the result of the personal antagonistic 
stance taken by a member of Environment Southland’s Council and formerly a person 
heavily involved in the battle over the location of the proposed cycle trail along the Oreti 
River.  It is obvious to the writer that had the particular gentlemen concerned not been as 
paranoid over the matter and had he not been in a position to influence Council’s officers 
then this matter would not have been put to public notification involving a group of 
hardworking individuals in unnecessary grief and expense.  I am and will continue to be a 
keen user of the cycle trail and believe this process is a gross waste of Environment 
Southland’s rate payer monies.  Certainly when it comes to Council elections I hope the 
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public withholds their vote from any member of Council supporting such trivial use of the 
resource consent process. 
 

 
 
I wish Council to approve the Fiordland Trails Trust Application, as modified by their 
proposals to remediate the effects of the cycle trail.  
 

 
 
I am not a trade competitor of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the 
Resource Management Act 1991). 
 
 
I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission. 
 
I do not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for the application. 
 
I have served a copy of my submission to the applicant. 
 
 
 
Signed by: 
 
 
_________________   
Roger Wilson 
 
 
4 June 2019_______  
Date 
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Susan Hoskin (Name(s)) 

of: 50 Andrews Street Foxton Beach 4815 (Address) 

at: 027 357 9555    sue.hoskin.sh@gmail.com 

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name: Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Between chainage 2200 & 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road, Manapouri 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
I support the consent application for the following two key reasons: 
 

1. Positive Benefits of the Trail 
The trail brings social, cultural, health and economic benefits to individuals, families, the community and New 
Zealand as a whole. It has proven to be widely used and enjoyed by both locals and people from around New 
Zealand and the world. Prior to the Trail there were very few outlets in Te Anau through which bikes could be 
hired. Now a number of businesses are doing a significant trade in bike hire.  I have heard people from outside 
Te Anau talk with enthusiasm about their experience on the Trail and recommend it to others. This kind of talk 
draws positive attention to Te Anau as a tourism destination and portrays the area in a positive way. On a local 
level the health and social benefits are recognised and acknowledged by the community.   

 
2. Minimal Negative Consequences of the Trail 

While there are some negative impacts to the environment such as unsettling some habitats, any negative 
impacts have been well mitigated.  It is a reality that most initiatives have some adverse impacts, but in the 
instance of this part of the trail, the negative consequences are not significant, and are far outweighed by the 
positive benefits. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
Grant consent for the construction of the 35 metres of the cycle trail, the placement and use of 2 culverts and the use of 
leg of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail without conditions. 
 
I also seek wavier from the Council for any fees, including professional fees, give the social, cultural and economic 
benefits of the trail and the Charitable trust status of the applicant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.     √  Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
DX20175
Invercargill

SUBMISSION FORM
Submission on a Notified Application fot a Resoutce Consent

,[
(Nane(t))

of:

ati

I o G

o3-^bq-660q
(Phone (r-o*) @ nail)

/ OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on Qircb one) the application of:

Name:

And/or Organisation:

Application Number: A??-zOlq l a# Location:

reasons for submission arer tate the nature submisrion and c/ear reasons. Continue on attached
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I wish the Council to make the decision detailt, the nature conditions

I, r;/am lo.ot (L'holie one) a tade competitor- of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991).

-lf 
trade competitor choxn, p/ease comp/ete the next statement, otherutise leaue blank

l, arn/ arn not (choote one) drectly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activiry in the application that:

(") adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

l,*/ do not (choorc one) wsh to be heard in support of my submission.

I, do/do not (chnlre one) wrsh to be involved rn any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed ,^r(-8, &*-,,.*- Date 2? -5-- 2.O lq

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland

(03) 21,15115 or 0800 76 88 45.
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   SUBMISSION FORM 

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent   

I: (Name(s)) 

(Address) of: 

at: 

(Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

Wish to SUPPORT submission on (circle one) the application of:

Name: 

And/or Organisation: 

Application Number: Location: 

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

Nigel James Wilson

38 Cunaris Way, Te Anau. 9600

027 922 3152 gullwstravels@gmail.com

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP-20191150 Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Trail

I support the Fiordland Trails Trust seeking retrospective resource consent as below.

The application [reference APP-20191150] is for the following resource consents to authorise proposed activities at 
Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake  Trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to Supply Bay Road, Manapouri. 
Retrospective resource consent for wetland modification covering construction of 35 metres of the trail, the 
placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail.

Having carefully read the accompanying reports and communications, and visited the site in different weather 
conditions, my conclusion is that the impact of the trail passing through this very small section of defined wetland 
is certainly less than minor. In fact, over time, the impact on this much larger wetland in my opinion is negligible. 
The offer of weed control as a remediation is very good from the Fiordland Trails Trust as the existing state of that 
area has vigorous exotic weed species. I have seen that the Fiordland Trails Trust have carried out and supported 
weed control in other areas of the Lake2Lake Trail which is fantastic, they obviously have the skills/contacts to be 
able to carry out this work.

I use the Te Anau end of the Lake2Lake Trail (between Te Anau and Balloon Loop) very regularly and the 
Manapouri end (Manapouri to Supply Bay Road) less frequently. I also used many of the areas that the Lake2Lake 
Trail traverses prior to the trail going in. My observation would be that the Fiordland Trails Trust Lake2Lake Trail 
has opened up areas of river bank and bush to family groups and people with disabilities that could not previously 
adventure into these areas. It is a great community resource, as well as of interest to domestic and international 
visitors, whom I often meet on the trail.
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

I, am not a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource Management 

Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

I, do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

I, do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes 

Signed Date 

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.

I wish the Council to decide in favour of the Fiordland Trails Trust application for resource consent for the 
application details below.

The application [reference APP-20191150] is for the following resource consents to authorise proposed activities at 
Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake  Trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to Supply Bay Road, Manapouri.
Retrospective resource consent for wetland modification covering construction of 35 metres of the trail, the 
placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail.

I do not think any further conditions are required with respect to this application.

N J Wilson 29 May 2019

Yes
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Rebecca Howe (Name(s)) 

of: 4 Worsley St (Address) 

at: 0273503839    bexhowe@gmail.com 

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name: Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail 

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road Manapouri 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

I support the Fordland Trails Trust (FTT) request for retrospective resource consent for wetland modification 
covering construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 of the 
Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail. 
 
The 35m section of the track in question has two 800mm diameter culverts that allow the natural watercourses to 
each side of the wetland. Fish passage is not restricted. The track skirts the western end of the wetland that also 
contains many noxious weeds. The trail occupies approximately 100m2 of a wetland complex of more than 37 
Hectares in area, an incredibly small percentage of the total area. The specific area of Leg 6 of the trail (including 
the 35m section in question) was located to avoid wetlands and its location was consented by Southland District 
Council and approved by DOC.   
 
FTT has created a valuable resource and asset to the Fiordland Community. My understanding is that the FTT has 
developed the trail in good faith believing they were following best practice. This was confirmed with sign off by 
SDC and permission from key stakeholders as they create this resource – namely, Department of Conservation, 
Fish & Game, and Te Ao Marama Inc. An extremely well-used, high quality, multipurpose trail of 24km has been 
created by this group to date.  
 
FTT has consulted with Ecologist Simon Beale, who visited the site in question, and assessed the impact on the 
wetland as ‘less than minor’. In response, Environment Southland engaged Ecologist Kelvin Lloyd who did not visit 
the site but has made a judgement that the effects are ‘more than less than minor. 
  
Both Ecologists discussed their differences in judgement, and Kelvin Lloyd agreed that the impacts on the wetland 
would be ‘less than minor’ if the Trust filled in the adjacent water table (and as a sign of good faith the Trust also 
agreed to removed noxious weeds from the wetland in question). 
 
I understand the FTT has agreed to undertake remedial work and mitigating work as proposed by Kelvin Lloyd (ES 
consulstant) and Simon Beale (FTT consultant) however there was no response from ES regarding this proposal 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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and instead the FTT was served with an abatement notice.  
 
A very disappointing process using rate payers’ money from Environment Southland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 

I wish the Council to approve the Fiordland Trails Trust application for retrospective resource consent for wetland 
modification covering construction of 35m of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use of Leg 6 
of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail. 
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I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes X No 

  

Signed Rebecca Howe Date 29 May 2019 

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  
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I, do/do not (cbllse one) wish to be heard in support of m.v submission.

I, do/do not (cboose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application.

I have serwed a cop,v of my submission on the applicant. Yes No

Signed Date Jo rt)SJ if orl
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03) 211 51 15 or 0800 76 88 45.
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Bronwyn Auckram

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Mikayla Scott on behalf of Facility Manager
Thursday, 30 May 201910:22 a.m.

Bronwyn Auckram
FW: Emailing: IMG_20190530_0001 attached is our submission in support of the
Fiordland Trail Trust Application No APP20191150
IMG_20190530_0001.pdf; IMG_20190530-0002.pdf

From : Rob & Jill [mailto:jillrobl@xtra.co. nz]
Sent: Thursday, 30 May 2019 9:52 a.m.
To: Facility Manager
Subject: Emailing: IMG-20190530-0001 attached is our submission in support of the Fiordland TrailTrust
Application No APP20191150

Please confirm that this submission has been received

Regards

Jilland Rob McBride
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
rMG 20190530 0001

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain
types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled

1
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,

To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116 DX20175
lnvercargill.

- & JUN 2019

SUBMISSION FORM

Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent Application Number:
APP-20191150 being Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Cycle Trail between chainage2200
and 2300.

l: Robert Allan Youldon

of: 18 Freestone Place, P.O. Box 16, Manapouri. g643.

at: 03 249 6655 0212519441 afianyoutdon@xtra.co.nz

wish to tully SUPPORT Fiordland rraits Trust in this Application.

My reasons for my submission are: I feel the Consent issued by SDC should have
been all that is required for this part of the cycle Trail to be completed.

I wish the Council to make the following decision. To fully grant any consent deemed
to needed for this part of the cycle Trail, without any undue restriciion.

Preamble. I consider the need for this application to be a monumental misuse of
Environment southland Resources. which are funded by ratepayers.
The Consent issued by Southland District Council should have been adequate for
purpose.
It could be said the need for ES to require an additlonal consent to be that of an
overzealous organisation too concerned with botstering their own ego, and
somewhat out of touch with reality.
I feel the effect of this Cycle Trail on the wetland to be less that minimal, and
therefore should have been granted without the need for a notified Consent. lf
consent is need at all.
I also question a possible conflict of interest of the initiator.

Reasons. The wetland in question was virtually inaccessible and unknown before the
9VdgTrailwas put in opening up the area to the general public.
The Trails Trust should be encouraged and congratulated for opening up this Cycle
Trail to all. Not lumbered with additional costs and petty Consents such as this one.
The area now opened up will allow ease of access for most people to see, and for to
gontrol pest plants that have been allowed to thrive for many years.
The effect on the wetland will be much less than minor, espeiially when taking into
account the fact that that location is now open for people to see ind enjoy. Not
hidden away and inaccessible to almost all people.
The confecting findings of experts should, in my opinion, have been sorted out by
communication and NOT at the expense of the Trails Trust.
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I

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submissircn to save further oeense b the
TrailTrust.

I do not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meetirq that may be held for this
application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.

sisned lfu\"/&k
Date Zt-{-tj
lf you have any queries aboutthis form or its purpose please contact the Consents
Dtvision of Erwironment Southland (03) 211 5115 or 0800768845.
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I:  (Name(s)) 

of:  (Address) 

at:      

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name:  

And/or Organisation:  

Application Number:  Location:  

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

Roger Henry Stephenson

29 C Bligh Street Te Anau 9600 Southland

0277494029 rhstephenson@xtra.co.nz

------------- ---------------

Fiordland Trails Trust

as above

APP-20191150 NZTM2000 1180612E &1180593E &N4942084

If New Zealand is to continue to be a premier tourist destination and an environmentally acceptable country
we must be prepared to provide a realistic balance between landuse and conservation practices.

The Lake 2 Lake trail from Te Anau to Manapouri is providing one of those  premier experiences for 
cyclists and walkers alike.

The data being collected by the Trust shows the popularity of the trail by the public, this includes local 
people and visitors who are enjoying the hard work and efforts of the Trust.

The Trust ecologist stated in his report that the effects of the trail construction on this section was in his
words, "was less than minor".

The Environment Southland ecologist stated in his report that the effects of the trail construction on this
 section was in his words, "more than less than minor".

The two ecologists discussed their differences and agreed on actions the Trust could take to mitigate the 
effects of the trail on the Wetlands.

This action should have enabled the Trust to proceed and action the matters that had been agreed upon.

Having to apply for retrospective resource consent for this 35 metres of the Trail is a nonsence, when the 
two ecologists had discussed their differences and agreed on a plan of action to fix this problem.
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  

The Council should support this application unreservedly.

------

--------  If it is held in Te Anau.

---------

Roger Henry Stephenson 2 June 2019

Environment Southland
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I:  (Name(s)) 

of:  (Address) 

at:      

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name:  

And/or Organisation:  

Application Number:  Location:  

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

  HRosemary oskin

PO Box 94, Te Anau 9640

03 249 7007 03 249 7303

Fiordland Trails Trust

Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail

APP-20191150 between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road, Manapouri

See attached pages

rosie@hoskin.net.nz
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  

Grant consent for the construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use 
of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail without  conditions        

                      
.

 I
 
also

 
wish

 
Council

 
waive

 
any

 
fees

 
for

 
the

 
consent,

 
including

 
professional

 
fees,

 
given

 
the

 
social,

 
cultural

 
and

 economic
 
benefits

 
of

 
the

 
trail

 
and

 
Charitable

 
Trust

 
status

 
of

 
the

 
applicant.

                     
                  

           

03/06/2019     
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I am writing in support of the Fiordland Trails Trust application for retrospective 
consent to build a 35m section of trail in leg 6 of the trail.   Along with literally 
thousands of people (nearly a thousand a month) I have biked and enjoyed that 
section of trail.  The entire trail is outstanding. It is a huge and very well used 
asset to the community.   On multiple occasions I have biked the trail with whole 
school classes and at other times I have enjoyed it with both visitors to the area 
and family.  
 
Being married to the chairman of the Trust I am aware of the very high standard 
to which the Trust operates.   The only reason this volunteer Trust exists is to 
better the world for the surrounding population.   The trust is admirably 
conscientious, working incredibly hard and wisely to provide a quality asset with 
as minimal environmental effect as possible.  This is patently evident in the 
completed sections of trail, as well as in their management of donated funds.  
This diligent group of people has donated thousands of hours of their time to 
enrich our environment and as a result the trust is held in high regard in the 
community.  
 
I would like to make three points in my submission.   
1.  Firstly the Trust has routed this leg of the trail to avoid large tracts of wetland.  
When they have needed to cross the ‘wetland’ in question the trail has been built 
near the western end, where it has only 35 meters to cross.   The first part of the 
crossing is over a small creek (with a culvert), followed by a section of dry 
gravelly land with manuka/coprosma growing on it.  This leaves a 10-15m 
section which does cross ‘wet land’ (and contains a culvert).   As with all their 
work the trust have carefully selected the route with the least impact on the 
environment.   It is hard to see this crossing having anything but a less then 
minor impact on the whole wetland.  Water/fish/weeds can pass through the 
culverts.  Perhaps the only true impact on the area is that it can now be seen and 
enjoyed (once the invasive weeds are removed).   Sonya Nicol’s report states that 
the trail may adversely affect the ‘amenity value’.  Before the trail was made, this 
area was inaccessible so it is hard to see how the trail can negatively affect the 
amenity value.   
 
2. The wetland is hardly significant.  When biking past the ‘wetland’ in question it 
is hard to take this submission entirely seriously.   While further west there may 
be Marsh Wetland (as in Sonya Nicol’s report) the trail passes to the East of this 
type of Wetland.  This is obvious when you visit.  The East side of the trail has a 
few Carex Secta on the banks of the creek of which the trail crosses.  The rest of 
this side of the trail is not vegetation consistent with a Marsh Wetland. 1  There 
are species such as Manuka, Coprosma and Marbleleaf.  Marsh wetland aside I 
have not even noticed a flax on this side of the trail.  That this is any type of 
wetland at all could be debated.  There are however plenty of invasive weeds.  
The thousands of dollars and hours of time spent sorting out this notification 
would have been much better used in removing the weeds from this wetland, if it 
really is of such significance.  Financial donations up until this point had gone 

                                                        
1 Johnson/Gerbeaux, Wetland Types in New Zealand  2004 
 https://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/science-and-technical/WetlandsBW.pdf  
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almost entirely to the physical building and maintenance of the trail.   That 
serious money will now be diverted into admin/submissions is a waste of finite 
resources.   
 
3. Finally I would encourage consideration to be given to the end outcome of 
these proceedings.  It is obvious the community are using and enjoying this trail.   
Should the submission be declined the decision makers need to consider what 
outcome they are hoping for.  Is it to remove the trail completely?  Any other 
possible route crosses hundred of meters of true wetland.   Or is it to make life so 
difficult for the Trails Trust that they fold?  Farewell the dream of a Lake to Lake 
trail which is so close to completion?    The community is behind this project and 
it is going so well - beyond expectation.  But the people on the Trust are real 
people with real lives who at some stage will give up spending hours of their 
time on issues such as these.  Fighting legal battles is quite a different pastime to 
managing a trust, which, with a high level of integrity, have managed to build a 
beautiful and sensitive bike trail.   
 
In summary it is in the hands of the decision makers to make the work of the 
Trails Trust as difficult or as easy as one likes.  It would be prudent to take into 
account the ‘big picture’ of the trail, and of how little an environmental impact it 
has made to date.   To note what a negligible impact the trail has made on this 
‘wetland’ in question.  And to consider whether this very short crossing of low 
value land is worth it to enable the Lake 2 Lake trail to exist.   The trail is an 
awesome community asset.  Setting out stumbling blocks in front of the trails 
trust just makes a hard job even harder - which runs the risk of derailing the 
entire and future projects.  It is hard to see that as a positive end outcome for the 
Te Anau Basin and Manapouri communities – or the environment.  The FTT 
deserve all the help and support we can give them.   
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SOUTHLAND CONSERVATION BOARD 
TE ROOPU ATAWHAI O MURIHIKU 

Submission Form 

Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent 

To: The Chief Executive  
Environment Southland  
Private Bag 90116   DX20175 
Invercargill 

I, Alison Broad, on behalf of the Southland Conservation Board: 

1. Wish to make a neutral submission to the application of Fiordland Trails
Trust Leg 5 Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Multi Use Trail Resource
Consent Application for Wetland Modification between Lake Manapouri and
Supply Bay Road.

2. The Southland Conservation Board was a submitter to the proposed Water
and Land Plan (pWLP) and was generally supportive of the Objectives and
Policies, and Rule 74 of the Plan which seeks to protect wetlands in the
region. The Board is also supportive of the sustainable use of Crown Land
administered by the Department of Conservation.

3. The Board is a statutory body established under the Conservation Act and
is able to advocate independently from the Department of Conservation.

4. The reasons for the Board’s submission are that the Board wishes to
ensure that the Objectives and Policies in relation to wetlands are upheld in
this process.  We understand these to provide protection for wetlands in the
region as many have been lost or modified and reduced in extent in the past.
At World Wetlands Day in 2018 the Minister of Conservation, the Hon
Eugenie Sage was quoted as saying “it is vital to preserve the remaining 10

percent (of wetlands). In New Zealand, we have lost 90 percent of our

natural wetlands. Large areas of Canterbury, Manawatu, Waikato and the Bay

of Plenty historically had extensive freshwater wetlands. In Southland more

than 1000 hectares of wetland has been lost since 2007." (Radio NZ 4 Feb
2018)

5. Given the vulnerability of remaining wetlands the Board believes it is
important to clarify the nature and magnitude of effects on them.
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6. The Board wishes the Council to make a decision, based on the evidence it 
receives, that is consistent with the objectives and policies of the proposed 
Water and Land Plan and the Regional Policy Statement.  If the Council 
decides to decline the consent the Board would support the construction of 
approved boardwalks over the wetlands as we believe the effect of these 
would be minor.  In addition we would support conditions that ensure pest 
plants such as broom, Darwin’s barberry, Cotoneaster and wilding pines were 
removed from the area affected by the trail on an ongoing basis.

The Board is not a trade competitor of the applicant (for the purposes of 
Section 308B of the Resource Management Act 1991).  

The Board does not wish to be heard in support of its submission. 

The Board does not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may 
be held for this application.  

Signed  

Alison Broad, Deputy Chair 

24 May 2019 

 SERVICED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
PO Box 743, Invercargill 9840 

CUE on Don Building, 33 Don Street, Invercargill, New Zealand 
Telephone (03) 211-2400, Fax (03) 214-4486 

Email: southlandconservationboard@doc.govt.nz 
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Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116
INVERCARGILL

Southland Forest & Bird
c/- Jenny Campbell
POBoxTl
Mossburn 9747

,ffie
Forest
& Bird
GIVING NATURE

A VOrCE

3 June 2019

Application of Fiordland Trails Trust Les 5 Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Maqapouri

Multi Use Trail Resource Consent Application for Wetland Modification
between lake Manapouri and Supplv Bav Road.

We acknowledge that the work of the Fiordland Trails Trust has a valuable community

benefit. Notwithstanding that the following is an assessment of our concerns and

recommendations:

o Wetland loss and further damage should not be allowed to continue in Southland

o Wetlands on public conservation land and private land should be given the highest

protection from loss.

o The fact that this consent is retrospective means that the Fiordland Trails Trust, land

administering agencies and consenting authorities, have not done an adequate job in

assessing the effects and protecting the wetland values on the land along the

cycleway.

o The effects of the trail on the wetlands are more than minor because of the rare

Marsh type wetland (containing carex and other indigenous vegetation). Note we

support the assessment by Wildlands Consultants for the reasons outlined in their

assessment. Any future application of this type that has the possibility of

detrimentally affecting any wetland must be scrutinized adequately. The applicant's

assertion that affects are "less than minor" needs to be assessed and not merely

accepted.

o While the extent of the wetland affected is small, there are adverse effects on the

wetland (including likely impacts upon the hydrological functioning of the wetland),

which should have been avoided.

o We would have preferred that this wetland area should have had a boardwalk
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created and not been graveled and culverted. However, we believe that the damage

to remove the gravel and rectify this would create greater additional adverse effects

and so now is not warranted.

Because the scale is small, the damage can, we believe in this case, be mitigated by

additional weed control by the Trails Trust (as stated in the Wildlands Report) and by

taking the other actions offered by the Trails Trust.

We support the Trusts current application subject to mitigation discussed above, and

on the condition that any future Trails avoid wetlands or do not lead to any further

wetland damage or loss in Southland.

There is a great opportunity with trails in general to interpret and promote the flora

and landscapes the trails go through for the enjoyment and appreciation of all users.

Yours fa llv,

a

a

ffi'
Chris Henderson
Chairperson
Southland Branch

Forest & Bird Society

Aort,
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I:  (Name(s)) 

of:  (Address) 

at:      

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name:  

And/or Organisation:  

Application Number:  Location:  

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

Ryan Harvey c/o Southland Mountain Bike Club

57 Duncan St Invercargill

0272445477

Fiordland Trails Trust

APP-20191150

The Southland Mountain Bike Club supports the approval of the Fiordland Trails trust consent for a 
cycle path through the small wetland in the vicinity of Supply Bay Road.

The Southland Mountain Bike Club does not have the expertise to validate the concerns of the 
Environment Southland Ecologist and outcome of the Section 95 report. But understands that the 
placement of the causeway has affected the water table of the wider wetland, not just the permitted 
activity of culvert placement in the modified (deepened water courses).

The Southland Mountain Bike club represents over 250 paying members and the wider cycling 
community as the region’s largest cycling club. We support the granting of the consent for the 
following reasons;
- The promotion of low carbon tourism and recreational amenity in a growing community.

- The opportunity for exposure to wetland habitat and associated species.  This exposure will go
 some way to educate public about the importance of halting the decline of wetland habitat 
throughout the region and country. 
- Increase in road safety. The promotion of tourism and increase of the importance of tourism 
 part of the regions gross domestic product is increasing the road traffic on the regions roads, 
with an associated increase in road accidents.  Promotion of cycling between Te Anau and 
Manapouri will assist in the reduction of motorised road traffic. The cycle trail will also provide 
a fantastic asset that separates cycle and motorised traffic.

The above reasons are in line with the opinion of the Southland Regional Council Ecologist 
(S.95 report p.11)
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   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  

4/6/2019

We would like the Southland regional council to Grant the consent on the following basis;
- Desired action; The FTT to remediate the ‘causeway’ structure with that of a boardwalk structure of sufficient length to allow th
e through-flow of the natural water table to ensure that wetland habitat is not reduced to a more than minor extent.
Reason; Boardwalk structures are used extensively to protect sensitive wetland habitat in national parks e.g. the Kepler track
 between Shallow Bay Hut and Balloon Loop, the Rakiura track, and on the Hump Ridge Track.  

- Desired action;  The erection of educational signage on the role of wetlands
Reason; The decline of wetland habitat should be halted.  This can only be achieved by increasing the understanding of the role 
of wetland habitat in the general public.  There is a unique opportunity for the direct exposure of the public to a wetland
 environment.  This exposure can be enhanced with educational signage to highlight the role of wetlands and their related species. 

- Desired action; The FTT is to manage or remediate any invasive species in the wetland.
Reason; To maintain the high amenity value and to minimise any potential effect of the cycle path to a less than minor extent.
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To: The Chief Executive
Environment Southland
Private Bag90116
D){20775
Invetcargill

SUBMISSION FORM
submission on a Notified Application fot a Resource cor".oi
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*."o.@oPPosE/submitaNEUTRALsubmissionoo,(cfubo*)theapplicationof,
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And,/or Organisation:

Application Number:
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Location:
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I wish the Council to make the decision tbe nattn conditions

(

I, am
@f*rox one) a ftade competitor- of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 3088 of the Resource

Management Act 1991)

-If 
trade competitor cborcn, pbase conplete tbe next $atement, otberuise baae blank

I, m/ am not (choose one) dttectly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application thar
(r)

(b)

adversely affects the environment; and

does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

I, do/do not (cboow one) wish to be heard in support of my submission.

@lU" not (choose one) wishto be involved in any pte-heariog meeting that may be held for this application.

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes
{J',,;S is ,.1 Ptr5lNo 5.-r\r-,ss.o*

Signed Date 2 I

If you have any queries about this fotm or its pu4>ose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland
(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I: Sue Marwick (Name(s)) 

of: 104 Govan Drive, Te Anau 9600 (Address) 

at: 021 152 3663    slake104@gmail.com 

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT the submission on the application of: 

Name: Te Anau to Manapouri Trail  

And/or Organisation: Fiordland Trails Trust 

Application Number: APP-20191150 Location: Leg 6 of the Lake to Lake Trail between chainage 
2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to Supply Bay, 
Manapouri 

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 

I submit that in my opinion Leg 6 of the Lake2Lake trail has a less than minor effect on the 37Ha wetland that is 

subject to the consent application. 

My reasons are: 

1. The trail has deliberately been constructed to minimise any ecological impacts on this wetland by skirting 

it’s eastern side. 

2. The section of the trail under question is 35 metres long, although only a portion of this could be regarded 

as having any impact on the hydrology of the wetland and this section of trail is only a small portion of the 

entire wetland. 

3. Much of the existing vegetation adjacent to the upstream side of the trail is not made up of typical 

wetland species eg mature Carpodetus serratus (Marbleleaf), Myrsine divaricata (Weeping matipo) and 

Leptospermum scoparium (Manuka). True wetland species such as Carex secta are common on the 

downstream side and have not been affected by the construction of the trail. 

4. The two 800mm culverts have been positioned to carry water via their natural water courses and do not 

alter the hydrology nor will they impede any possible fish movements. It is very unlikely that the 

construction of the trail will cause any change in the composition of the wetland over time. 

5. The area in question is not a pristine wetland but is already highly modified. Noxious weeds are prevalent 

in this area and the Fiordland Trails Trust (with funding from the Department of Conservation Community 

Fund) have, over the past 12 months, spent in excess of $24,000 in weed control in the vicinity of this 

section of the trail (extending north from Fraser’s Beach road up to this wetland and  covering the entire 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  
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area between Lake Manapouri and the Manapouri/Te Anau road). The Fiordland Trails Trust has lodged an 

application for additional DOC Community Funding for further weed control work in this area over the 

next 2 years. 

6. The Fiordland Trails Trust have demonstrated the value that they place on wetlands by specifically 

avoiding them when they selected the route for Leg 6 of the trail. This route was approved and consented 

by the Southland District Council through a separate resource consent process and was approved by the 

Department of Conservation. The FTT have indicated their willingness to fill in the water table alongside 

the trail if this was considered necessary to mitigate any adverse effects. 

7. It is irresponsible for Environment South to accept the opinion of a planner and an ecologist who have not 

visited the site. The ecologist Simon Beale was engaged by FTT and visited the site to make an informed 

assessment of the impacts. His opinion of a “less than minor impact” should be accepted. 

 

In summary, the Fiordland Trails Trust have acted responsibly in aligning the trail to the best of their ability to 

minimise any negative impacts on wetland areas. They have spent considerable time, effort and funds in 

enhancing the natural ecosystem through weed control along the track edge and the block north of Frasers Beach 

(as described above) as well as weed control in a wetland at Balloon Loop and control of multiple weeds near the 

Marakura Yacht Club in Te Anau.  The wetland in question here is already highly modified and the trail crossing it 

has caused very little damage to it.   

The Lake2 Lake trail provides an excellent opportunity for the public to appreciate our local indigenous vegetation 

including our wetland ecosystems. The Fiordland Trails Trust should be commended for their efforts in providing 

this facility. 

 
 

   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
I request that the council find in favour of the Fiordland Trails Trust and assess the impact as less than minor. 
 
    
I am not a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource Management Act 

1991). 

 

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I do not wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes X No 

  

Signed Susan M Marwick Date 27 May 2019 
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   SUBMISSION FORM    

    Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent    

     

 

 

I:  (Name(s)) 

of:  (Address) 

at:      

 (Phone (Fax) (E-mail) 

 
Wish to SUPPORT / OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (circle one) the application of: 

Name:  

And/or Organisation:  

Application Number:  Location:  

    

My reasons for my submission are: (State the nature of your submission and give clear reasons. Continue on attached pages if necessary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To: The Chief Executive 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
DX20175 
Invercargill  

Stephen  Hoskin

PO Box 94, Te Anau 9640

03 249 7007 03 249 7303 stephenhoskin@hotmail.com

Fiordland Trails Trust

Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail

APP-20191150 between chainage 2200 and 2300 from Manapouri to 
Supply Bay Road, Manapouri

See attached pages
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Stephen Hoskin
Oval



 

   I wish the Council to make the following decision (Give precise details, including the nature of any conditions sought) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
I, am/am not (choose one) a trade competitor* of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991). 

*If trade competitor chosen, please complete the next statement, otherwise leave blank 

I, am/am not (choose one) directly affected by an effect as a result of the proposed activity in the application that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and 

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be heard in support of my submission. 

 

I, do/do not (choose one) wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 

I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant.       Yes  No 

  

Signed  Date  

 

  

If you have any queries about this form or its purpose please contact the Consents Division of Environment Southland 

(03) 211 5115 or 0800 76 88 45.  

Grant consent for the construction of 35 metres of the trail, the placement and use of two culverts and the use 
of Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Te Anau to Manapouri Trail without  conditions        

                      
.

 I
 
also

 
wish

 
Council

 
waive

 
any

 
fees

 
for

 
the

 
consent,

 
including

 
professional

 
fees,

 
given

 
the

 
social,

 
cultural

 
and

 economic
 
benefits

 
of

 
the

 
trail

 
and

 
Charitable

 
Trust

 
status

 
of

 
the

 
applicant.

 Please note, I chair the Fiordland Trails Trust but am submitting as an individual. I also work as a local 
General Practitioner (hence my interest in the public health benefits of the trail) and chair the Te Anau 
School Board of Trustees but was not involved in their submission. 

31/05/2019
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Attachment for Environment Southland submission for application number: APP-20191150 

Stephen Hoskin 

 

I wish to support the consent application for three main reasons 

Firstly, the consultant planner, Sonya Nicol appears to have given greater weight to the report by 

Wildlife consultants, despite the fact the author, Kevin Lloyd, explicitly states he has not been to the 

sight whereas it is clear that Simon Beale has.  Surely the on-site inspection is going to give richer 

information to inform the opinion and greater weight should be given to that report.  Alternatively, 

given the difference in opinion, I would expect Sonya Nicol and Michael Durand to visit the site to 

inform their decisions but it appears neither did. 

Secondly, the two ecologists had both agreed the effects of the trail would be less than minor if the 

Trust undertook the remedial action they agreed to, namely filling in the water table and removing 

exotic weeks. 

Thirdly, it seems Environment Southland has not taken a ‘big picture’ view of the situation in a 

number of aspects.  For example, even if we ignore the other 18 km of trail the Trust had 

constructed, the related construction activity was for 5km of trail.  The section the Trust has been 

asked to obtain consent for involves 35m of trail, representing 0.7% of the trail length.  It could be 

argued the relevant distance and percentage are 10m and 0.2% respectively, given the northern 

culvert is in a creek with dry ground either side. 

Most of the related 5km of trail runs alongside wetland.  The Trust has clearly made an effort to 

keep out of wetlands along all areas where it was physically possible.  With a creek crossing the path, 

there was no other option at the point in question.  In order to minimise the impact on wetland, the 

Trust obtained consent from adjacent landowners and the Southland District Council and moved the 

trail closer to private properties than initially permitted under SDC consenting.   

I would encourage those considering these submissions to undertake a site visit including walking 

the unofficial but marked route between Supply Bay Road and Manapouri.  (Bring your gumboots).  I 

estimate the total area of wetlands alongside the trail at 50-80 Ha compared to a trail area of 105m2 

(35m x 3m) or 30m2 (10m x 3m) meaning 0.003-0.021%1 of the wetland along the newly constructed 

trail has been affected [Figure 1] 

                                                           
1 30/800 000 to 77/500 000 
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Figure 1: The area adjoining the trail is approximately 166Ha. Having walked back and 

forwards in the area, I estimate 30-50% of the area is wetlands  

 

Another ‘big picture’ item is that the Trust has undertaken weed control, not only along the trail 

itself but in areas well beyond including on land under the administration of Environment Southland. 

Trustees and volunteers have also planted native species along the trail below Golf Course Road and 

near Queens Reach and has plans to plant more native species below Rainbow Reach Road this 

August.  Surely these Trust activities are of environmental benefit and in keeping with ES plans.  

Standing on the trail at the area in question shows a variety of weeds including blackberry, broom, 

exotic grasses and lupin [figures below].  As mentioned, the Trust was willing to clear the adjacent 

wetland of exotic weeds.   
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Figure 2: Blackberry and exotic grass immediately alongside the trail  
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Figure 3: Broom visible from the trail 
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Figure 4: An aerial photo showing broom either side of the trail and lupin above.  

 

By constructing the trail, the Trust enables people to get out in the natural environment and 

appreciate its value.  Such immersive and emotional experiences can be transformative and result in 

users who take action to protect our environment.  Additionally, the Trust has plans to develop 

education and interpretation which would further promote conservation values.   

There are also other policies relevant to the trail.  For example, the Regional Land Transport Plans 

list the following intended long-term results: 

• The network is reliable and resilient. 

• Major externalities are reduced (including road risk and  

• the resultant trauma, and carbon emissions). 

• Exporting is supported. 

• Tourism is enabled and supported. 

• Growth is enabled. 

• Non- traditional economic sectors are enabled. 

• There is an increased choice in travel modes. 

• Community resilience has been enhanced (including climate change adaptation). 
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• Decision-making is timely and relevant. 

• There is sufficient support and choice of funding to realise the strategy outlined in these 

plans.  

“These intended long-term results are important because, collectively, they will enable our 

regions to achieve the goal, by ensuring the following three factors that are critical to success  

in achieving the goal are realised: 

• Transport enables and supports economic activity and growth. 

• The transport system adequately meets social needs. 

• Transport helps to positively shape the future of Otago and Southland 

“The Otago and Southland RTCs [regional transport committees] have two objectives for cycling: 

to expand cycle tourism, and to see much larger numbers of people travelling by cycle in urban 

and peri-urban areas. They seek two key results: 

• The number of people choosing to cycle is sufficient to make a positive contribution 

towards ensuring a sustainable and accessible transport network 

• The number of people using cycle trails boosts the economy of Otago and Southland. 

“The RTCs are seeking to increase the number of people choosing to cycle in urban and peri-

urban areas and on cycle trails. 

“Making better provision for cycling is not just about providing space on the roads; it also 

means providing connections between trails and cycling tracks on the one hand, and those parts 

of the road network used by cycling commuters on the other hand. 

Urban and rural connections for walking are also important and often done as part of an 

Approved Organisation’s programme of low cost/ low risk projects. Cycling contributes 

positively towards a sustainable and accessible transport network because it is energy 

efficient, has minimal environmental impacts, is affordable and has associated health and 

fitness benefits. Increasing the use of cycling will contribute to improvements in community 

wellbeing, public health and the transition to a low emissions economy.  The plans seek to 

encourage and enable higher levels of cycling. Reallocating existing roading space to cycling, 

and providing for cycling in new roading projects, will help increase recognition of the rights of 

cyclists to safe road space. Provision of good quality cycle facilities within the roading corridor, 

including separate facilities, will play an important role in increasing the levels of cycling within 

the two regions. Improved land-use planning practices will also assist in greater levels of cycling 

activity because local services, as well as transport services, will be more accessible by bicycle. 

Continued expansion of cycle tourism, through the provision of quality experiences on trails and 

the construction of further trails, will help build this sector of the tourist market, aimed at both 

overseas and domestic visitors. Providing better connections between trails (although this is not 

a major focus of this plan) will encourage visitors to remain longer in the south” [boldening 

mine] 

I struggle to see how the Lake2Lake could be a better fit with the Transport Plans.  The user numbers 

speak for themselves with over 45 000 passes in 12 months at the busiest section of trail and over 

8700 at its most remote point, south of Queens Reach.  The relevant leg 6 near Manapouri was 
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opened in June 2018 and had clocked up 6129 passes by the end of the 2018, with 1486 passes in 

December alone.  

These numbers are despite the trail being incomplete and the Trust having no formal marketing 

strategy.  Once completed, the trail will enable the safe passage for pedestrians and cyclist all the 

way from Te Anau to Manapouri without having to go on State Highway 95.  The trail starts and 

finishes close to population centres making it convenient, safe and free to undertake physical 

activity.  Such areas away from vehicles are valuable for enabling activity for those who are not 

confident or do not feel safe on roads.  School groups use the trail, which helps set active lifestyles in 

motion; aligns with the Southland Cycling Strategy’s aim to “support the development of cycling 

skills”;  and with NZTA’s Cycle Education System’s “winning formula”, namely "Regular opportunities 

to develop bike handling skills and gain experience in off- road environments"  

The health benefit of physical activity are summarised by the UK National Health Service2:  

• up to a 35% lower risk of coronary heart disease and stroke  
• up to a 50% lower risk of type 2 diabetes  
• up to a 50% lower risk of colon cancer  
• up to a 20% lower risk of breast cancer  
• a 30% lower risk of early death  
• up to an 83% lower risk of osteoarthritis  
• up to a 68% lower risk of hip fracture  
• a 30% lower risk of falls (among older adults)  
• up to a 30% lower risk of depression  
• up to a 30% lower risk of dementia 

The final ‘big picture’ point is around process.  The Land and Water plan repeatedly states that “The 

Southland Regional Council will restrict the exercise of its discretion to the following matters” such 

as considering economic benefit and “the potential benefits of the activity to the applicant, the 

community and the environment”.  Environment Southland has exercised discretion in the past such 

as not prosecuting breaches and not publicly notifying activities.  The public notification of this 

activity has a significant negative economic activity on a Charitable Trust trying to deliver a public 

good.  The Trust repeatedly sought to avoid such diversion of its limited resources by requesting 

meetings with Environment Southland staff and offering remedial work but Council pursued the 

public process.  I therefore suggest Council minimise any further impact on the Trust by waiving all 

fees associated with this application, including professional fees.  

In summary, there are numerous social and environmental benefits from the Lake2Lake trail in its 

entirety and – even on its own - the 5km section related to this consent.  If we narrow our focus to 

the 35m in question it appears the environmental effect would still be beneficial and certainly not 

more than ‘less than minor’.   

                                                           
2 https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/exercise-health-benefits/  
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16 May 2019 

 

The Chief Executive 

Environment Southland 

Private Bag 90116 

DX20175 

Invercargill 

 

Submission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent 

I, Sarah Greaney on behalf of the Te Anau Community Board 

Address: PO Box 5, Te Anau Ph: 027 222 6634 Email: sarahkay@xtra.co.nz 

Wish to SUPPORT the submission on the application of:  

The Fiordland Trails Trust  Application Number: APP-20191150  

Location: Leg 6 of the Lake 2 Lake Trail between chainage 220 and 230 at about NZTM2000 1180612E, 

N4942051 and 1180593E and N4942084 

The reasons for our submission are as follows:  

In granting the original Resource Consent the Southland District Council stated that the adverse effect on 

the environment would be less than minor. It noted that public notification had already been undertaken 

by the Southland Conservation Management Strategy (2016) and recommended that vegetation clearance 

be done in conjunction with an ecologist, to ensure minimal impact on the area. Simon Beale, the ecologist 

engaged by the Fiordland Trails Trust also assessed the impact would be less than minor.  

Both the Department of Conservation, Fish and Game, and Te Ao Marama Inc were happy to provide 

approval for the retrospective resource consent to be granted.  They have all subsequently endorsed their 

initial support and approved the work that has been retrospectively completed since the abatement notice 

was issued.  

Culverts placed within the wetland area are compliant and permitted under the Regional Water Plan and 

should therefore not be cause for concern. These were installed in discussion with the support of the 

ecologists who had visited the site.  

Given that the work has been completed, the impacts are also already able to be assessed. The ecological 

assessment by Beale Consultants did not identify an indigenous flora, nor did it believe that the impact was 

anything less than minor. The report stated that the indigenous ecosystem types and habitats will be 

maintained as the impact of the trail on the wetland area is less than minor and that the wetland in 

question was not located within an originally rare ecosystem. 

We note that the technical review completed by Wildlands Consultants Ltd who were engaged by 

Environment Southland uses a high degree of vague language in their report; for example “is likely to 

cause” and “assessment of imagery indicates the wetland “may only occupy 0.75 hectares””. Given the 
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lack of certainty and clarity in this technical report, we are not convinced that an accurate assessment of 

the site has been undertaken by this party, particularly as the author finishes his report by stating he has 

not visited the site. This report states that the expert is not even sure what flora are actually growing in the 

wetland location – stating that “it is likely to be…”.  Consequently, any credence on the interpretation that 

the impact be “more than minor” would have to be questioned. 

We wish the Council to make the following decision: 

We wish the council to provide a retrospective resource consent to the Fiordland Trails Trust in regard to 

the less than minor modifications to the area described under “location”. The organisation is a not-for- 

profit entity that has provided a significant amenity to the local communities of Te Anau and Manapouri 

and should not be made to incur significant unnecessary costs in obtaining consent. They have attempted 

at all times to work with Environment Southland to achieve make amends since the abatement notice was 

issued. In notifying the consent, this has been denied. 

The Lake2Lake multi-purpose trail is providing both social and economic benefits to Fiordland as has 

been evidenced by the wide variety and number of users (both local, national and international), and 

businesses that have been opened. The Te Anau Community Board considers this amenity to be the first 

“game changing” asset provided in our area for more than 30 years. It gains little direct profit, and yet 

provides leverage to other businesses to market a year round activity, something which the area has been 

lacking for many years. 

The volunteer trustees have worked tirelessly fundraising to build the trail putting almost every dollar into 

constructing the trail. The Te Anau Community Board deems that notifying this consent is an unnecessary 

cost to the Fiordland Trails Trust when the impact on the wetland has been assessed as “less than minor” 

by the professionals who have actually visited the site.  

In addition, the trust has an ongoing plan to maintain the trail, undertake a native planting programme and 

we believe that their efforts in this area should also be commended.  

We are not a trade competitor of the applicant (for the purposes of Section 308B of the Resource 

Management Act 1991).  

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.  

I do wish to be involved in any pre-hearing meeting that may be held for this application. 

 I have served a copy of my submission on the applicant. Yes 

Yours faithfully 

Sarah Greaney 

Te Anau Community Board, Chairperson 
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'I'o: Tl"re Cl-rief ]lxecutive
Ilnr.ircnment Sor:thland
Privatc Bas 90116

DX201-5
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SUBMISSION FORM

Subrnission on a Notified Application for a Resource Consent

I:

of-:

at: f,:Z ,aq<'i *ir.!ti
(PlLrtne Fn*) @,-ntail)

Wislr Ic/SUPPORT.i/ OPPOSE / submit a NEUTRAL submission on (.tirth r.,r) the application of:
t'.--_ 

-/

Name:

.\nd/ or Organis:rtion:

;\pplication Number: ',IC: Locarion:

on Lecr G
)

2LctY<-

-\lr rcrlsr,ns fcrr ml suirmtssion zirc (Sfute tlt nalut-a .rabrti.r.rirtn aril clear reason.r. Conrtnwe rtn attached

fitame(s))

We are writing in support of the Fiordland Trails Trust being granted a retrospective Resource

Consent for construction of a trail between chainage 2200 and 2300 as part of Leg 6 of the Lake 2

Lake Trail.

By the time Leg 6 of the trail was under construction, much of the Lake 2 Lake Trail had already been
completed, with the Trust and their contractors having displayed an impressive degree of
sympathetic sensitivity toward the flora and ecosystems encountered along the way.

The route for Leg 6 was specifically chosen to skirt the Western end of a wetland so as to avoid or
lessen any detrimental effect, despite the fact that the area could hardly be regarded as being
particularly unique or pristine, having been altered over time by fires, slips and noxious weeds. The

track location was consented by Southland District Council and approved by DOC lwi and Fish and

Game. The two ecologists engaged to assess the track's impact on the wetland, concurred that this
was only "minor" or "less than minor".

With the Trails Trust having a proven track record, the mutual consent of the ecological consultants,
not to mention overwhelnring approval by the thousands of locais and visitors who have already
enjoyed the Lake 2 Lake trail, it is absolutely bewildering as to why, despite this substantial goodwill,
Environment Southland would possibly wish to proceed to a publicly notified consent to have part of
the trail removed ! I

It is disheartening to consider the potential waste of fundraised money and Trails Trust time which
will be waisted if this process continues.
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I n,ish the Council to make the fbllcrr.ving decision (Glrte precite detttilt, incluiin,C tly nol![r1!U, ,rorlitirr,t to

l, amf am not (tltor.,sc orte) a trnde competitor' of the applicant (iirr the purposes of Section 30811 of tirc Resource

i\,lanatement Act 1 991).
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Signed Date

If vou har.e anv queries abor-rt this lirrnr or its purpose plcase contact tl:re Consents Dir-ision of Envir:onment Sor-rthlancl

03) 211 -511.5 or 0800 76 88 4.5.
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Biodiversity surveys and assessments of environmental effects - Ecosystem restoration and rehabilitation - Pest animal and pest plant assessment -  
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Our Ref: R4957 
 
 
26 February 2019 
 
 
Lacey Bragg 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
INVERCARGILL 9840 
 
 
Dear Lacey 
 
REVIEW OF EFFECTS OF FIORDLAND TRAIL ON WETLAND VALUES 
 

Environment Southland have received a retrospective resource consent application (APP-
20191150 W4931) from the Fiordland Trails Trust to modify a wetland due to construction of a 
multi-use trail on the eastern margin of Lake Manapouri.  The trail crosses the wetland 
approximately two kilometres northeast of Manapouri township. A report accompanying the 
application determines that the wetland is significant in terms of Section 6(c) of the RMA.  The 
report then goes on to say that the effects of construction of the trail on the wetland will be very 
low owing to the small area of wetland affected.  Environment Southland requires an independent 
assessment of the likely effects of trail construction on the wetland. 
 
The remainder of this letter comprises technical comments on the likely effects. 
 
Wetland Location and Context 
 
The wetland occurs at the base of small scarp on the eastern shore of Lake Manapouri.  It is likely 
to be a spring-fed wetland as there is no obvious stream channel upstream of the wetland.  The 
wetland occurs in mosaic of fernland, mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium) scrub, and Scotch 
broom (Cytisus scoparius).  An informal walking track zigzags from the nearby Manapouri - Te 
Anau Highway to the lakeshore, just south of the wetland.  
 
The application states that the trail crosses approximately 35 metres of the wetland and is formed 
to a width of three metres.  Two streams on each side of the wetland define it and are associated 
with culverts placed under the trail.  A water table has been formed on the upstream side of the 
trail to direct sub-surface flows from the wetland into the southern culvert.   
 
Ecological Assessment 
 
The ecological assessment (Beale Consultants 2018) accompanying the application classifies the 
wetland as a marsh wetland, with the dominant wetland plant being purei (Carex secta), with 

Dunedin Office: 

764 Cumberland Street, Dunedin 9016 

Ph: (03) 477 2096 

Email:  kelvin.lloyd @wildlands.co.nz 
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 2 

shrubs of mingimingi (Coprosma propinqua) and weeping mapou (Myrsine divaricata) on its 
margins.  Wet ground between the two streams is occupied by stands of mānuka, shrubs of 
mingimingi, and the sedge rautahi (Carex coriacea) and swamp kiokio (Parablechnum minus), 
and this vegetation also comprises wetland vegetation.  The report states that no plant species 
with a threat classification were observed in the wetland in the vicinity of the track.  The report 
also indicates that one or more lizard species with a threat classification of At Risk-Declining 
may be present.   
 
We note that one plant species found at the site, mānuka, has a current threat classification of At 
Risk-Declining, on the basis of the potential threat posed by myrtle rush (Austropuccinia psidii). 
Little weight has been attached to this due to the abundance of mānuka in Southland Region, 
because myrtle rust has not yet been detected in the lower South Island, and because mānuka is 
not a species that is commonly infected by myrtle rust in the North Island and northern South 
Island.   
 
Effects Assessment - Beale Consultants 
 
Beale Consultants (2018) assesses the effects of trail construction on the hydrological and 
ecological function of the wetland as being less than minor, due to the 120 m2 loss of wetland 
habitat being a small proportion of the total wetland area.   
 
Effects Assessment - Wildland Consultants 
 
In my opinion, adverse effects on the wetland may be more than minor for the following reasons: 
 
 The wetland has been classified as a marsh wetland, a wetland class that has been 

significantly cleared and modified in most parts of New Zealand.   
 Clearance of indigenous wetland vegetation, while representing a relatively small wetland 

area, increases the cumulative loss of wetland extent, and the effects of this have not been 
avoided, remedied, or mitigated.   

 The trail cuts across the flow of water in the upper part of the wetland, and diverts previously 
inflowing water into an adjacent stream.  This is likely to cause local drying of the wetland 
adjacent to the water table, and reduce water flow to the larger downstream part of the 
wetland. These effects are likely to cause local changes in wetland vegetation over time, 
allowing facultative wetland species such as mānuka to increase in abundance at the expense 
of obligate wetland species such as purei.   

 It is not clear if indigenous fish would use the small streams on each side of the wetland, but 
if so, the culverts installed could potentially provide barriers to fish passage.   

 
Conclusion 
 
The Beale Consultants (2018) report considers the effects on the wetland to be less than minor, 
but assesses only the area cleared in coming to this conclusion.   
 
In my opinion the effects of constructing the trail across the wetland are likely to have been more 
than minor, due to hydrological effects which are likely to change the composition of the 
remaining wetland vegetation over time.  Remediation, mitigation, or compensation actions could 
potentially address these adverse effects.   
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you require further input or discussion. 
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REFERENCE 
 
Beale Consultants 2018:  Te Anau – Manapouri multi-purpose trail.  Ecological assessment of 
Leg 6 wetland crossing.  Prepared for the Fiordland Trails Trust.   
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Kelvin Lloyd 
Principal Ecologist 
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Our Ref: 4957b 
 
 
8 April 2019 
 
 
Sonja Nicol 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
INVERCARGILL 9840 
 
 
Dear Sonja 
 
REVIEW OF EFFECTS OF THE FIORDLAND TRAIL ON WETLAND VALUES 
 

Environment Southland have received a retrospective resource consent application (APP-20191150 
W4931) from the Fiordland Trails Trust to modify a wetland due to construction of a multi-use trail 
on the eastern margin of Lake Manapouri.  The trail crosses the wetland approximately two 
kilometres northeast of Manapouri township. A report accompanying the application states that the 
wetland is significant in terms of Section 6(c) of the RMA.  The report then goes on to say that the 
effects of construction of the trail on the wetland are very low owing to the small area of wetland 
affected.  Environment Southland required an independent assessment of the likely effects of trail 
construction on the wetland, which was provided on 26 February 2019 (Wildland Consultants 
2019).  
 
Following this, it was suggested (K. Lloyd, email to Environment Southland, 12 March 2019) that 
potential fish passage through culverts installed under the trail should be reassessed, a ditch 
excavated on one side of the formed trail should be filled in, monitoring of the infilled area should 
be undertaken to check for settling of the substrate (with re-filling if required), and monitoring of 
subsequent colonisation by rautahi (Carex coriacea) should be undertaken.  The applicant has 
agreed to undertake these works and monitoring, and provided photographic evidence that showed 
fish passage should not be restricted through the culverts.  If the infilling work is carried out 
successfully, this should remedy the adverse hydrological effects on the wetland to the point that 
they are less than minor.   
 
The residual adverse effects relate to the direct loss of wetland vegetation caused by trail 
construction.   
 
EXTENT OF WETLAND LOSS 

 
Beale Consultants (2018) assessed the effects of trail construction on the hydrological and 
ecological function of the wetland as being less than minor, due to the 120 m2 loss of wetland 
habitat being a small proportion (0.3%) of the total wetland area.  However, the wetland extent 
indicated by Beale Consultants (2018) includes non-wetland habitat near the lake, and it is not clear 
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what area of wetland extent was used to calculate this percentage. Assessment of satellite imagery 
indicates, however, that the wetland may occupy only approximately 0.75 hectares, and thus the 
extent of clearance would be 1.6% of the wetland extent.  
 
WETLAND SIGNIFICANCE 

 
The wetland was assessed as being significant by Beale Consultants (2018) in terms of the 
Representativeness, Rarity, and Ecological Context criteria in the Southland Regional Policy 
Statement:  
 

(a) Representativeness 
(i) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is representative, typical 

or characteristic of the natural diversity of the relevant ecological district or 
coastal biogeographic region. This can include degraded examples where they are 
some of the best remaining examples of their type, or represent all that remains of 
indigenous biodiversity in some areas. 

 
(b) Rarity/Distinctiveness 

(i) Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that has been reduced to less 
than 20% of its former extent in the Region, or relevant land environment, 
ecological district, freshwater environment, or coastal biogeographic region. 

 
(d) Ecological Context 

(i) Vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides or contributes to: an 
ecological linkage, ecological corridor or network; buffering function; or 
ecosystem service. 

(ii) A wetland which plays an important hydrological, biological or ecological role in 
the natural functioning of a water body, including a river or coastal system, or 
springs, lakes and streams. 

 
The assessments against the Representativeness and Rarity criteria are appropriate, but the 
importance of this wetland in terms of the ecological context criteria is less certain.  
 
PLANNING CONTEXT 

 
The retrospective consent sought has the status of a non-complying activity.   As such, there is a 
relatively high test under Section 104D of the RMA.  Before a consent authority can consider to 
grant or refuse a consent for a non-complying activity, it must be satisfied that either the effects of 
the activity are no more than minor, or the activities are not contrary to the policies and objectives 
of the relevant planning documents.    
 
Relevant policies from the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan include: 
 
Objective 1  Land and water and associated ecosystems are sustainably managed as integrated natural 

resources, recognising the connectivity between surface water and groundwater, and between 
freshwater, land and the coast. 

 Objective 14   The range and diversity of indigenous ecosystem types and habitats within rivers, estuaries, 
wetlands and lakes, including their margins, and their life-supporting capacity are maintained 
or enhanced. 

 Objective 16   Public access to, and along, river (excluding ephemeral rivers) and lake beds is maintained and 
enhanced, except in circumstances where public health and safety or significant indigenous 
biodiversity values are at risk. 
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 Objective 17   The natural character values of wetlands, rivers and lakes and their margins, including channel 
and bed form, rapids, seasonably variable flows and natural habitats, are protected from 
inappropriate use and development. 

 Objective 18  All activities operate in accordance with “good management practice” or better to optimise 
efficient resource use safeguard the life supporting capacity of the region’s land and soils and 
maintain or improve the quality and quantity of the region’s water resources. 

 
Policy 32 - Protect significant indigenous vegetation and habitat (pSWLP) 
Protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna associated with natural 
wetlands, lakes and rivers and their margins. 
  
Policy 33 - Adverse effects on natural wetlands 
Prevent the reduction in area, function and quality of natural wetlands, including through drainage, discharges 
and vegetation removal. 
  
Policy 34 - Restoration of existing wetlands, the creation of wetlands and riparian planting 
Recognise the importance of wetlands and indigenous biodiversity, particularly their potential to improve water 
quality, offset peak river flows and assist with flood control, through encouraging: 
1.  the maintenance and restoration of existing natural wetlands and the creation of new wetlands; and 
2.  the establishment of wetland areas and associated indigenous riparian plantings, including on farm, in 

subdivisions, on industrial sites and for community sewerage schemes. 
 
CONSISTENCY WITH PLAN OBJECTIVES AND POLICY 

 
Construction of the trail through the wetland would appear to be at least partly contrary to Objective 
14 and Objective 17, and contrary to Policy 32 and Policy 33.   
 
ARE THE EFFECTS LESS THAN MINOR? 

 
Residual adverse effects on the wetland are more than minor, for the following reasons.  Various 
matters need to be considered to determine the scale of residual effects: 
 
• The wetland has been classified as a representative marsh wetland, a wetland class that has is 

one of the most reduced classes of wetland in most parts of New Zealand.   

• The wetland is located within a land environment that retains less than 20% of its original 
indigenous cover nationally.   

• Recent research in Southland has shown that the rate of wetland loss has not slowed, with 
10.5% of Southland’s remaining wetlands (excluding those in Fiorldand on Rakiura) being 
cleared between 1990 and 2012 (Robertson et al., in press). 

• Clearance of indigenous wetland vegetation, while representing a relatively small wetland 
area, increases the cumulative loss of wetland extent, and the effects of this have not been 
avoided, remedied, or mitigated.   

 
Overall, even though the extent of wetland loss is relatively small, the residual adverse effects are 
more than minor, for the reasons set out above. 
 
OPTIONS TO FURTHER REDUCE THE RESIDUAL ADVERSE EFFECTS 

 
A grove of deciduous trees which are almost certainly willows (Salix spp.) occur approximately 
100 metres upstream of the affected wetland.  These are most likely to be crack willow (Salix 
fragilis) but could potentially be grey willow (Salix cineria).  In either case, they are significant 
weeds of wetland ecosystems, and are likely spread further downstream, and into the affected 
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wetland over time.  Willow invasion could potentially displace indigenous wetland vegetation and 
alter the hydrology of the wetland.   
 
Eradication of these willow trees would therefore represent a very positive effect that may reduce 
the residual adverse effects on the wetland to less than minor.  Willows can be drilled and poisoned 
in situ.  Willow control sites should be monitored for regrowth and regeneration, with additional 
control undertaken if required.   
 
Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius) occurs in patches on the wetland margin, and while not likely to 
have adverse effects on the wetland, are very likely to be having adverse effects on the natural 
character of the wetland.  Control of this Scotch broom could therefore mitigate adverse effects on 
natural character.  Follow-up control would also be needed.  Encouraging regeneration of mānuka 
on wetland margins, or planting it, would help to reduce future invasion of Scotch broom.  
 
CONCLUSION 

 
Remediation of the adverse hydrological effects on the wetland is likely to reduce those effects to 
a less than minor level.  Residual effects of wetland vegetation loss caused by track construction 
could be addressed by eradication of willow trees.  Effects on natural character of the wetland could 
be mitigated by control of Scotch broom and increasing indigenous plant dominance on the wetland 
margins.  
 
It should be noted that these conclusions are made without the benefit of having visited the site.   
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you require further input or discussion. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Kelvin Lloyd 
Principal Ecologist 
 
 

REFERENCES 

 
Beale Consultants 2018:  Te Anau - Manapouri multi-purpose trail.  Ecological assessment of Leg 

6 wetland crossing.  Prepared for the Fiordland Trails Trust.   

Robertson H.A., Ausseil A-G., Rance B., Betts H., and Pomeroy E. In press.  Loss of wetlands 
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Wildland Consultants 2019:  Review of effects of Fiordland Trail on wetland values.  Wildland 
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Our Ref: 4957c 
 
 
11 April 2019 
 
 
Sonja Nicol 
Environment Southland 
Private Bag 90116 
INVERCARGILL 9840 
 
 
Dear Sonja 
 
REVIEW OF EFFECTS OF THE FIORDLAND TRAIL ON WETLAND VALUES 
 

Environment Southland have received a retrospective resource consent application (APP-20191150 
W4931) from the Fiordland Trails Trust to modify a wetland due to construction of a multi-use trail 
on the eastern margin of Lake Manapouri.  The trail crosses the wetland approximately two 
kilometres northeast of Manapouri township. A report accompanying the application states that the 
wetland is significant in terms of Section 6(c) of the RMA.  The report then goes on to say that the 
effects of construction of the trail on the wetland are very low owing to the small area of wetland 
affected.  Environment Southland required an independent assessment of the likely effects of trail 
construction on the wetland, which was provided on 26 February 2019 (Wildland Consultants 
2019a).  
 
Following this, it was suggested (K. Lloyd, email to Environment Southland, 13 March 2019) that 
potential fish passage through culverts installed under the trail should be reassessed, a ditch 
excavated on one side of the formed trail should be filled in, monitoring of the infilled area should 
be undertaken to check for settling of the substrate (with re-filling if required), and monitoring of 
subsequent colonisation by rautahi (Carex coriacea) should be undertaken.  The applicant has 
agreed to undertake these works and monitoring, and provided photographic evidence that showed 
fish passage should not be restricted through the culverts.  If the infilling work is carried out 
successfully, this should remedy the adverse hydrological effects on the wetland to the point that 
they are less than minor.   
 
The residual adverse effects related to the direct loss of wetland vegetation caused by trail 
construction, and control of willows (Salix spp.) upstream of the wetland, and of Scotch broom 
(Cytisus scoparius) adjacent to the trail through the wetland, were suggested as options to mitigate 
these residual adverse effects (Wildland Consultants 2019b).  The Fiordland Trails Trust noted that 
the willow trees were on private land, creating difficulty for enforcement in consent conditions, 
and proposed that instead, the Trust would undertake further pest plant management within the 
wetland as an alternative option to enhance the wetland.   
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PROPOSED WEED CONTROL 

 
The Trust proposes to control noxious weed species including gorse (Ulex europaeus), Scotch 
broom, and Darwin’s barberry (Berberis darwinii) in an approximate 2,000 metre squared area 
centred on the trail where it crosses the wetland, in order to improve indigenous plant dominance 
within the wetland and adjacent areas.  The Trust would also discuss removal of the upstream 
willow trees with the landholder.   
 
EVALUATION 

 
The proposed weed control would comprise a positive effect on the indigenous wetland vegetation 
and vegetation on wetland margins.  This positive effect should be sufficient to address the residual 
adverse effects on the wetland.  Performance standards, such as post-operational inspection and 
reporting, should be considered, to ensure the weed control is effective and that it is not adversely 
affecting indigenous vegetation.   
 
Ongoing discussion by the Trust with the upstream landholder is supported; if this also enabled the 
upstream willow trees to be controlled, that would be very positive.   
 
CONCLUSION 

 
In our opinion, the residual adverse effects of wetland vegetation clearance caused by track 
construction can be addressed by the positive effects of weed control over the 2,000 metre squared 
area centred on the wetland and its riparian margins.  Overall, the ecological effects on the wetland 
should be no more than minor if these actions, and the actions suggested earlier, are undertaken 
with sufficient care and diligence.   
 
It should be noted that these conclusions are made without the benefit of having visited the site.   
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you require further input or discussion. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Kelvin Lloyd 
Principal Ecologist 
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